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Abstract 

Background 

Children growing up in poverty face multiple biological and psychosocial risks, some 

of which are primarily found in low to middle income countries. Unfavorable 

biological circumstances, such as inadequate nutrition and childhood illnesses put 

children at risk for compromised development. Early child development is a 

precursor for later cognitive functioning and may have lasting consequences for 

academic achievement and lifelong quality of life. There is a need to identify 

modifiable risk factors for poor development in order to break the vicious cycle of 

poverty and poor development. 

Objectives 

The objectives of the current thesis are threefold. First, to examine the effect of two 

recommended daily allowances of vitamin B12 and/or folic acid for six months on 

neurodevelopment. Second, to identify other relevant risk factors for poor 

neurodevelopment in young North Indian children; and, finally, to assess the 

feasibility of the screening tool Ages and Stages Questionnaire 3rd ed. (ASQ-3) 

administered by field supervisors to collect reliable data on neurodevelopment in this 

North Indian field setting.  

Methods 

In a randomized double blind trial, children six to 30 months were given vitamin B12 

and/or folic acid or placebo daily for six months. At the end of the study, we 

measured neurodevelopment in 422 children by ASQ-3 administered directly with the 

child. During the six months study period, we collected data on childhood illnesses 

bi-weekly. Information regarding socioeconomic status was collected at baseline, and 

information regarding stimulation and learning opportunities was collected at end 
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study. Applying linear and logistic regression models, we measured the effect of 

vitamin B12 and/or folic acid on neurodevelopment, and identified other predictors of 

developmental status. We also assessed the psychometric properties of the ASQ-3 in 

the current setting. 

Results  

Compared to placebo, children who received both vitamin B12 and folic acid had 

0.45 (95% CI 0.19, 0.73) and 0.28 (95% CI 0.02, 0.54) higher SD-units in the 

domains of gross motor and problem solving functioning, respectively. The effect 

was highest in selected subgroups consisting of stunted children, those with evidence 

of folate and vitamin B12 deficiency and in those who were younger than 24 months 

at the end of the study. With the exception of a significant improvement in gross 

motor scores by vitamin B12 alone, supplementation of either vitamin alone had no 

effect on any of the outcomes measures. In the multiple regression models, we were 

able to explain 30.6% of the variation in the total ASQ-3 score. Height for age and 

weight for height z-scores were positively associated with the total ASQ-3 score, 

while the number of days with diarrhea was negatively correlated. Variables defined 

as stimulation and learning opportunities explained most of the variation (25.9%). 

Our results also indicate that it is possible to collect reliable data on 

neurodevelopment in this field setting using ASQ-3. 

Conclusion 

Vitamin B12 and folate deficiency, stunting and prolonged diarrhea illness may be 

important modifiable biological risks adverse neurodevelopment in young children in 

the current setting. Adequate stimulation and responsive care are crucial for healthy 

development. Interventions targeting young children growing up in poverty in LMIC 

should integrate various modifiable risk factors including nutrition, hygiene and early 

child stimulation to maximize developmental potential in children. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background  

Poverty is a marker for several biological and psychosocial risks that affect early 

child development (Figure 1) (1). Some of these risks are primarily seen in low to 

middle income countries (LMICs) (1-4). Optimal development for young children has 

a range of immediate and long-term positive consequences (5). Early child 

development is a precursor for later cognitive functioning with lasting consequences 

for academic achievement, and children that do not fulfill their potential due to 

poverty related risks early in life are less likely to be productive adults (6-8). To 

maximize developmental potential through secured health, well-being and that all 

young children develop according to their full potential should be an obligation in 

itself for the global community (9). 

 

Figure 1. Pathways from poverty to poor child development from Walker et al.(1) 

Inadequate nutrition and childhood illnesses are biological risks that can compromise 

early child development (1, 3). Approximately 26% (165 million) of the children in 

the world suffer from poor linear growth (10). Micronutrient deficiencies are 

widespread in the context of poverty (11) and the burden of childhood morbidity is 
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high in LMICs (12). The effect these biological risk factors exert on the central 

nervous system (CNS) is accompanied by the influence of several psychosocial risk 

factors that may further compromise development. The impact of both of these 

clusters of risks on child development is determined by various intermediate factors 

such as timing of the exposure, dosage and cumulative effects (3, 13). To fully 

understand the impact of these factors on child development, the socio-cultural 

context must be taken into consideration. In the context of poverty in LMICs, there is 

a need to identify modifiable risk factors to break the vicious cycle of poverty, illness 

and impaired development (7, 14, 15).  

1.2 Clarification of concepts 

For the current thesis the concept of neurodevelopment will be used to describe the 

functional outcome of the CNS, and thus as a phenomenon that is closely linked to 

processes in the developing brain. The term is understood to encompass various 

domains of development, and the developmental changes at different ages.  

In the framework of this thesis, it may be useful to distinguish between the structural 

and the functional outcomes of the development in the CNS. In the following, the 

structural correlate of child development will be referred to as the developing brain 

encompassing brain growth and maturity in interaction with environmental factors 

giving rise to behavioral outcomes (16). The functional outcome is the observable 

behavior in the child that may be captured through various child development 

assessment tools. In infants and young children, the term developmental status is 

frequently used when referring to their global capacity captured in assessment tools 

(17). This is a descriptive term referring to performance at given milestones for the 

current age. Furthermore, due to the rapid growth and development in the early ages, 

the concept of developmental status underscores the idea that assessments only 

provide a snapshot of the child’s current functioning. Closer follow-ups are needed to 

capture developmental trajectories and fully understand development in infancy and 
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toddlerhood (17, 18). In the course of brain development, the emerging skills in 

question will change, and these changes will have consequences for what domains 

that can be assessed. In early infancy, for example, simple motor responses and 

vocalizations are easily measured, while with maturation, more functional motor 

behavior and advanced observable CNS skills such as executive functions and 

language can be more easily assessed (17).  

Recently, there has been extensive interest in the study of early child development in 

children compromised by the consequences of poverty in LMICs. In this field, the 

concept of early child development has been widely used to describe children`s 

development in the period from early infancy through preschool years (1, 6, 7, 19). 

The specific age ranges applied vary in the literature. Some define, the period up to 

five to six years, while others restrict the period of early child development to 

approximately two years, based on the widely used notion of 1000 significant days 

from conception through 24 months (2, 20, 21). The definition of relevant 

developmental domains also differs. Some authors apply a wide definition, including 

physical growth and well-being, cognitive development, and socio-emotional 

development (7). Others define the concept somewhat narrower, for example as the 

three related, but still distinct developmental domains of sensorimotor, cognitive-

language and social-emotional function (Figure 1) (1, 6, 19). Furthermore, studies on 

child development and risks often restrict the definition of early child development to 

the assessment of single domains and processes such as the study of motor 

development, executive functioning, specific memory processes or socio-emotional 

abilities.  

1.3 The developing brain 

The first years of life from gestation and onwards is a period of rapid brain growth 

and development through neurogenesis, cell migration, neuronal differentiation, and 

pruning of cells and their interconnections (17). These developmental processes are 
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finely tuned with genetically predetermined sequences building on each other under 

the influence of the environment (16, 22, 23). Thus, the unique brain architecture is 

generated prenatally based on the genetic framework in close interaction with 

environmental influences. The high-level neural circuits that give rise to complex 

mental processes build on this architecture, refined and modified by individual 

experiences and inputs from the surrounding environment over an extended period of 

CNS maturation lasting into adolescence (13, 16). Since low-level circuits mature 

early in life and high-level circuits mature later, age-appropriate experiences are 

essential for the developing brain, where different types of experiences are crucial at 

different age periods (16).  

Due to massive and sequential growth, many argue that the first years of life are a 

period in which the brain is particularly susceptible to environmental input, with 

enhanced capacity to respond and modify itself according to exposures (16, 24, 25). 

The brain develops through a combination of experience-expectant and experience-

dependent mechanisms. The former reflects the universal development occurring 

across settings (i.e. through sensory stimulation such as visual, auditory and tactile, 

and linguistic input), whereas the latter depends on input from the surrounding 

environment to emerge (i.e. quality and quantity of stimulation) (26). If the presence 

or absence of an exposure is associated with irreversible changes to the brain, the 

period is characterized as a critical period for development (16, 27). Critical periods 

have sharply defined time windows, and are linked to specific neurodevelopmental 

domains (27). For the visual system and gross motor abilities, critical periods have 

been suggested early in life, whereas less is known for more complex 

neurobehavioral domains (23, 27). Sensitive periods are periods with increased 

susceptibility to exposure from the environment. In contrast to critical periods, 

sensitive periods have broader time windows and are not necessarily linked to 

irreversible brain impairments.  
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Timing is a key factor in determining the impact of an exposure to the developing 

brain (22, 24). The relationship between timing of exposures to the brain and the 

neurodevelopmental outcomes is complex, and various exposures may be linked to 

various sensitive periods (23). In research on early brain injury, for example, insults 

to the brain prior to age three are associated with poorer outcomes and more global 

cognitive deficits, whereas insults later in childhood are associated with faster 

recovery and outcomes closer to normal developmental expectations (25). Similar 

effects of timing have been reported for example in early onset epilepsy (28), and in 

relation to the influence of nutrition (24). With regard to nutrition, the impact on 

neurodevelopment will vary according to the type of the nutritional deficiency, and to 

what extent these coincide with essential timeframes in the developing brain (24, 29). 
Some micronutrients exert their impact at very specific points of time. For instance 

folate is crucial for the CNS in the third week of pregnancy during the closing of the 

neural tube (30), whereas for other key micronutrients, the significance of timing has 

not yet been firmly established (31). 

In the context of poverty, threats to healthy brain development tend to cluster 

together and the literature consistently shows that the higher the number of risk 

factors surrounding the child, the more detrimental for the developing brain (3, 4, 21). 

Dosage refers to both the intensity of exposures (or the lack of one), and to the 

numbers of risks encountered (4). For nutrition, for example, the impact on the 

developing brain may depend upon the severity of the nutritional deficiency. At the 

same time, micronutrient deficiencies in malnourished populations generally co- 

occur, and it is likely that the deficiency of one key micronutrient is accompanied by 

several other deficiencies, representing multiple threats to the developing brain (32).  
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1.4 Biological risks 

1.4.1 Inadequate nutrition 

The developing brain depends on adequate nutrition for healthy development. 

Although important throughout the life-span, nutritional input is of greatest 

importance during gestation and the first years of life involving rapid brain growth 

(13, 31). Nutritional deficits in these first years may have serious consequences for 

the developing brain. Similarly this early period also represents a window of 

opportunity for reversibility and repair if the necessary nutritional supplements are 

provided (31).  

Nutritional deficiencies influence children`s development both directly and indirectly. 

Directly, adequate nutrition is necessary for the development of brain structures, as 

well as the level and effect of neurotransmitters (33). Indirectly, adequate nutrition 

may be a prerequisite for the child`s ability to engage with and profit from the 

environment. A malnourished child might be fussy and irritable, or weak and 

apathetic. These consequences of malnutrition may compromise neurodevelopment 

through alternations in how the child relates to the environment and explores his or 

her surroundings, and carries with it the risk of not receiving adequate stimulation 

from the caregiver. These indirect effects of malnutrition are often referred to as 

functional isolation (33-35). 

Nutritional deficits are generally studied through poor growth and micronutrient 

deficiencies. In the literature, both poor growth and micronutrient deficiencies have 

been linked to adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes.  

Poor growth 

Poor growth is often expressed as being underweight [weight-for-age z-score <-2 

(WAZ)], wasted [weight-for-height z-score <-2 (WHZ)] or stunted [height-for-age z-

score <-2 (HAZ)]. The concept of being underweight does not distinguish between 
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wasting and stunting. As a result, when used as the only measure in areas where the 

prevalence of stunting but not of wasting is high, there is a risk of underestimating 

the prevalence of malnutrition (36). Wasting indicates poor ponderal growth, 

reflecting a relatively short-term process with the lack of uptake and conversion of 

nutrients due to factors such as food insecurity and illnesses. Stunting refers to 

chronic undernutrition affecting linear growth. Stunting has a complex etiology, and 

the underlying mechanisms and reasons are less clear than for wasting (10). Stunting 

is not restricted to food insecure populations, and nutritional interventions have only 

modest effects on growth (37). Stunting may be viewed as an inflammatory disease 

occurring as a consequence of multiple causes of enteropathy seen in poverty 

settings, such as diarrhea, acute malnutrition and micronutrient deficiencies (36). In 

short, stunting can be perceived as a result of a catabolic state either caused by 

malnutrition or chronic illness, where the “anabolic drive” needed for growth is 

suppressed. 

A recent review of 68 studies involving childhood stunting and neurodevelopment 

reports a robust positive association between linear growth and cognitive and motor 

development (38). The review indicates that the largest effects on neurodevelopment 

occur when the growth restriction appears before the age of two. Several studies 

suggest that stunting occurring in early childhood predicts educational outcomes in 

later childhood and adolescence (39-41). However, being closely related to poverty, a 

wide range of co-existing risk factors associated with stunting have an impact on 

neurodevelopment (31, 38). Thus, confounding variables will always be a challenge 

when studying stunting and neurodevelopmental outcomes.  

The mechanisms linking stunting to impaired neurodevelopment are not fully 

understood (36). Indirect effects referred to as functional isolation may help explain 

some of the impact of chronic undernutrition on neurodevelopment. In addition, the 

CNS grows rapidly in early childhood, and the brain has a major demand for energy. 

Lack of energy in this period is likely to affect the development of the CNS (36). The 
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importance of the degree of nutrient deficiency for neurodevelopmental outcomes has 

been described (13). It seems like the developing brain is compromised in case of 

severe nutrient deficiency, but is spared if the deficiency is mild. The phenomenon of 

protecting brain growth when overall growth is impaired is referred to as brain 

sparing, and has been described in animal studies (42).  

Micronutrient deficiency 

Micronutrient deficiencies are widespread in the context of poverty. Whereas most 

nutrients are important for growth and development, some are particularly important 

for the developing brain and healthy neurodevelopment (43). In general, the literature 

presents solid evidence for the importance of iron and iodine in the developing brain 

(3, 13, 34). Iron deficiency is common worldwide and a widely accepted risk factor 

for adverse brain development. It has been discussed however, whether the 

relationship between iron status and neurodevelopment only becomes apparent when 

the deficiency is severe and causes anemia (44). There is sound evidence linking 

severe prenatal iodine deficiency to mental retardation in the children through 

maternal hypothyroidism (31). The effect of moderate to mild iodine deficiency on 

neurodevelopment is less clear (45).  

Micronutrients such as n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (n-3 PUFA), folate, zinc and 

vitamin B12 are linked to brain development, but the evidence is less clear. Van de 

Rest (2012) concludes in a review that although some studies show an effect of n-3 

PUFA on certain cognitive domains, there is little evidence supporting an overall 

beneficial effect (30). The role of folate in the closing of the neural tube in early 

pregnancy is widely accepted, and the supplement of folic acid is recommended from 

around conception in order to secure sufficient levels in early gestation (46). In the 

Norwegian population-based MOBA study, folic acid supplement during pregnancy 

was associated with postnatal neurodevelopment. The lack of folic acid supplement 

during pregnancy was associated with severe language deficits (47), and an increase 

in the prevalence of autism spectrum disorders (48). For Zinc, supplementation trials 
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have given inconsistent results (31). For example, a study set in North India showed 

only marginal effects from zinc supplementation on the developmental scores in 

infants 12 to 18 months (49), whereas a study in Bangladesh showed positive effect 

of zinc supplementation in exploratory behavior in infants 12 months of age (50).  

The neurodevelopmental effects of a given nutrient are based on the metabolic effects 

in a given brain region, the timing of the deficiency and the degree and duration of 

the deficiency (24, 29, 31). Furthermore, there are likely individual thresholds for 

each nutrient when deficiencies have an adverse effect on the developing brain. These 

thresholds are not known for all nutrients (31). For example, the negative 

consequences of severe acute vitamin B12 deficiency in early childhood are 

thoroughly described, but less is known about the impact of long-term marginal 

vitamin B12 levels in children (51). 

Vitamin B12  

The main source of vitamin B12 is animal products, such as meat, poultry, eggs and 

milk. Animal source foods are often expensive, and thus vitamin B12 deficiency is 

associated with poverty and is common in many LMICs (51-53). Some studies 

however, have demonstrated that marginal vitamin B12 status is common also among 

children in a general population in Norway (54, 55). For the infant, the main source 

of vitamin B12 is through the mother`s diet during pregnancy and in the period of 

exclusive breastfeeding. Thus, low maternal vitamin B12 concentrations are linked to 

low concentration in infants both before and after birth (52, 56). In South Asia where 

poverty is widespread and many do not eat animal products due to cultural and 

religious reasons, it has been demonstrated that more than half of women and 

children have biochemical evidence of poor vitamin B12 status (55, 57, 58). 

Furthermore, infants who are exclusively breastfed have lower vitamin B12 levels 

than infants who are not (Figure 2), which is also a finding among Norwegian infants 

(57, 58).  
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In the brain, folate and vitamin B12 are important for cell division and are involved 

in common biological processes (46). Therefore, folate needs to be taken into account 

when studying the impact of vitamin B12 on neurodevelopment. Elevated plasma 

total homocysteine (tHcy) is a marker of both vitamin B12 and folate deficiency, 

whereas increased plasma methylmalonic acid (MMA) indicates functional vitamin 

B12 deficiency only (59, 60).  

 

 

Figure 2. The association between age and plasma vitamin B12, folate, tHcy and 

MMA according to whether the child was breastfed or not in North Indian young 

children (based on data from ref. 57). 
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Among adults and the elderly, having low levels of vitamin B12 is related to 

cognitive impairments, dementia and depression (61). In the developing brain, 

vitamin B12 is essential for myelination (51, 62). Myelin is the lipid material that 

covers the axons in the CNS, and its main purpose is to increase the speed at which 

impulses travel along the nerve fiber (63). The process of myelination of the CNS 

starts during gestation, is concentrated through the first year of life, and continues 

throughout puberty (22). Alterations in the myelination of the brain have 

consequences for multiple systems. Consequently, the impact of vitamin B12 

deficiency may be seen in a variety of CNS systems and neurodevelopmental 

outcomes (51).  

Studies of vitamin B12 and neurodevelopment in early childhood 

Various sources have documented the significance of vitamin B12 in the developing 

brain. The literature is mainly based on case studies and observational studies of 

children or their mothers suffering from vitamin B12 deficits. Several randomized 

controlled trials (RCT) have also been carried out involving the supplement of 

multiple micronutrients (MMN) both in mothers during pregnancy and in children, 

where vitamin B12 is included as part of the micronutrient packages. In this review of 

literature the relevant RCTs involving MMN with vitamin B12 to either pregnant 

women or to infants/young children have been included. For the studies involving 

children, the search has been restricted to studies distributing the supplement (RCT) 

or measuring vitamin B12 levels (observational design) in young children less than 

three years old (Table 1).  

In a review of case studies of vitamin B12 deficit in infants, Dror and Allen (2008) 

report symptoms such as failure-to-thrive, eating problems, apathy and 

developmental regression. In most cases, recovery is rapid following treatment, 

however, some studies report of continuing delays after treatment (62). There are few 

observational studies on the association between vitamin B12 status and 

neurodevelopment in young children. Five studies were identified investigating the 
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association between maternal vitamin B12 status and neurodevelopment in offspring, 

providing inconsistent evidence of the significance of maternal vitamin B12 status on 

neurodevelopment. Three of these studies are set in Pune, India (64-66), the fourth in 

Mexico (67), while the fifth is placed in Massachusetts, USA (68). The studies in 

India use plasma concentration during pregnancy as the measure of vitamin B12 

levels, whereas the latter assesses maternal dietary intake during pregnancy. Two of 

the Indian studies investigated the association between maternal vitamin B12 status 

(28 and 30 weeks of gestation) and cognitive functioning in their nine-year-old 

offspring with contradictory findings. One study reported worse performance on a 

test of sustained attention and memory digit span in children of vitamin B12 deficient 

mothers (64). In a second study, there was no consistent association between 

maternal vitamin B12 and cognitive performance among their nine-year olds (66). 

The third study from the same population measured vitamin B12 status at 28 and 34 

weeks pregnancy in 123 women, and in their children at two years of age (65). The 

children were assessed by a general developmental status and motor test and a social 

maturity test. At two years, the vitamin B12 status of the children was associated with 

maternal vitamin B12 status during pregnancy. Furthermore, their mental and social 

development was positively associated with maternal vitamin B12 status independent 

of their current status. No associations were seen between vitamin B12 deficiency 

and motor development in this study. In the study set in Mexico, maternal dietary 

deficiency of vitamin B12 during the first trimester was negatively associated with 

the mental development index of the Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Bayley) 

2. ed. during the first year of life (67). The study from the USA found a slight inverse 

relationship between intake of vitamin B12 at second trimester and the cognitive 

scores (68). 

We have identified two observational studies investigating early childhood vitamin 

B12 status and neurodevelopmental outcomes (69-71). In a Dutch observational 

study, children who were raised on macrobiotic diets had poorer growth and worse 

performance on cognitive tests in adolescence independent of their current vitamin 
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B12 status (70). In the same group of children, poorer language development and 

delayed gross motor milestones were reported in early childhood compared to a 

control group (69). The association between early postnatal vitamin B12 status and 

neurodevelopmental outcomes was also demonstrated in a North Indian cohort of 

young children, where low levels of vitamin B12 consistently were associated with 

lower scores on the mental development index scores on the Bayley 2. ed. (71). A 

third observational study has been described, but results have not been formally 

published in a peer-reviewed journal (72). In this study, 12-month-old children in 

Guatemala with inadequate vitamin B12 levels had impaired motor functioning 

compared to children with adequate vitamin B12 levels.  

Few RCTs involving supplementation of vitamin B12 during pregnancy or in infants 

and young children younger than three years with neurodevelopment as the primary 

outcome have been identified. No RCTs were identified involving maternal vitamin 

B12 supplementation as a single micronutrient. However, six studies were identified 

that provided MMN to one or more of the study groups, in which vitamin B12 was 

included (73-78). Although the results from these studies must be interpreted with 

care on the specific effect of vitamin B12, the studies are included in this report. The 

earliest of these studies was conducted in rural Taiwan in the late 1960s early 1970s 

and reported higher motor scores on the Bayley 1st ed. in children of mothers who 

received high calorie and protein supplement also including MMN during pregnancy 

compared with placebo (73). The vitamin B12 dose in this MMN was 1 µg, and 

children were tested during their first year of life. The second study was in HIV-1 

infected mothers in Tanzania who received 50 µg vitamin B12 daily as part of a 

MMN resulting in a significant increase in motor scores on the Bayley scales (75). In 

the last four studies, all in Asian countries, the vitamin B12 dose in the MMN was 2.6 

µg, and the MMN was compared with supplement of iron and folic acid (74, 76-78). 

In three of these studies, children were assessed at age 42 months or younger (74, 76, 

77). In the fourth study, which was in Nepal, a follow-up assessment of cognition and 

motor abilities at age 7-9 years reported no effect of maternal MMN on any of the 
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cognitive scores compared to placebo (78). Whereas one study carried out in China 

reports an overall benefit of MMN on mental development on the Bayley scales at 12 

months (77), the two remaining studies find effects of MMN in susceptible subgroups 

such as in women with low BMI in Bangladesh (76), and in malnourished and anemic 

mothers in Indonesia (74) in children aged 7 and 42 months respectively.  

Five RCTs involving supplementation of vitamin B12 in infant and young children 

were identified. In four of these trials, children from six to 12 months received 

vitamin B12 as part of an MMN supplementation in fortified milk, powder or syrup 

(0.7 µg) (79), in porridge (0.25 µg) (80), in tablets and butter (0.5 µg) (81) or in a 

liquid mixture in one out of five treatment groups (50), for 4 months, 26 weeks and 6 

months respectively. All studies show improvements in the MMN groups on 

measures of neurodevelopment. The first study included observational measures of 

physical activity and exploration (79), the two next on gross motor milestones (80, 

81) and the latter on Bayley 2nd ed. and the Behavior Rating Scale (50). In one of 

these trials however, differences where found between the control group and all the 

groups that received MMN, independent of the inclusion of 0.5 µg vitamin B12 (81). 

Furthermore, in one trial there were no differences between the group that received 

iron and zinc and the group who received the MMN with vitamin B12 (50). A fourth 

trial has been conducted in Norwegian infants who were initially referred to a 

pediatric outpatient clinic (POPC) due to eating difficulties (82). All children, six 

weeks old, had biochemical signs of vitamin B12 deficiency, and received an 

injection of a large dose of vitamin B12 (400 µg) or placebo. After one month, results 

on a gross motor test showed positive effect of the injection (82).  

In the aforementioned eleven RCTs, ten studies provided vitamin B12 

supplementation as part of a MMN. It is therefore not possible to disentangle the 

effect of vitamin B12 from that of the other micronutrients or possible synergistic 

effects. In all the studies, the dose of vitamin B12 varied from low to high, and there 

was no information about vitamin B12 status in the study participants at baseline or at 
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end study. Eight of the identified RCTs reported positive effects on 

neurodevelopmental outcomes in groups that received vitamin B12 supplementation 

as part of an MMN, and one study reported positive effects on neurodevelopmental 

outcomes in infants that received vitamin B12 alone. Two of these trials were 

conducted in vulnerable groups, such as HIV-1 mothers and offspring (75), and 

infants referred to POPC with signs of vitamin B12 deficiency (82). Two trials did 

not find an overall effect of supplementation performed in a general population, but 

an effect in vulnerable subgroups of mothers with low-BMI (76) and in mothers who 

were malnourished and with anemia (74). A common finding in the RCTs involving 

young children is the impact on gross motor development. Taken together, the 

findings in these studies provide some evidence of the beneficial effects of MMN 

where vitamin B12 is included, and of vitamin B12 alone in susceptible infants on 

gross motor outcomes. However, whether the effects in the MMN studies are driven 

by vitamin B12 in isolation cannot be answered through these studies. 
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1.4.2 Childhood illnesses  

Diarrhea and pneumonia are the main causes of childhood mortality and morbidity in 

LMICs, with the greatest proportion of severe episodes occurring in Southeast Asia 

and Africa (83, 84). The quality of care provided for children burdened with these 

illnesses is often poor, and a large proportion of deaths associated with these illnesses 

occur during the first years of life (12, 83-85).  

There are several plausible pathways from childhood infections to adverse 

neurodevelopmental outcomes. The indirect effects of functional isolation described 

earlier may apply in the case of childhood illnesses, which put the affected child in 

risk of delayed development due to the behavioral consequences of the infections.  

Cytokines are inflammatory signaling proteins (86). Chronic cytokine activation is 

associated with alterations in biological processes needed for the development of 

brain structures. This activation has been linked to impaired neurodevelopment 

through cerebral white matter injuries (31, 86-88). Pneumonia and acute lower 

respiratory infections (ALRI) are widespread among children in poverty settings in 

LMICs. The burden of inflammation caused by these diseases in children may be 

substantial, and can result in a catabolic state and cytokine activation, which is 

associated with less growth and impairments of the developing brain. 

Furthermore, during gastrointestinal illnesses, the associated inflammation may 

aggravate the inhibition of absorption of certain nutrients in the intestinal tract (89). 

Early childhood diarrhea may thus hinder the access of critical key nutrients in times 

of massive brain growth, which would result in adverse effects on the developing 

brain and subsequent neurodevelopment. A high burden of diarrhea has been linked 

to poor neurodevelopment (90-93). Reports in sub-samples from a prospective cohort 

study in Brazil demonstrate associations between early childhood diarrhea and 

cognitive functioning at age 6-10 years, school readiness and performance, as well as 
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later verbal fluency (90, 91, 93). The cohort study that these results are based on 

involved 189 children with complete diarrhea surveillance recorded three times a 

week during their two first years of life (91). The reports from the study have been 

criticized however, for lack of power to detect differences, as well as for not 

adjusting for potential confounding variables such as growth, socioeconomic status 

and other health related factors (94). As diarrhea is closely linked to growth and 

nutritional status, it has been questioned whether there is a causal link between 

diarrhea and neurodevelopment independently of malnutrition (94). A recent meta-

analysis including four studies of early childhood diarrhea and subsequent 

neurodevelopment concluded that when taking stunting into account, there was no 

measurable association between diarrhea prevalence and scores on cognitive tests 

(95). 

1.5 Early life psychosocial risk factors 

Most research on psychosocial risk factors in child development has been carried out 

in high-income countries. However, in recent reviews on risks and neurodevelopment 

in LMICs, inadequate stimulation has been presented as one of the main risk factors 

for impaired neurodevelopment in children growing up in poverty (1-3). While 

biological-based interventions such as nutrition have been shown to have relatively 

small effect sizes on neurodevelopment, the effects of interventions involving 

cognitive and language stimulation are stronger (2).  

The caregiving context is critical in protecting and socializing children for healthy 

development (20). Responsive parenting and care is the capacity to recognize and 

follow the child`s signals, being emotionally supportive of his or her needs and acting 

in a developmentally appropriate manner towards the child’s behavior (96). Although 

there are cultural differences in the concept of responsive care, studies repeatedly 

show that parental responsiveness is linked to healthy development across 

developmental domains in high income countries as well as in LMICs (96). Through 
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data in the Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS), which is a multinational 

household survey carried out in 28 LMICs, the researchers found support for two 

modalities of positive caregiving that lay the foundation for neurodevelopment; the 

cognitive and the socio-emotional (97). The researchers argue that although shaped 

by culture, these modalities are common across cultures. The mother-child cognitive 

interaction promotes the child`s learning about the world which predicts mental and 

verbal development. The caregiver`s socio-emotional sensitivity motivates the child 

to connect with others, giving rise to interpersonal competencies in the children (97). 

Similarly, in their review, Walker et al. (2007) identified three aspects of parenting in 

LMICs that promote healthy cognitive and socio-emotional development; cognitive 

stimulation, caregiver’s sensitivity and responsiveness, and caregiver`s affect (1). 

Findings from the MICS-study suggest that overall mothers in all the 28 participating 

countries engage in more socio-emotional activities (i.e. play, sing songs, take child 

outside) than cognitive activities (i.e. read books, storytelling, 

naming/counting/drawing) (97). More than half of the mothers reported to have 

played with their children during the last 3 days, while only one third or fewer had 

read books or told stories. HDI is a measure of the general standard of living in a 

country and an indication of the available support that may promote human 

development (98). Mothers in countries labeled as low on an index of the social and 

economic status, the Human Development Index (HDI), engaged in less cognitive 

caregiving activities than the grand mean (97). Similarly, mothers in countries high in 

HDI engaged in more activities than the grand mean. There were no similarly 

consistent patterns in socio-emotional caregiving and the HDI-status. In other studies 

from LMICs, it is suggested that only 10-40% of households have materials that can 

be used for stimulation and learning situations with children, and only 11-33% 

families report playing with their children (1, 5). 

Parental practices are influenced by parental knowledge of child development in 

general, and of when it is appropriate to provide opportunities for stimulating 
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activities (99). Parents’ knowledge of child development and the acquisition of skills 

differ between cultures (99). A study in urban Turkey indicates that mothers believe 

that skill and activities occur later than the normative age, and few mothers knew that 

sight, social smile, vocalization and brain development started in early infancy (99). 

Education and the number of children in families were related to mothers’ 

knowledge, the higher education and the lower number of children, the better 

knowledge of child development. Interventions involving early stimulation and 

responsive caregiving have repeatedly showed potential to enhance parenting skills in 

order to make a more stimulating environment for their children (19). For instance, in 

a Turkish controlled trial, caregivers received the WHO program Care for 

Development intervention or standard health care (100). In this study, more families 

in the intervention groups had optimal scores on a standardized home observation 

(the Home Observation for the Measurement of the Environment (HOME Inventory) 

(101)) one month later compared with the control group. In a cluster-randomized trial 

in Pakistan the Care for Development program enhanced positive caregiving behavior 

such as parenting skills and emotional availability (102), which gave a positive effect 

on developmental outcomes as measured by the Bayley 3rd. ed. (103).  

Poverty and economic hardship lead to parental psychological distress which 

influence their parenting practices (104). Parental responsiveness and the quality of 

the home environment are influenced by their psychological well-being, which in 

turn influence their children`s development. Recent studies from South Asia 

document high prevalence of maternal postnatal depressive symptoms (105, 106). 

Maternal depression is associated with poor growth and high prevalence of diarrheal 

disease (107, 108). In reviews maternal depression is presented as a major risk factor 

for adverse neurodevelopment (1, 3). In a study from Jamaica, mothers of 

undernourished children had poorer psychosocial functioning. In this study, 

depressive symptoms and low self-esteem was related to less stimulation provided by 

these mothers to their children. The poor psychosocial functioning was partly 

explained by a stressful environment (109). In a study in Bangladesh, maternal 
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depressive symptoms were associated with less responsiveness towards their children 

and fewer stimulating activities in the home (110). When the depressive symptoms 

were linked with perceived irritability in the infants, this led to fewer acquisitions of 

skills in the infants from they were six to 12 months old. Multiple risk factors account 

for the high levels of maternal depressive symptoms in LMICs (111, 112). Rates of 

poverty, economic distress and low education are associated with maternal 

depression, and in LMIC settings these are more extreme than in high-income 

countries (111). Other factors that have been linked to maternal depression in LMICs 

are low social support, domestic violence and large families, as well as factors such 

as having a family member with mental illness, a child with developmental 

disabilities, an unplanned/unwanted child and to giving birth to a female child (105, 

111). 

A relevant perspective in the discussion of the impact of poverty on early 

neurodevelopment is the investment perspective. In the investment perspective, 

neurodevelopment is viewed as linked to the families’ ability to invest resources such 

as material and time in the children (104, 113). Poverty leads to less access to 

resources that help children develop such as stimulating toys, books and games, 

quality child care and schools, and quality time for caregivers to spend with their 

children (104). Factors such as unsafe environments, and family stress factors such as 

family violence and maternal depression are also widespread in the context of 

poverty (1, 3, 104). All these factors are important in order to understand how 

poverty affects early child development. Whereas family stress factors are thought to 

account for social emotional outcomes to a higher degree, it is argued that the 

caregivers lack of ability to invest in their children through toys, books and quality 

schooling is of greater importance for neurodevelopment, school readiness and 

academic achievements (104). The investment model and the family stress variables 

interact, and both are thought to be critical in describing the impact poverty has on 

children in high-income countries (104). These perspectives may also be relevant for 

understanding the mechanisms influencing children growing up in poverty in LMICs. 
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1.6 Developmental assessment tools for research in low-to-

middle-income countries 

Accurate and careful measurements of outcomes are among the fundamental design 

issues in epidemiological and clinical studies (114). There are several valid choices to 

be made when deciding upon feasible assessment tools for study settings in LMICs. 

Characteristics of the study such as research question, several age factors and 

available tools and personnel in the study setting should guide the selection of 

appropriate assessment tools. The approaches to the assessment differ in terms of the 

amount of involvement of the child, and comprehensiveness of the tools.  

1.6.1 Study characteristics 

Research question  

The overarching hypothesis and study objectives should be linked to the process of 

selecting appropriate neurodevelopmental outcome measures for a particular study 

(29, 43). Existing empirical evidence and theory shed light on which domains to be 

examined, guiding the choice of appropriate assessment tools (115). In the area of 

nutrition, for example, there may be hypotheses regarding areas in the brain that are 

affected by a specific nutritional deficit. By careful selection of assessment tools, the 

effects of these deficits may be captured (24, 43, 116). Lack of findings in a study 

could be due to methodological factors and the inadequate choice of assessment tools, 

rather than a lack of differences in the targeted population (117).  

Age factors 

There are several age factors that need to be considered in the selection of appropriate 

assessment tools for a specific study. Age at insult effects is important in the 

understanding of which areas that may be affected by an exposure (or the lack of one) 

(25). Age at testing and the developmental stage of the child must also be taken into 
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account to ensure the use of tools that are engaging for the child, but also sensitive 

enough to capture effects (32). In young children, for example, it may be difficult and 

in some cases not possible, to collect reliable and valid data on complex cognitive 

skills. While in other developmental areas such as the gross motor domain, the 

collection of data may be less challenging and can be covered by a wide variety of 

assessment tools (17, 116).  

Available and valid tests for the study population 

The wide variety of assessment tools for children is primarily developed in high-

income countries, more specifically in USA and Western Europe. Consequently, the 

validity of these tools has been assessed in the framing of westernized thinking and 

expectations towards normal development. When transferred to a new cultural setting 

these tools may not necessary be valid. Parenting practices forming the child`s 

environment are to a large extent guided by cultural ideas and ideals of child 

development (118). Skills that promote competence in one culture may be irrelevant 

for the expression of competence in others (119). Children and parents are embedded 

in their cultural systems, and all developmental advances are influenced by the 

opportunities the children get to develop skills, the attitudes, knowledge and 

expectations of the caregivers (98). One consequence of these cultural factors may 

be, for example, cultural variations in what age skills occur, variations in children’s 

familiarity with certain materials and toys, and differences in when daily life skills 

are considered appropriate (116, 120). Thus, the assessment of neurodevelopment in 

children across cultures is challenging, and requires knowledge of child development 

as a universal construct, and of the specific cultural context.  

When performing developmental assessments in LMICs, preferable assessment tools 

should be developed within the specific context (118). In most LMICs, these are rare. 

There are, however, examples like the Baroda development screening test for infants 

created in India (121), and the Kilifi Developmental Inventory developed in Kenya 

(122). Furthermore, some tests originally from high-income countries have been 
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formally translated and carefully adjusted to new cultural contexts. For example, the 

official validated Indian version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children 4th 

ed. (WISC-IV) was launched in India in 2013 (www.pearsson.in), and should be an 

clear option for the measurement of intellectual capacity in children six years and 

older in an Indian context.  

The most common approach in the study of mental phenomenon in LMICs is to 

translate and adjust existing assessment tools for the research project (2, 116, 118). 

With a careful process of translation and adjustments following standard guidelines, 

it is possible to embrace the understanding of child development as a universal 

process and at the same time encompass the uniqueness given by cultural expressions 

of development (114, 116). Thus, in the process of translation and adjustments of 

tools, both knowledge of child development in general, and of the particular cultural 

setting for the study site in specific, is of equal importance to ensure validity of data.  

The possibility of replication and extension of results is imperative for high quality 

research, and thus transparency in procedures including careful documentation of the 

translations and adjustments of assessment tools is necessary (123). Furthermore, 

psychometric qualities of the assessment tools should be assessed and documented 

within the present context (118). This process can be time consuming since additional 

adjustments may be required to optimize the validity and reliability following the 

initial piloting process (116). Relevant measures of reliability are test-retest reliability 

and inter-rater agreement measures, as well as the assessment of internal consistency 

trough measures such as Cronbach`s alpha. The assessment of the construct validity 

of a scale involves the evaluation of whether the tool measures what it is intended to 

measure (114). Methods such as exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis may be 

appropriate. Furthermore, the assessment of concurrent validity would provide 

evidence for the validity if the test correlates well with a previously validated tool, 

preferable a gold standard measure (114). In convergent validity, the support is found 

through the correspondence with factors known to be related to the construct, 
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whereas in discriminatory validity there is no correspondence to factors known to be 

unrelated (114). In addition to being reliable and valid in a new cultural setting, a test 

must have discriminatory power where the distribution of scores enables the test to 

distinguish between children of various abilities (116). 

Since tools are commonly standardized in the setting in which they have been 

constructed, the normative scores and cut-offs are based on statistical calculations in 

the standardization sample (e.g. normative groups in the UK or in the USA) (118). In 

other words, the concept of normality is reflected through the accomplishments of 

children in the country of origin. Based on the previous discussion, these norms may 

not be compatible for children in other cultures. In a research setting, however, it may 

be feasible to use an assessment tool to compare study groups even though no 

formally validated norms are available for the study population. The scores may then 

be used as a measure of relevant development in the study sample independent of 

normative scores and cut-offs (118). When using the test to compare study groups, 

the differences in performance are the only interest. Due to a lack of normative scores 

and cut-offs, there is no information about whether the children are delayed or not. 

Avilable personnel 

Available personnel at the study site are a critical factor in the planning of a study, 

and for the selection of assessment tools (115). Some tools have requirements about 

who can perform the tests, such as for the Bayley scales and the Wechsler tests. Other 

scales and tools are not followed by such recommendations. The Ages and Stages 

Questionnaires (ASQ), for example, may be filled out by nonprofessionals and 

caregivers (124). In general, the administration of some tests is more challenging than 

others. For the more advanced tests (e.g. the Bayley scales and Wechsler tests), 

knowledge and experience in child development are an advantage, and can optimize 

the quality of data. In study settings where professionals are scarce, less advanced 

tools involving less complex administration are often the primary choice in order to 

secure valid and reliable data. However, for research purpose, systematic 
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administration through standardized procedure is imperative. This involves shared 

agreements between testers and supervisors, and shared understanding of critical 

factors in the assessment. Thus, some amount of training of personnel is necessary 

irrespective of the complexity of the tool to ensure validity and reliability of the 

collected data (115).  

1.6.2 Approaches to the assessment 

Direct assessment, indirect assessment, and structured observations are three main 

approaches to the neurodevelopmental assessment of children (118). Direct 

assessment with the child is often considered to be the gold standard for the 

collection of data on neurodevelopment, and is thought to provide unbiased 

information about the child`s skills and abilities (118). To ensure validity and 

reliability of the data, thorough training and standardization of testers is critical (115). 

Furthermore, testers should preferably be personnel with competence and expertise in 

the field of child development. Thus, direct assessments are both time and resource 

consuming, and in certain settings not possible to implement.  

In indirect assessments, data are based on questionnaires, scales or checklists 

completed by informants close to the child (118). This approach is often considered 

to be a more efficient method for data collection than direct assessment. However, the 

use of secondary informants risks biasing the information collected (125, 126). 

Furthermore, due to high levels of illiteracy, informants in LMICs may not be able to 

fill in the questionnaires by themselves, and they may lack knowledge and experience 

with questions about child development (118). Thus, trained field workers frequently 

administer the questionnaires, requiring a minimal amount of training and quality 

controls to ensure reliable data.  

In structured observational methods, information about child development is 

collected through standardized observations (i.e. through direct observations or 

through video recordings) (118). These methods provide valuable and more objective 
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information about phenomenon that might not be easily accessible in other 

approaches, such as for example mother-child interaction (127). However, 

observational methods require thorough training and standardization of experienced 

personnel to secure valid and reliable data, and the processing of data may be time 

consuming (118). In addition several neuroimaging techniques are available that may 

identify unique changes to the developing brain in early childhood. Techniques such 

as EEG, ERP, and MRI may be efficient methods adding to the picture of the possible 

effects of exposures to the developing brain (43). 

A second choice is between global or specific measures. Comprehensive tools such as 

the Bayley scales for young children (18) and the Wechsler tests from 2 years and 

onwards (128, 129) are often considered the gold standard for the assessment of 

neurodevelopment. These tools provide detailed information about the child`s global 

capacity, and are mainly based on direct assessment with the child. Scores (global 

development score for the younger children and a general intelligence measure for 

children older than two) are standardized, and comparisons can be done with a high 

level of precision when norms from the current population are available (118). Global 

measures may be particularly useful in early infancy when specific cognitive abilities 

are difficult to measure separately. For older children, specific measures may have 

several advantages in the study of the specific effects of biological risks or as a 

valuable addition to the global measures (116). In specific measures, specific skills 

are targeted, for instance motor development in the Movement assessment battery for 

children (130), or executive functioning by subtests such as the Statue and Inhibition 

in the NEPSY-battery (131). These types of tests allow for targeted assessments 

following specific hypothesis (116, 117). 

Screening tools are frequently used in child assessments and can provide brief 

information on development with little time and resources (123). Screening tools may 

rely on both direct assessment e.g. the Denver Developmental Screening Test (132), 

or as questionnaires to secondary informants e.g. the ASQ (124). In child 
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development, these tools identify children at risk of delay through predetermined cut- 

offs (118). For many screening tools, norms and validation of cut-off scores are not 

available for LMICs, and thus these should not be used to determine developmental 

delay in these contexts (118).  

1.7 Study design 

Based on clearly formulated hypotheses, RCTs are set up to test the effects of 

interventions in experimental designs. In the hierarchy of evidence, RCTs are 

considered the most scientifically rigorous method to answer specific research 

questions concerning effects of an intervention (133). In addition to important factors 

such as sufficient sample size and accuracy of measurement tools, there are several 

quality indicators in an RCT design that can maximize the precision and accuracy of 

findings (134). Biases refer to any factors or processes in the design or execution of a 

study that tend to systematically bias the results or conclusions resulting in under- or 

overestimation of the effects (133, 135). Confounding variables are factors other than 

the exposure variables that are correlated with the independent outcome and that 

consequently may bias the estimates (135). The main purpose of an RCT is to limit 

the effect of known and unknown confounders that may bias the data, and thus to 

make causal inferences between an intervention and a defined outcome with a high 

degree of confidence (134).  

A core principal in RCTs is randomization. Random allocation to study groups 

ensures that all factors that may have an effect on the outcome are randomly 

distributed in the study groups, minimizing systematic differences that may bias the 

data (136, 137). Allocation concealment is that the person that randomizes the study 

participants to intervention groups does not know the next group allocation. This 

reduce the risk for selection bias and heighten the effect of the randomization process 

(133). Blinding is when the participants do not know their group assignment, and 

double-blinding is when group allocation is blinded for both participants and study 
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personnel (137). Blinding reduce the information bias. Furthermore, to evaluate the 

quality of a RCT, the rate of attrition is of importance. A high degree of 

incompleteness in a study represents a possible selection bias. In a study, one should 

attempt to have as complete follow-up as possible, and as much information on the 

lost to follow-ups as possible (136).  

In observational designs one makes inferences based on associations between 

systematic observations. The key difference between experimental and observational 

designs is that observational designs lack control over the exposures under 

investigation. The consequences is the risk of confounding if these are not 

sufficiently accounted for (134). However, confounding variables should not be 

confused with mediating factors, and that a factor lie in the causal pathway between 

the exposure and the outcome variable (135). In case of causal pathways, the variable 

provides additional information about the associations under study, and not an 

alternative explanation as is the case with confounding. Furthermore, the results from 

observational designs are limited to demonstrate associations, and thus there will 

always be an issue of causality. Reverse causality between the dependent and 

independent variable is also possible.  

Although the primary choice of method to assess the effect of an intervention, RCTs 

are not always feasible to conduct. Well-conducted RCTs are both time and resource 

consuming. Second, RCTs are not possible and/or advisable to conduct in some 

situations due to the nature of the research question (133). There are conditions under 

which to conduct an intervention trial would be inappropriate due to practical (i.e. no 

willing participants) and/or ethical reasons (i.e. possible harmful to either 

intervention or placebo group). Thus, although RCTs provide the strongest form of 

evidence to base sound inferences, some research issues call for other approaches.  
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1.8 Aims of the thesis 

The aim of the thesis is threefold: 

Aim I 

To measure the effect of two recommended daily allowances of vitamin B12 and/or 

folic acid for six months on neurodevelopment in young North Indian children. 

Aim II 

Identify predictors for neurodevelopment in young North Indian children.  

Aim III 

To assess the feasibility of the screening tool ASQ-3 administered directly with the 

child to measure neurodevelopment in young children in a field setting in North 

India.   
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2 Methods 

2.1 Overview of the study  

Data on neurodevelpment was collected in a sub sample of children participating in 

the RCT: Routine administration of folic acid and vitamin B12 to prevent childhood 

infections, a randomized double-blind placebo-controlled preventive field trial, with a 

factorial design (138). The RCT was conducted in the urban neighbourhoods of Tigri 

and Dakshinpuri in New Delhi, India and was a collaboration between the Society for 

Applied Studies (SAS) in New Delhi, India, Center for International Health at the 

University of Bergen and Innlandet Hospital Trust. Enrollment for the main study 

started in January 2010 and the follow-up ended in September 2011. Children aged 

six to 30 months were randomized into four study groups: placebo, folic acid only, 

vitamin B12 only and vitamin B12 and folic acid (in the following referred to as 

vitamin B12/folic acid), and received daily supplementation for 6 months. During the 

6 months period, children had biweekly morbidity visits by trained field workers. 

Growth was assessed at enrollment and at the end of the study. Blood samples were 

collected at enrollment in all children and in 20% of the children at the end of the 

study (Figure 3).  

Neurodevelopment was assessed by the ASQ-3 at the end of the study in 422 

children. The children were among the 440 who were last enrolled and randomized to 

the main study (n=1000). Enrollment of these children lasted from November 2010 to 

March 2011, and neurodevelopmental assessment and the collection of information 

on stimulation and learning opportunities, was conducted at the end of the study from 

May through September 2011. 
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Figure 3. Study design. 

2.2 Study setting and population 

Tigri and Daksinpuri are urban neighborhoods of New Delhi, India, with 

approximately 300 000 inhabitants at the time of the study. The main investigators 

have over many years carried out a number of trials in these neigborhoods and are 

well known to its inhabitants. Families at the study sites are from low- to middle 

income economic settings and available data from the last decades show consistently 

high prevalence of malnutrition, childhood illness and micronutrient deficiencies 

among young children in the area (57, 139, 140). In the adult population, there is on 

average five years of schooling among women and nine years among men. In previous 
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studies approximately 35% of the mothers report being non-literate (49, 139). 

Approximately 30-40% of children under five are stunted (138, 141). The average 

incidence of diarrhea in children less than 30 months is seven episodes per child a year, 

where about 5% of these episodes are persistent (139). Vitamin B12 and folate 

deficiency are reported to be common, ranging from 28-48% depending on cut-off, 

breastfeeding status and age (57). Table 2 shows the high prevalence of vitamin B12 

and folate deficiency among young children in the study population related to age and 

breastfeeding status. 

Table 2. Plasma concentration of vitamin B12, folate, total homocysteine and methylmalonic acid 
in young Indian children. Table indicates high prevalence of vitamin B12 and folate deficiency at 
the field site (57). 

 Breastfed Not Breastfed 

 6 – 11 months 12 – 30 months 6 – 11 months 12 – 30 months 

Median and 
IQR 

        

Vitamin B12, 
pmol/L 

184 120 - 263 172 124 - 253 334 235 - 463 261 194 - 348 

Folate, nmol/L 20.2 11.7 – 34.4 11.3 7.4 – 17.6 5.3 3.4 – 7.7 6.5 4.7 – 9.2 

Total 
Homocysteine, 
µmol/L 

12.6 9.2 – 18.1 11.3 8.7 – 15.2 10.7 8.2 – 13.9 9.1 7.4 – 11.2 

Methylmalonic 
acid µmol/L 

1.03 0.54 – 2.08 0.74 0.42 – 1.36 0.45 0.31 – 0.71 0.38 0.26 – 0.59 

2.3 Study sample 

One thousand children 6 to 30 months of age in families planning to reside in the area 

for the study period and with caregivers available for informed written consent, were 

included in the main study. Children with severe systemic illnesses, and/or 
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malnutrition requiring treatment and/or hospitalization were excluded, as were 

children who already took B vitamins. Children with severe anemia and ongoing 

acute infections were temporarily excluded, referred for treatment and then enrolled 

if possible after recovery. With no neurodevelopmental assessment prior to 

enrollment, only those children whose caregivers reported of developmental 

disabilities at baseline were excluded from the study.  

 

Figur 4. Flow chart of the randomized, placebo controlled trial in 6 – 30 months old 
North Indian children. 

 

The neurodevelopmental assessment was included in the study after the main study 

had started, and thus we were only able to include 440 of the 1000 children in the 

main study for neurodevelopmental assesment. Of these 440 children, three children 

were not available for assessment and 15 did not wish to participate. Hence a total of 

422 children were assessed by the ASQ-3 at end study (Figur 4). There were no 
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additional inclusion and exclusion criteria for the neurodevelopment sub study, other 

than a new consent from the caregivers.  

2.4  Procedure 

2.4.1 Enrollment, randomization and intervention 

Participants in the study were recruited through a door-to-door survey where eligible 

children were identified and brought to the study clinic for the initial screening. 

When the study physicians and supervisors had completed the screening procedures, 

caregivers were read an information sheet and requested to sign an informed consent 

form. In case of non-literates, an impartial witness witnessed the consent. All 

witnesses were registered in a list. 

Information on socioeconomic status of the families was gathered at enrollment, 

height and weight was taken, and baseline blood sample collected. Participants were 

then allocated to one of four intervention groups; Placebo, Vitamin B12, Folic acid 

and Vitamin B12/folic acid by block randomization in groups of 16. A scientist at the 

University of Bergen, who was otherwise not involved in the study, provided the 

randomization scheme using Stata Version 10 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA) 

linking the unique child identification number with the intervention group. One group 

of field workers visited the homes daily to provide supplements for the participating 

children. To secure blinding, placebo and supplement were similar in appearance and 

taste and were offered to the children according to the serial number provided by the 

producer (NUTRISET, Ltd, Malaunay France). The treatment allocation was masked 

both for the families and the study team throughout the data collection period.  

Based on earlier results in the same population demonstrating that vitamin B12 and 

folate deficiency is common (57), approximately twice the recommended daily 

allowances of vitamin B12 and folic acid doses were given to the children. The lipid 
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based paste was chosen because of its acceptability in similar populations and 

because it is a feasible way to provide vitamins and minerals to child populations 

without degradation or contamination. Children were given one spoon (5 g) if they 

were 6 to 11 months, and two spoons (10 g) if they were 12 months and above. In 

addition to the relevant vitamins, each 10 g of supplement contained 54.1 kcal total 

energy, 0.7 g proteins and 3.3 g fat. For the groups that were assigned to receive B 

vitamins, the 10 g of supplement contained 150 µg folic acid or 1.8 µg vitamin B12, 

or the combination of both. For children less than 12 months, the 5 g supplement 

contained half of the doses compared with the dose for the older children. For 

holidays and when families were travelling, the caregivers administered the 

supplement based on instructions from the study team.  

2.4.2 Measurements 

Neurodevelopmental assessment; the Ages and Stages Questionnaire, 

3rd ed. (ASQ-3). 

ASQ-3 is a comprehensive screening instrument of developmental status standardized 

in the USA for children 1-66 months with age-appropriate questionnaires for every 

one to five month intervals (124). The ASQ-3 consists of five subscales: 

Communication, Gross motor, Fine motor, Problem solving and Personal social. Each 

form contains 30 items, six for each subscale, written in a simple language. Some 

questions are specific for certain age groups, while other items are for a wider age 

range, and thus repeated in various questionnaires. Each item is answered Yes (10 p), 

Not Yet (5 p) and No (0 p), and the possible scores range from 0 to 300 in the total 

scale and 0 to 60 in the five subscales. The questionnaires are designed to be 

completed by caregivers as self report, but can also be administered directly with the 

child, referred to as the “home procedure” in the ASQ-3 user guide (142). In this 

procedure the professional plays an active part in the assessment of the child, 

providing necessary materials for the assessment of skills during the sessions. The 
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“home procedure” is not necessarily performed in the home of the family, but in any 

given arena where the child, caregiver and the professional can meet.  

The US versions of the ASQ-3 come with binary cut-offs to determine the risk of 

developmental delays. To our knowledge, cut-offs had not been determined for a 

North Indian population at the time of the study. However, the ASQ-2nd ed. has been 

validated against a developmental assessment tool in North India, and found to have 

good test characteristics for detecting developmental delay in this setting (143). Both 

ASQ-2 and ASQ-3 have been used as outcome measures in epidemiological studies 

worldwide, where both continuous and binary outcomes are reported (144-147).  

Training 

We prepared for the neurodevelopmental assessment during an 11 days workshop 

including three field supervisors and the main study physician. The field supervisors 

were responsible for the work of the field workers in the main study and under 

supervision of study physicians. Two of the supervisors had degrees at master`s level, 

but none had formal training in developmental psychology. All had extensive 

experience in working with families in the local community. I was responsible for the 

training. During the workshop, the 11 forms relevant for the age range at end study 

(12 to 36 months) were thoroughly discussed in terms of the overarching 

developmental ideas that we were studying, the suitability for the study setting and 

the more practical administration and need for materials and local adjustments. We 

also discussed how to secure an optimal assessment session and give the child a 

chance to show his or her best performance. When the workshop was finalized, the 

11 relevant forms for the study were translated to Hindi, necessary adjustments had 

been made, standardized material kits were made and the supervisors were 

standardized in the administration through assessment exercises in 30 children in the 

age range.  
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Translation and adaptions  

We translated and adapted the relevant questionnaires to Hindi followed by back 

translation and validation. All items in the forms were critically reviewed in the 

group and discussed in terms of possible challenges in the process of translation and 

suitability for the cultural setting. Throughout the questionnaires, small changes were 

done to examples and instructions to fit the culture. For instance, objects named in 

the communication subscales were changed (i.e. from coat to shoe, since children 

rarely would wear a coat, and from book to toy, since children in general would not 

be as familiar with books as the more general term “toy”). All together, four items 

were changed to be suitable for the local setting (Table 3).  

Three of the adjusted items involved materials that we did not expect children in the 

neighborhood to have experience with; a mirror, a fork and a zipper coat. These were 

changed based on the knowledge of early child development and the culture. The 

fourth item that we changed involved the child`s knowledge of both his/her first and 

last name, since children in this setting in general do not know their last name. 

During the workshop we also discussed other items. For example items involving 

hugging a stuffed toy and participating in simple household shores were extensively 

discussed in terms of suitability for Indian boys. However, we decided to not change 

these items, but to be attentive to these items when working on the data. 
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Table 3. Changes to items in the Ages and Stages Questionnaire 3rd edition to adjust 
for a North Indian research setting. 

Subscale Original item Changed to 

Personal Social While looking at himself in the 
mirror, does the child offer a 
toy to his own image? 

While looking at himself in the 
mirror, does your child smile and 
interact with the reflection? 

Personal Social Does your child eat with fork? Does your child take chapatti with 
dal? 

Communication Show you child how a zipper 
on a coat moves up and down 
and say, “ See this goes up 
and down”. Put the zipper to 
the middle, and as your child 
to move the zipper down. 
Return the zipper and ask 
your child to move the zipper 
up. Do this several times, 
placing the zipper in the 
middle before asking your 
child to move it up or down. 
Does your child consistently 
move the zipper up when you 
say “up” and down when you 
say “down”? 

Show your child how a magnet 
can move up and down on a 
magnet wall, and say” See this 
goes….. 

Communication When you ask, “What is your 
name?” does your child say 
both her first and last name? 

When you ask, “What is your 
name” does your child say her 
first name? (If the child also has a 
last name, does it say first and last 
name?) 

 

Procedure 

A field worker brought the children and caregivers to the study clinic for the end 

study procedures. The ASQ-3 sessions were administered immediately following the 

main end study procedures. We prepared a room for the ASQ-3 assessments with a 

carpet on the floor for the assessment to be carried out, and with necessary materials 
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such as a mirror, a board with magnets and appropriate pictures on the walls. 

Necessary materials had been gathered in standardized kits. During the sessions, the 

supervisors intended to answer as many items as possible based on observations. For 

some items, however, this was not possible. When children did not show the relevant 

skill during the session, we had to depend on the mother`s reporting on whether the 

child knew the skill or not. For each item, supervisors noted if the skill was observed 

during a session or not.  

Each session lasted for approximately 20 to 30 minutes depending on the child. If 

necessary, children were allowed some time to play with the material in order to be 

familiar with the situation and the material. The supervisors used toffees as 

motivators when called for. After the completed sessions, children were given a small 

toy and some bread. The field supervisors were trained to give some basic advice and 

information based on their experiences with the child and caregiver during the ASQ-3 

assessment, and some caregivers used the opportunity to discuss their child and it´s 

development in the sessions.  

Some end-study procedures and ASQ-3 sessions were done in the homes of the 

children rather than in the clinic if the families were unavailable within walking 

distance of the clinic. Other families refused to visit the clinic for a second time, but 

allowed the team to visit them in their home to perform the procedures.  

Stimulation and Learning opportunities 

During the ASQ-3 sessions, we interviewed the caregivers about the child`s home 

environment and source of stimulation and learning opportunities through an eight 

item questionnaire (Table 4).  
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Table 4. Questionniare to the caregivers in the home environment of the child. 

1 Number of toys available in the home (3=none, 4=less than 5, 5=5-10, 6=more 
than 10) 

2 Toys with wich the child plays (1 = car, ball, doll, 2 = blocks, 3 = puzzles, 4 = 
others, specify…………………) 

3 Number of books in the home (3 = none, 4 = less than 5, 5 = 5 -10, 6 = more than 
10) 

4 Does the child go to anganwadi? (1 = yes, 2 = no) 

5 Number of children in the home 

6 Number of hours per week child play with other children (including children 
outside of the home) 

7 Caregiver believes the child`s behavior can be changed or modified and is 
influenced by the parent`s behavior (1=yes, 2=no). Credit if the caregiver 
responds that she teaches the child, or the child learns by watching others or being 
taught by others. No credit should be given if the caregiver has no idea how the 
child learns things. 
Ask: “How does your child learn to do things, such as feed himself (for children 
more than 24 months, add: or dress himself)? 

8 Caregiver consciously encourages developmental advances by doing activities 
that promotes the child`s development (1=yes, 2=no).  
Ask: “When your child is playing with a toy, do you name the toy or  comment on 
the color, size, or shape of the toy? Or when there is an activity that your child 
cannot do yet (i.e. walk), do you position (i.e. standing position) the child so that 
the child can practice and learn the activity?“ 
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Six of the questions (1 to 6 in Table 4) were chosen based on an earlier study in the 

same population (148). One of these questions was on the attendance to anganwadi 

center. These centers are governmental-funded child care centers, which are part of 

the public health care system providing pre-school activities as well as a free lunch. 

Families in the area use these centers differently, and there is no information in the 

current study wheather attendance means that the child is provided with pre-school 

experiences or free lunch only. Based on experiences and subsequent discussions in 

the group during the workshop, we selected two questions from the stimulation and 

teaching dimension of the HOME Inventory (101). One of the questions was about 

“Mother`s belief that child`s behavior can be modified” and one was about “Mother`s 

encouragement of developmental advances”. These concepts were discussed with the 

mother, and the answered Yes/No was given by the field supervisor. The HOME 

Inventory is a widely used inventory in large population-based studies in LMIC and 

has previously been used in several supplementation trials across the world including 

India (149). In the present study, we only used only the two questions described 

above due to limited time and resources. 

Growth, childhood illness and biochemical markers 

Weight and height was measured at enrollment and at end study according to 

standard guidelines. Weight was measured with no clothes on by a portable salter 

scale, and height with a locally made infantometer.  

A second group of trained field workers visited the families in their homes twice a 

week to gather morbidity data on the child. Diarrhea was defined as passage of ≥ 3 

loose or watery stools in a 24-hour period. Children were considered to have recovered 

from a diarrhea episode on the first of two consecutive diarrhea free days. ALRI was 

defined as cough and fast breathing or lower chest indrawings as assessed by a 

physician. Clinical pneumonia as either a combination of cough with crepitation or 

bronchial breathing by auscultations, or as an episode of ALRI associated with at least 

one of lower chest indrawings, convulsions, not able to drink or feed, extreme lethargy, 
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restlessness or irritability, nasal flaring or that the child was abnormally sleepy and 

difficult to wake. Sick children requiring treatment were referred to the study clinic to 

be seen by the study physicians and nurses. We believe that the threshold for such 

referral was low as the parents were encouraged to visit the clinic even with mild 

symptoms and these visits were free. 

Venous blood samples were obtained at baseline for all children, and at end study in a 

subsample of randomly selected blocks (94 children for the subsample). Three mL of 

blood was collected into an evacuated tube containing EDTA (BD, Franklin Lakes, 

NJ, USA). Immediately following blood sampling, plasma was separated from the 

blood cells by centrifugation at room temperature (450 x g x 10 min), transferred into 

storage vials and stored at -20 C until analysis. Plasma tHcy was analyzed using 

commercial kits (Abbott Park, IL, USA) (150). Plasma concentrations of vitamin B12 

and folate were determined by microbiological assays using a chloramphenicol-

resistant strain of Lactobacillus casei and colistin sulfate-resistant strain of 

Lactobacillus leichmannii, respectively (151). In the study analyses we used the 

following cut-offs for deficiency: <7.5 nmol/L was considered low in folate, < 200 

nmol/L for low vitamin B12 levels and >10 µmol/L was considered elevated levels of 

tHcy (57). 

2.5 Ethics 

The study was approved by the ethics committees of the Society for Essential Health 

Action and Training (India), Society for Applied Studies (India), Christian Medical 

College, Vellore (India), and the Norwegian Regional Committee for Medical and 

Health Research Ethics (REK VEST), July 2008. The trial was first registered at 

www.clinicaltrials.gov as NCT00717730, in July 2008 and in August 2010 at 

www.ctri.nic.in as CTRI/2010/091/001090. 
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2.6  Statistical analysis  

Statistical analysis was conducted using STATA (StataCorp, College Station, TX), 

version 12 and 13. Within 48 hours following the assessment sessions, data was 

entered twice by two data clerks and followed by validation. For each child, we 

summed up the item scores to five total subscale scores, and a total ASQ-3 score. 

0.21% of the responses were missing, and for missing items we followed the 

instructions from the ASQ3 manual (142). Height-for-age, weight-for-age and 

weight-for-height z scores were calculated using the most recent WHO growth charts 

(152). 

2.6.1 Paper I 

A detailed plan of analyses was made. The ASQ-3 scores for the total sample are 

presented as means (SD). We used linear regression and multiple logistic regression 

to compare the intervention groups: vitamin B12, folic acid and vitamin B12/folic 

acid against the placebo on a continuous scale. For the multiple logistic regression, 

scores were categorized on the 25th percentile (decided a priori). In the logistic 

models, we also examined the effects in various predefined subgroups, adjusting for 

sex, age, breastfeeding status, height-for-age z-scores and mother´s encouragement of 

developmental advances. Finally, we performed the overall analyses adjusting for 

important baseline factors such as sex, gender, breastfeeding status, height-for-age, 

weight-for-age z-scores and log transformed family income. We calculated 

standardized mean differences by dividing the mean differences by the overall SDs of 

the different outcomes. All analyses were performed following an intention-to-treat 

protocol. P< 0.05 (two-tailed) was considered significant.  

2.6.2 Paper II 

We measured the association of relevant independent variables with the total ASQ-3 

in multiple linear regression models. We selected the variables for the regression 
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models as described elsewhere (153), and confirmed the manual model by selecting 

variables in an automatic stepwise linear regression procedure. For the total ASQ-3 

score, we presented the selected variables in groups using a hierarchical (nested) 

regression approach (154). The variable groups are: stimulation and learning 

opportunities (number of toys in the family, family owns books, hours of play with 

children during the week, mothers belief that child`s behavior can be modified, 

mothers encouragement of developmental advances), growth (HAZ and WHZ) and 

childhood illnesses (number of days with diarrhea and incidence of clinical 

pneumonia). All regression models included child characteristics (sex, age and 

breastfeeding status) and annual family income. The scores of the five subscales were 

highly skewed and categorized on the 25th percentile in the multiple logisitic 

regression analysis. The selection of variables followed the same procedure as for 

main regression analysis. Only variables with P>0.05 are presented in the table.  

2.6.3 Paper III 

We calculated the Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), when comparing any of 

the examiners with the gold standard (first author) during the exercises, and when 

comparing two examiners during the data collection. Pearson product moment 

correlation coefficient was calculated between the five subscales and the total ASQ-3 

score. Standardized alpha values, as appropriate when standard scores are summed to 

form scale scores (155), were calculated for the total score and for the five subscales 

for the 11 age intervals. Alpha values greater than 0.80 were considered to indicate 

high internal consistency, values from 0.60 to 0.80 were considered satisfactory, and 

alpha values from 0.40 to 0.60 were considered moderately internally consistent. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Demographics and clinical characteristics 

A little less than two thirds of the participating children were between one and two 

years during the assessment, and half of the total children were girls. Median income 

in the participating families was 73 000 Indian rupees, 89.3 % report having a color 

TV, scooter or cooler, and 54% lived in nuclear families. Of the mothers, 23.2% 

report having no schooling, while 49.6% have completed primary school. 

Furthermore, 96% are daily wagers, maids or un-employed. Among the fathers, 

12.6% have no schooling, while 36% have completed primary and 26.8% middle 

school. 56.2% of the fathers are non-governmental employers, while 21% are self-

employed and 20.6% report being daily wagers or un-employed (Table 5).  

At baseline 86.3% of the children were still breastfed. 40.1% of the children were 

stunted, 10% were wasted, while 31% were underweight. From the biweekly visits in 

the homes there is information about 159 incidents of ALRI and 115 incidents of 

clinical pneumonia. The children had on average 6.6 days of diarrhea, ranging from 0 

to 49 days. A total of 99 children had between 10 and 49 days of diarrhea during the 

study period. The median level of vitamin B12 at baseline was 276.5 with an 

interquartile range (IQR) of 181 to 423. For folate, the levels were 10.4 with an IQR 

of 6.3 to 19, while tHcy had a median level of 10.9 with an IQR of 8.8-15.4 (Table 

6).  
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Table 5. Demographic characteristics at baseline. 
N Mean/% SD 

Child characteristics 1 

Total  422 
Age in month (mean/SD) 21.6 7.1 

6-17 months 259 61.3% 
18-30 months 163 38.7% 

Girls 206 48.8% 
Breastfed 364 86.3% 

Family situation 
Economy 

  Annual income in INR2 (median/range)  73000 12000-
870000 

Families who own color TV or scooter or cooler 377 89.3% 
Maternal characteristics3 

Age (mean/SD) 25.7 5.5 
Years of schooling (mean/SD) 7 6.3 

No schooling (<5 years)  98 23.2% 
Primary (5 years complete) 209 49.6% 
Middle (10 years complete) 39 9.2% 
Higher (> 10 years) 76 17.6% 

Occupation 
Governmental or non governmental employee 9 2.1% 

   
Self-employed, daily wager, maid or un-
employed 412 96 %  

Paternal characteristics 
Years of schooling (mean/SD) 8.6 4 

No schooling (<5 years) 53 12.6% 
Primary (5 years complete) 152 36 % 
Middle (10 years complete) 113 26.8% 
Higher (>10 years) 104 24.6% 

Occupation 
Governmental employee 9 2.1% 
Non-governmental employee 237 56.2% 
Self employed 89 21.1% 
Daily wager or un-employed 87 20.6% 

Household characteristics 
Nuclear family 228 54 % 
Number of children in the family (mean/SD) 3 2.3 

1Numbers in N/% when not otherwise reported, 2Indian Rupees,3One mother deceased 
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Table 6. Clinical characteristics of children in the cohort. 
Growth at baseline (N /%) 
 Stunted (height for age z score < -2)  169 40.1 % 
 Wasted (weight for height z score <-2)  42 10% 
 Underweight (weight for age z score <-2)  131 31% 
Childhood Illnesses from the biweekly home visits throughout the study period 

Number of days with diarrhea  (mean/range) 6.6 days 

 
Incidents of Acute lower respiratory infection 
(incidents/%) 159 37.7% 

  Incidents of Clinical Pneumonia (incidents/%) 115 27.2%  
Plasma concentration of vitamin B12, folate and total Homocysteine at baseline 
(Median/IQR) 
 Vitamin B12 276.5 181 - 423 
 Folate 10.4 6.3 – 19.2 
 Total Homocysteine 10.9 8.8 – 15.4 

3.2 Paper I: Vitamin B12 and folic acid improve gross 

motor and problem-solving skills in young North Indian 

children: a randomized placebo-controlled trial. 

In Paper I we investigated the effect of vitamin B12 and/or folic acid supplement for 

six months on neurodevelopment measured by the ASQ-3 in a clinical trial. In this 

study we found that overall, compared to placebo, children who received both 

vitamin B12 and folic acid had higher ASQ-3 scores with a mean difference of 12.6 

(95% CI -1.1, 26.3)(P=0.071)], as well as lower odds of being in the lower quartile of 

the ASQ-3 scores [OR: 0.53 (95% CI 0.29, 0.99) (P=0.048)]. The effects of vitamin 

B12 and folic acid supplementation appeared in the subscales of gross motor with a 

mean difference from placebo of 6.6 (95% CI 2.7, 10.3) (P=0.001) and problem 

solving with 3.8 (95% 0.0, 7.6) (P=0.048), with no apparent effect in the other 

subscales. The logistic regression analysis confirms these results with lower odds for 

being in the lower quartile of the gross motor (P=0.002) and problem solving 

(P=0.026) subscale scores for children in the vitamin B12/folic acid group. The effect 

of vitamin B12 and folic acid administration was more evident in children who at 

baseline were stunted [OR: 0.26 (95% CI 0.09, 0.78) (P=0.03)] who had elevated 
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tHcy [OR: 0.38 (95% CI 0.16, 0.92) (P=0.032)] or who were less than 18 months of 

age [OR: 0.37 (95% CI 0.17, 0.83)(P=0.015)]. Finally, except for an effect on gross 

motor functioning when receiving vitamin B12, there was no significant effect of 

receiving vitamin B12 or folic acid supplement alone. The overall analyses were 

repeated in adjusted models due to baseline differences in demographic 

characteristics and growth. The adjusted analyses resulted in small changes to the 

estimates and the levels of significance, and our findings of effect in the domains of 

gross motor and problem solving were unaltered by these adjustments. 

3.3 Paper II: Diarrhea, stimulation and growth predict 

neurodevelopment in young North Indian children. 

The objective of Paper II was to identify predictors of neurodevelopment in the 

cohort of 422 young North Indian children. To reach this aim we used multiple 

regression models presented as hierarchical regression. In these models we were able 

to explain 30.6% of the variation in the total ASQ-3 score by relevant predictors for 

neurodevelopment. Variables defined as Stimulation and learning opportunities 

explained most of the variation by 25.9% after adjusting for child characteristics and 

annual family income. Height for age and weight for height z-scores were positively 

associated with the total ASQ-3 score, while the number of days with diarrhea was 

negatively associated. Height for age z-scores was positively associated with the 

gross motor subscale score only, while days of diarrhea was negatively associated 

with the subscale scores of fine motor and problem solving. 
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3.4 Paper III: The assessment of developmental status 

using the Ages and Stages questionnaire-3 in 

nutritional research in North Indian young children  

In paper III we assessed the feasibility of the ASQ-3 in the collection of reliable data 

on development status in young children in a field setting. The main findings were: a) 

All 422 children completed their session with a total of 0.21% missing items, b) 

Correlation (ICC) between gold standard (main author) and examiner 1, 2 and 3 

during training were strong across subscales and total scores, the inter-rater 

agreement remained strong throughout the study, c) Most items were observed during 

sessions by the examiners in the gross motor, fine motor and problem solving 

subscales, in the communication and personal social scale more answers were based 

on caregiver`s report, d) Total ASQ-3 scores ranged from 30-300 with a mean score 

of 231.9 (SD=50). For the subscales the scores ranged from 0-60 with mean scores 

from 44.8-47.8. Across ages there were 18 items that showed no variability (constant 

items), e) The standardized alpha values for the total ASQ-3 scores are satisfying, 

however the values in the five subscales across ages varied from highly internally 

consistent to even negative covariance. The communication and gross motor 

subscales have the best alpha values, while the personal social subscale has the 

poorest internal consistency. The items that were adapted did not differ in alpha 

values compared to the non-adapted items.  
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4 Discussion 

The data for the three papers comprising this thesis are collected in an RCT involving 

422 North Indian children aged six to 30 months at enrollment. In our study, we 

found that six months supplementation of vitamin B12 and folic acid benefitted gross 

motor functioning and problem solving skills. The effects of supplementation were 

most evident in selected subgroups. With the exception of vitamin B12 only in the 

gross motor domain, there was no effect of the supplementation of either B-vitamin 

alone. Furthermore, among the 422 young children, we were able to explain 30.6% of 

the variability in the total ASQ-3 scores by the identified variables. Growth (HAZ 

and WHZ) and number of days with diarrhea were important predictors of the ASQ-3 

score, while stimulation and learning opportunities was the variable group that 

explained most of the variation in the total score. Finally, the ASQ-3 proved to be a 

feasible tool for the assessment of neurodevelopment in young children in the current 

study setting.  

4.1 Discussion of findings 

4.1.1 The biological risks and the developing brain 

Vitamin B12 and folate/folic acid 

The beneficial effect of vitamin B12 and folic acid on neurodevelopment in our study 

is in consistent with previous findings. However, there are not many studies that have 

described an association between folate status and neurodevelopment (71). 

Observational studies have shown that both maternal and early childhood vitamin 

B12 status were associated with neurodevelopment in early and late childhood (64, 

65, 67, 69-71). Comparing the results in our study with those of observational studies 

are challenging due to differences in study characteristics. The observational studies 

involve both vitamin status measured in the mothers during pregnancy and in the 
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child after birth, and the neurodevelopmental assessments are conducted at different 

ages from early childhood to adolescence with a wide variation in assessment tools. 

Furthermore, the results in the observational studies are inconsistent. In two of the 

studies involving maternal vitamin B12 status/dietary intake, there is no association 

between maternal vitamin B12 and neurodevelopment in their offspring (66, 68). The 

remaining studies do report a relationship. 

Several RCTs involving supplementation of vitamin B12 during pregnancy and in 

early childhood demonstrate a beneficial effect on neurodevelopment (73-77, 79, 80, 

82). However, in all of the studies involving supplementation during pregnancy and 

in two of the studies in infants, vitamin B12 is provided in a MMN and it is not 

possible to establish whether the effect of supplementation is driven by the vitamin 

B12 alone, by the other micronutrients or as a synergy of these nutrients. 

Furthermore, in most studies, the doses of vitamin B12 were low. One RCT provided 

a large dose of vitamin B12 only or placebo. In this study, six-weeks old infants 

initially referred to a POPC for feeding problems and with signs of deficiency had 

positive effect of an injection of 400 µg vitamin B12 on motor abilities one month 

later (82). In the current study we used a factorial design of vitamin B12 and/or folic 

acid or placebo, enabling the assessment of effects of the B vitamins alone or in 

combination. The study was conducted in a general Indian population with previous 

documentation of vitamin B12 and folate deficiency.  

The effect on neurodevelopment was seen in children who received both vitamin B12 

and folic acid, suggesting a synergistic effect of vitamin B12 and folic acid. These 

findings were expected. Earlier studies have demonstrated that deficiencies in both 

vitamin B12 and folate are prevalent among children in the current population (57). 

These B-vitamins are closely connected, and the metabolic effects of vitamin B12 in 

the brain might be dependent on the effects of folate (46). There was also an effect of 

vitamin B12 alone on gross motor functioning. Thus, it may seem that vitamin B12 

alone has an effect on neurodevelopment, but that the effect of the vitamin depends 
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on concomitant administration of folic acid. The observed effect of vitamin B12 

without folic acid on gross motor functioning could be understood as a consequence 

of several measurement factors. As an age-of-testing factor, due to rapid development 

in this domain, gross motor assessment tools may be particularly sensitive measures 

in this age group. The data are collected mainly through observation at the clinic and 

may be less biased by caregivers` report. Furthermore, the administration involved in 

the assessment of gross motor abilities is simpler. Finally, gross motor abilities may 

be easily transferable across cultures. These measurement factors may result in higher 

effects sizes and higher precision of the estimates. The consequence of enhanced 

precision may be reflected in lower p-values compared to the other subscales.  

Although having used different assessment tools, most of the identified RCTs report 

effects in the gross motor domain, (73-76, 79, 80, 82). This is in accordance with the 

current results. It should be noted however, that in some of these studies gross motor 

was the sole outcome measure, and the results of specific improvements in the gross 

motor domain may be due to the fact that this is the only domain under study. In the 

current study, we had a broader assessment covering various developmental domains. 

We are able to demonstrate an additional effect of the supplements on problem- 

solving skills. Further research is needed to investigate the impact of vitamin B12 

supplement alone on a wide range of developmental domains using assessment tools 

with high precision.   

The effects of supplementation should be discussed in connection with the metabolic 

effects of the risks in the developing brain (13). Vitamin B12 has been linked to the 

process of myelination of the CNS (62). The myelination of the neurons starts 

prenatally, peaks in early childhood and continues throughout childhood into 

adolescence (63). Since myelination is involved with multiple regions throughout the 

CNS, one would expect a global impact of the B-vitamin supplementation on 

neurodevelopment with a possible specific effect on the speed of conductance (51). It 

has been argued that the process of myelin repair is a slow process, and that the effect 
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of vitamin B12 and folic acid supplementation is more an expression of increased 

energy production than restored myelin in the neurons (156). Increased energy 

production could explain the improvements in gross motor abilities seen in our study 

and by others. Additional energy may also lead to improved attention, which is an 

important factor in problem solving, where we also found an effect in our study. 

Finally, increased energy could lead to improvements in the child`s ability to relate to 

its environment and to profit from stimulation and learning opportunities in his or her 

surroundings. Thus, improvements in vitamin B12 status may counteract functional 

isolation of the child.  

Our study indicates that there is no effect of vitamin B12 and folic acid on the 

developmental domains of language, fine motor and personal social abilities. Due to a 

lack of clarity in the literature, it is challenging to compare our findings with those of 

previous studies. The lack of findings in these domains may have multiple causes. 

Our result may reflect a true absent of an effect in these developmental domains. 

While gross motor functioning and problem solving skills improve from 

supplementation at the time of exposure, the other developmental domains may not 

be in a window of opportunity and therefore not affected. Alternatively, these skills 

may require a longer period of supplement to show any improvement. Furthermore, 

the process of reversibility in CNS for various developmental domains may have 

different requirements in terms of time needed to be visible and capture. Thus, 

differences in these domains may not be seen immediately following the 

supplementation, but rather at later follow-ups.  

The timing of an exposure (or a deficiency) should be considered to understand the 

effects on the developing brain (13, 34). In our study, children received six months of 

supplementation from they were six months to they were 36 months depending on 

age at enrollment. Post hoc analysis revealed that the effect of supplementation was 

most evident in children who completed supplementation ahead of turning two years. 

It should be noted, however, that none of the interaction terms with our subgrouping 
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variables and vitamin B12 and/or folic acid were statistically significant. There are 

reports of associations between early vitamin B12 status and neurodevelopmental 

outcomes later in life (65, 70). Interestingly, these associations are independent of the 

current vitamin B12 status of the child or adolescent in some studies. This may be an 

indication that early deficiency is of significance for neurodevelopmental changes, 

and furthermore, that reversibility in later childhood is less likely despite an increase 

in vitamin B12 status. However, further research is called for to make conclusions on 

the impact of timing of the vitamin B12 deficiency and/or supplementation. For 

instance, follow-ups of children in the current study could provide knowledge on the 

long-term impact of the early vitamin B12 and/or folic acid supplementation on 

neurodevelopment, the impact of timing of the exposure, the specific effects on 

neurodevelopmental outcomes and the possible reversibility of functions. 

We found the most apparent effect of supplementation on the neurodevelopmental 

outcomes of children who at baseline were stunted or who had elevated tHcy. There 

are multiple causes of linear growth restrictions, and one may be through the lack of 

vitamin B12 (157). The effect of supplementation in stunted children may be an 

effect in children with impaired vitamin B12 status who in particular benefitted from 

vitamin B12 and folic acid. The phenomenon where the micronutrient deficiency that 

accompanies the chronic undernutrition is understood to be the component 

compromising neurodevelopment has been described by others (33, 158). tHcy is a 

biochemical marker of vitamin B12 and folate deficiency, and the effect of 

supplementation in children with elevated tHcy in our study demonstrate that children 

who are suffering from vitamin B12 and/or folate deficiency profit the most from 

supplementation.  

Our results on the beneficial effect in vulnerable subgroups are consistent with 

aforementioned RCTs on maternal and infant supplementation. Four of these studies 

report effects in susceptible groups of mothers and infants, such as mothers with 

HIV-1 (75), low-BMI (76), suffering from malnourishment or with anemia (159) and 
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infants referred to POPC due to eating difficulties with elevated tHcy (82). However, 

three of these studies are limited by the fact that vitamin B12 is provided as part of 

MMN (74-76). Furthermore, in two of these the dose of vitamin B12 is low (74, 76), 

and it is questionable whether such a dose can ensure recovery in grown ups at risk 

for vitamin B12 deficiency and intestinal illnesses. Similarly, in the current study, we 

provided twice the recommended daily allowances for the children to secure 

sufficient intake and proper uptake of the vitamin in a child population at risk for 

vitamin B12 deficiency and intestinal illness. The results from a study involving 

Norwegian infants is consistent with our findings, demonstrating effects of  a large 

dose (400 ųg) of vitamin B12 injections on motor abilities in children with elevated 

tHcy (82). It should be noted, however, that in this study plasma tHcy ≥6.5 ųmol/L 

was considered to reflect impaired vitamin B12 function. This cut-off is considerable 

lower than the cut-off in the current study (tHcy ≥10 ųmol/L). Our results provide 

further evidence that the developing brain benefits from supplementation in cases of 

subclinical deficiencies of vitamin B12. With sufficient vitamin B12 stored in the 

body, however, the benefit of supplementation on neurodevelopment is likely to be 

less.  

Growth and diarrhea 

In the second paper, we demonstrate that growth and diarrhea predicted 

neurodevelopment, adding to the picture of important biological factors for 

neurodevelopment in these North Indian children.  

Both HAZ and WHZ predicted the total ASQ-3 scores, and there was a linear 

relationship between the total ASQ-3 scores and HAZ-scores below -2. Being a well-

established risk factor for adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes, the association 

between growth and neurodevelopment was expected. This finding underscores how 

restricted physical growth is associated with adverse brain development (38). 

Stunting is a complex condition with several underlying causes, among which are 

intestinal illness, chronic inflammation and food insecurity (36, 37). Thus, stunting 
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may be seen as an inflammatory disease that occurs due to multiple causes including 

enteropathy, micronutrient deficiencies, acute malnutrition and diarrhea (36). There 

may be several plausible pathways that can account for the observed associations 

between stunting and adverse neurodevelopment. Poor physical growth may lead to 

poor brain development due to the lack of sufficient energy in a period of massive 

growth (36). Furthermore, as an inflammatory disease, adverse brain development 

may be the result of a catabolic state inhibiting growth (31).  

Growth status in the present study is based on baseline measurements when the 

children are between six and 30 months of age. Of the 422 participants, 40.1% were 

stunted and 10% were suffering from wasting at baseline. The first years of life, 

characterized by rapid growth, is a period in which the brain is in particularly 

susceptible to input (16). For instance, when stunting is manifested within the second 

year of life, the association with later neurodevelopment is more robust than if the 

growth restriction occurs later (38). Studies have demonstrated that if the growth 

retardation occurs later than two years of age, this is associated with less impairment 

in intellectual capacity (94). In our study, we have currently no follow up information 

on the growth and neurodevelopment of our study participants, and thus no 

information on possible long-term effects. However, according to the literature, the 

linear relationship between HAZ at six to 30 months and the total ASQ-3 scores six 

months later seen in the current study sample, are expected to persist. This put the 

children at risk for following a trajectory of poorer cognitive abilities later in 

childhood and less educational achievements (36, 38).  

In the current study, each doubling of the number of days with diarrhea was 

associated with a reduction in the ASQ-3 score by approximately five points. As for 

stunting, the relationship between days with diarrhea and the total ASQ-3 scores was 

linear, where the total ASQ-3 score decreased with an increase in days of diarrhea. 

The association between early childhood diarrhea and neurodevelopment in later 

childhood has previously been described (90, 91, 93). However, previous studies 
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have been criticized for not adequately accounting for environmental and health 

related factors, and for low sample size (94). In the current study, we have 

information about several potential confounders, including growth, morbidity, 

socioeconomic status and characteristics of the home environment. In addition, we 

believe that we have a sufficient sample size to detect differences between groups on 

neurodevelopmental outcomes.  

The children in the study had on average 6.6 days of diarrhea throughout the six- 

month study period, with a range from zero to 49 days (a total of 99 children had 

between 10 and 49 days of diarrhea during the study period). High rates of diarrhea 

impair the absorption function, and a high burden of diarrhea during the early years 

results in lower access to key nutrients in the period of massive brain growth (89). 

Furthermore, through inducing a catabolic state and cytokine activation, the 

inflammatory response as a result of the heavy burdens of diarrhea may lead to less 

growth and consequently impairments to the developing brain (86). The studies in 

Brazilian children suggest that the link between early childhood diarrhea and 

neurodevelopment persists into later childhood (90, 91). Further follow-ups of the 

current study sample are needed to investigate the link between early childhood 

diarrhea and long-term neurodevelopmental outcomes. 

Based on an observational design, we cannot conclude on causality. Due to the lack 

of baseline assessments, there is no information on the children`s 

neurodevelopmental status ahead of the follow-up of growth and illnesses. A child 

with low scores on the ASQ-3 may be more vulnerable for conditions such as 

undernutrition and diarrhea due to various reasons suggesting that reverse causality 

can explain our results. For instance, neurodevelopmental delays in children could 

impair the caregiving system, and a delayed child may receive less responsive care in 

terms of neglect in feeding, diet and health care. A second explanation could be that 

the low developmental scores are due to various syndromes with weakened immune 

system as part of the symptom cluster. Thus, rather than undernutrition and childhood 
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illnesses leading to adverse neurodevelopment, the children with impaired 

neurodevelopment may be more susceptible to undernutrition and illnesses. However, 

these syndromes are rare and cannot account for all the differences in ASQ-3 scores 

in the study sample. Furthermore, children who were reported by their caregivers to 

have chronic illnesses ahead of enrollment were not included in the study.  

In our results, when adjusting for HAZ and WHZ, diarrhea was still associated with 

the total ASQ-3 score. One way to understand this finding is that our growth and 

morbidity variables are reflections of different risk factors for neurodevelopment 

independent of each other. Our subscale analyses support the independent 

associations between growth and diarrhea and neurodevelopment. An increment in 

the HAZ score is followed by a reduced risk of being in the lower quartile of the 

gross motor domain alone, and increasing WHZ reduces the risk of being in the lower 

quartile of the communication subscale. For diarrhea, an increase in days with 

diarrhea is associated with an increased risk of being in the lower quartile of fine 

motor and problem solving subscales. Thus there might be specific pathways between 

stunting and diarrhea and neurodevelopment, leading to specific impairments in the 

developing brain. 

It has been argued that the effect of diarrhea on the developing brain is through 

stunting, and that the association between diarrhea and neurodevelopment disappears 

when taking stunting into account (94, 95). The result from our study takes this 

discussion further. Diarrhea impairs growth both through reduced intake of nutrients 

and through inflammation. At the same time malnourished children have a higher 

burden of infections such as diarrhea (the nutrition – infection cycle) (160, 161). 

Thus, diarrhea might be in the causal pathway of stunting, and at the same time, 

stunting might be in the causal pathway of diarrhea. These relationships are 

illustrated in the model in Figure 5. For both conditions however, the effects on the 

developing brain is mediated by the psychosocial environment, the quality of 

stimulation and the responsive caregiving (4).  
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Figure 5. Model of the causal pathways between diarrhea and undernutrition leading 

to neurodevelopment. 

4.1.2 The significance of psychosocial factors 

While the study of biological factors and neurodevelopment is the main aim of this 

thesis, our results also demonstrate the importance of psychosocial factors for the 

neurodevelopmental outcomes. In the second paper, adjusting for relevant child 

characteristics (age, sex, breastfeeding status) and family income, variables grouped 

as stimulation and learning opportunities, such as number of toys and books in the 

home, hours of play with other children, and the caregivers promotion of child 

development, explained most of the variation in the ASQ-3 scores.  

Two of the variables in the stimulation and learning opportunities are questions to the 

mothers concerning their understanding of the importance of promoting their child`s 

development. The questions are selected from the stimulation and teaching dimension 
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of the HOME inventory (101). Our results indicate that many caregivers lack 

knowledge of the importance of promoting their child`s development. The lack of 

knowledge observed in the current study, has also been found by others in LMICs 

(99). In reviews of the HOME Inventory, there are reports of cultural variations in 

parental effort to teach children various skills. In general, however, variability of 

exposure within countries is associated with child competence (101). Our results 

support previous findings in suggesting that the lack of knowledge about child 

development is linked to adverse neurodevelopment. 

In addition to the significance of caregivers’ knowledge, our data describe the 

importance of having access to stimulating toys and books. Inadequate stimulation 

has been presented as one of the main risk factors for adverse neurodevelopment for 

children in LMICs (1-3). In the MICS study carried out in 28 LMICs, mother-child 

cognitive activities such as reading, storytelling and naming/counting/drawing are 

suggested as one of two domains of responsive parenting having impact on child 

development (97). This domain is closely linked to the social and economic status of 

the country as measured by the HDI (98). The results from the MICS study indicate 

that a low standard of living and low levels of support in a country are closely related 

to there being less cognitive activities for children. The investment perspective may 

be relevant to understand the mechanisms of poverty in LMICs in general, and our 

findings in this North Indian low to middle income study setting in particular (113). 

A previous study in the USA suggests that while family income was related to 

behavior problems through maternal emotional distress and parenting practices in the 

family stress pathway, the parental investment in a stimulating learning environment 

mediated the association between income and cognition (104). In the current study, 

we lack data to investigate the link between family stress and behavior ratings. 

However, the selected psychosocial variables such as toys, books and playtime, 

which we have labeled stimulation and learning opportunities, may capture parts of 

the parental investment. The caregivers’ ability to provide sufficient time and 

resources may thus explain the variation in the ASQ-3 scores. The discussion of our 
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findings from an urban North Indian setting in light of findings from a US setting 

should be done with care. However, a consistent finding in the literature is that the 

relation between socio-economic status and HOME Inventory scores is independent 

of cultural values (162). Thus, the parental investment perspective may be feasible to 

understand the mechanisms between poverty and neurodevelopment also for children 

in this North Indian study setting.  

Based on previous descriptions of the low to middle income study setting, the current 

study population may be described as a high-risk population in terms of high burdens 

on both biological and psychosocial risk factors. Functional isolation linking 

biological risks with the psychosocial environment may be a relevant mechanism to 

understand the impact biological risks have on the neurodevelopmental outcomes 

seen in our studies (33). For instance, due to behavioral consequences such as 

weakness and apathy, malnutrition and illness may have an impact on the level of 

activity and exploration in the child. Compared to healthier children, these children 

may independently take less advantage of their environment, gather less information 

from his or her surroundings and access less stimulation (2). Furthermore, sick and 

malnourished children may be inconsistent in their contact and give unclear signals 

due to fuzziness and irritability. Thus malnutrition and illnesses may have 

consequences for the quality of the mother-child interaction (96). By experiencing 

difficulties in regulating their interaction with others, these children may receive less 

sensitive attention than healthier children and/or be misconceived. As a result, they 

may be at risk for under stimulation and/or inadequate care. Thus, a child that may 

need more competent caregiving is at risk of receiving less (2). The mother-child 

interaction is at additional threat in cases of maternal distress and depression 

impairing the sensitivity and responsiveness of the caregiver even more (111). 

Malnutrition and illness may also have consequences for how the child is perceived 

by the environment and consequently for the quality of stimulation. For instance, 

children that are stunted may be perceived as younger than they are. As a result, these 
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children may be treated as less mature and receive less sophisticated and age-

appropriate stimulation from their surroundings (163).  

In high-risk populations, caregivers struggle to provide even basic care for their 

children. Children burdened with malnutrition and illnesses are particularly 

vulnerable to the negative consequences of inadequate care from their caregivers. 

This illustrates how biological and psychosocial factors are interrelated in the course 

of child development. Interventions that promote child development through 

caregiver sensitivity and responsiveness in addition to nutrition and basic hygiene 

advice could optimize development for vulnerable children.   

4.2 Methodological and ethical considerations 

4.2.1 Strenghts of the study 

The current study is a carefully conducted RCT in a study population well known to 

the investigators. The randomization procedures were optimal including allocation 

concealment. Both participants and study personnel were blinded to the intervention 

group, and the rate of attrition was low. Furthermore, the adherence to 

supplementation was excellent as documented daily by field workers and reflected by 

the effect of supplementation on plasma levels of vitamin B12, folate and tHcy (138). 

Information on morbidity was collected biweekly during the six-month follow-up 

period and resulted in high quality data on childhood illnesses. Finally, we have 

detailed information on several potential cofounders.  

We translated and adjusted the ASQ-3 to Hindi for this study. The presence of both 

personnel with knowledge and experience in child development and personnel with 

expertise from the local community at the 11-days workshop preparing for the 

assessment was important to ensure validity and reliability of data. Assessments were 

performed directly with the children in the presence of their caregivers. All children 
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that were included for testing completed their session and there were very few 

missing observations. Both during training and throughout the study, there was a high 

degree of inter-rater agreement in the measurements.  

The ASQ-3 provides brief information about child performance in various domains, 

and gives both a total score and 5 subscale scores (124). In the current study, we have 

information on both the global capacity of the young children and on specific 

domains (43, 116, 164). In the RCT, for example, we see that although the effects on 

the total ASQ-3 scores are borderline significant, significant improvements are 

registered in the specific domains of gross motor and problem solving abilities.  

4.2.2 Limitations 

The ASQ-3 is a screening tool for child development that was originally constructed 

in the USA. In a study on early child development, a global and more comprehensive 

assessment tool such as the Bayley scales is often considered the gold standard. This 

scale provides detailed information on the child`s capacity and allows for 

comparisons between groups with high precision (118). The Bayley scales are widely 

used in similar research in LMICs, but require thorough training of personnel. Due to 

various characteristics in the current study, we could not use the Bayley scales and 

had to rely on a tool providing less comprehensive information on child development. 

Since the ASQ-3 has not been formally validated in a North Indian population, we 

had no previous information about the feasibility of the screening tool ahead of study 

start. In our calculations following data collection, we see that there are limitations in 

some of the psychometric qualities of our translated and adjusted ASQ-3. A 

limitation of our study is that there was not sufficient time to pilot and adjust the 

questionnaires ahead of the start of the study. Such adjustments would have improved 

the quality of our data. Resulting in higher precisions to the measurements, and 

consequently lower sample size requirements and/or increased power. 
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With no formally validated cut-offs, we used the scores on a continuous scale or as 

categorized on the lowest 25th percentile. Although our data may be used to indicate 

associations between risks and neurodevelopment, we cannot determine 

developmental delays in the current study setting, which may represent a limitation to 

our results. Furthermore, it must be noted that the ASQ-3 has not been validated for 

the use on a continuous scale. As a consequence there are uncertainties on the scaling 

of the scale, and the distribution is uneven due to floor and ceiling effects. 

The ASQ-3 is the sole main outcome measure of neurodevelopment in the current 

study. It may be argued that the inclusion of a socio-emotional scale (i.e. the Ages 

and Stages Questionnaire – Socio-Emotional) would represent a significant 

improvement to the study, giving insights into other domains of these children’s` 

early development. Furthermore, our measurements are measures of the functional 

outcomes of the CNS observed in the children`s behavior. Thus, through our data we 

gain little insight on mechanisms in the structural correlates of the CNS that would 

require different methods. 

Another limitation to our study is that the assessment of the psychosocial 

environment only consists of eight questions to the caregivers. These are not from a 

standardized questionnaire, but were selected based on earlier studies in the current 

population (49) as well as two single questions from the HOME inventory (101). In 

the field of child development, there are a range of factors that may impact children 

and their development. Our questionnaire covers only a very limited part of this field. 

Although suggested as a major risk factor for impaired development, we did not 

collect data on caregiver’s mental health and depressive symptoms in particular. 

Thus, in our study we cannot investigate how the caregiver’s mental status impacts 

neurodevelopment, which could provide alternative perspectives and explanations to 

our findings. It should be noted however, in spite of various limitations to the 

questionnaire, we do capture factors that are important for child development in this 

setting.  
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Data on childhood illnesses were collected by trained field workers biweekly. The 

results indicate high burdens of diarrhea, ALRI and clinical pneumonia. It should not 

be ruled out that the high prevalence reported in the study might be due to 

overestimations by the caregivers due to our low threshold for clinic visits. As a 

result of the constant reminders of the conditions, caregivers may judge their children 

to be more burdened by diseases than they actually are. This may represent a possible 

bias in our data.  

The main study in which we base our results was originally initiated to investigate the 

impact of vitamin B12 and/or folic acid on childhood infections and growth. The 

neurodevelopmental component was included after the start of the main study. The 

age range for the study is 24 months, which is appropriate in the investigation of 

infections in young children. However, it could be argued that this age range is to 

wide for the investigation of the impact of supplements on the developing brain. 

The required sample size needed to detect an effect on neurodevelopment is lower 

than for detecting an effect on morbidity (57). Even though the sub study was 

initiated after the main study commenced, we managed to reach a reasonable sample 

size to detect meaningful differences between the groups. However, for the observed 

main differences in the total ASQ-3 scores, the study would have benefitted from a 

somewhat higher sample size.  

Being included after the start of the study, we were not able to measure 

neurodevelopment at baseline. If we had measured at baseline, we could have 

estimated the effect of the intervention on change in ASQ-scores rather than on the 

end-study scores only. This measure would also have reduced the effect of baseline 

differences.   

Despite an optimal randomization process and a relatively large sample size in the 

RCT, there are baseline differences among the four intervention groups in relevant 

variables. These baseline differences represent a limitation to our study as it could 
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confound our results. Factors associated with poor development were more 

commonly observed in the placebo group, and accordingly, could lead to an 

overestimation of the effects of the interventions. We therefore repeated the analyses 

adjusting for these baseline variables including sex, age, breastfeeding status, HAZ 

and WAZ and family income (log transformed). The adjustments resulted in only 

modest changes to the effect estimates, and thus our main findings of benefit to gross 

motor and problem solving skills remain. However, we cannot rule out residual 

confounding, and that the adjustment did not remove the effects of the confounding.  

4.2.3 Reliability and validity of the translated version of the ASQ-3 

The main outcome measure in the current study was the ASQ-3, which was translated 

and adjusted for the current study setting. The process of ensuring validity and 

reliability of a translated and adjusted assessment tool is a continuous and ongoing 

process. A weakness in our study is the lack of piloting of the ASQ-3 ahead of the 

main data collection. During data analysis following end study, we discovered 

problematic items that could impair both the validity and reliability of the tool in this 

setting.  

We used standardized alphas to evaluate the internal consistency of the translated and 

adjusted assessment tool. In the results, the alpha values varied from highly internally 

consistent to unsatisfactory and also took negative item covariance. The evaluations 

of the items that appeared to impair the alpha values gave new information on 

cultural specific factors of development in the current setting. For example, the 

calculations prevailed that on all items concerning walking and running children got a 

YES. This indicates that in the study setting, children walk and run earlier than what 

is expected in an American setting for this age group. In general, items on how the 

child relates (rock and cuddle) with stuffed animals seems to impair the alpha values, 

indicating that these items are not suitable in this setting. Additional adjustments in 

the forms following the alpha analysis would be appropriate to enhance it`s feasibility 

in the current setting. 
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The poor alpha values of our data may be due to both the number of constant items or 

to random errors. The Cronbach`s alpha analysis is sensitive to the numbers of items 

in the analysis. The fewer items, the more challenging it is to achieve satisfactory 

alpha values (155). Constant items (lack of variability of the responses as with the 

ability to walk and run) are excluded from the alpha analysis. In our analysis, 18 

items were constant and were excluded from the analysis. This made it even more 

difficult to achieve satisfactory alpha values. Random errors are likely to be similar 

between the study groups and should not result in biased effect estimates. Constant 

items and poor internal consistency may result in biased ASQ-scores. However, 

biased ASQ-scores will probably not cause biased effect estimates in the RCT design. 

Poor internal consistency due to constant items will shift the effect sizes towards the 

null. The consequences of poor internal consistency may be reduced effect sizes, a 

decline in the precision of the estimates and elevated p-values. Consequently, rather 

than false positives (type 1 errors), the suboptimal internal consistency of the ASQ-3 

may have increased the risk of false negatives (type 2 errors). Thus, our findings of 

enhanced motor abilities and problem solving skills in the group of children that 

received vitamin B12 and folic acid compared to placebo were found despite an 

increased risk of false negatives.  

Factor analyses are commonly used to evaluate the construct validity of a scale. In 

our study, factor analysis was not feasible due to the number of different ASQ-3 

questionnaires (11 in total) to match the wide age range. We thus have to evaluate the 

construct validity by other methods. In LMICs, standardized tools are scarce, and to 

validate against a gold standard (concurrent validity) are often not possible (116). An 

alternative approach is to gather support for the validity through the assessment of the 

convergent validity against factors known to be related to early child development. In 

the current study, we had no gold standard measures taken at the same time as the 

ASQ-3, but we had information about several factors known from the literature to be 

related to neurodevelopment, e.g. linear growth, socio-economic status and 

stimulation and learning opportunities (3). The associations between the ASQ-3 score 
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and factors such as growth, childhood illnesses, socio-economic status and 

stimulation and learning opportunities support the convergent validity of the 

translated and adjusted ASQ-3 in the current setting (114).  

4.2.4 Measurement factors 

There are several measurement factors that need to be discussed in relation to our 

findings. First of all, the use of personnel with no formal education and experience in 

the field of child assessment may have impacted our findings. Gross motor abilities 

may, for instance, be less challenging to assess for lay people than the other 

subscales. Thus, this subscale may have provided more precise estimates as discussed 

earlier. The lack of findings in the communication subscale may be surprising since 

both receptive and expressive language is thought to be sensitive domains in the 

current age group (18). However, the systematic assessment of language skills could 

be challenging for an inexperienced staff. At the same time, a large proportion of the 

items in the communication scale were answered based on caregivers report. 

Consequently the data on communication skills may have been biased and represent 

less precise information on the children`s abilities, partly explaining the lack of 

findings in this domain. 

The lack of findings in the personal social subscale may be due to challenges in the 

cross-cultural transference of the scale. The personal social subscale in the current 

study was the scale with the overall lowest alpha values. At the same time, it also 

featured a high level of items not observed by the testers. Difficulties in the personal 

social subscale of the ASQ-3 have been described by others in LMICs (165). Daily 

life skills is to a large extent defined by cultural expectations (4, 120), and thus the 

personal social subscale may be challenging to transfer across cultures. Thus, the lack 

of findings in personal social abilities may be due to the fact that the skills assessed 

by the ASQ-3 are not relevant to describe the children in the current study setting. 

The caregivers may have difficulties relating to or understand the questions, and thus 

give relevant answers to the questions on their child`s personal social abilities. The 
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low alpha values and high degree of maternal report in this subscale may bias our 

data, and thus impair it`s ability to systematically describe the children and to detect 

differences among groups. 

4.2.5 Generalizability 

The data for this thesis is collected in a well-conducted RCT. Thus our results should 

provide a valuable addition to the existing evidence of the importance of vitamin B12 

and folic acid for the developing brain. However, although our findings support 

findings from previous studies conducted in a variety of populations, our findings 

must be handled with care in terms of generalizability.  

First, the current study setting is characterized by a range of factors known to 

compromise child well-being such as low socio-economic status, high prevalence of 

chronic undernutrition, widespread deficiency of micronutrients critical for 

development and high incidents of childhood illnesses. Due to the high prevalence of 

vitamin B12 and folate deficiency documented in previous studies (57), the study 

setting was ideal to investigate the efficacy of vitamin B12 and folic acid 

supplementation on neurodevelopment in a factorial design. However, the study 

sample represents a group of particularly vulnerable children due to multiple risks, 

which has consequences for the generalizability of the results to other populations. 

For instance, our results indicate that the effect of supplementation is most evident in 

susceptible subgroups, such as children that are stunted at baseline and children with 

biochemical evidence of vitamin B12 deficiency through elevated tHcy. It should be 

noted that these conditions are rare in children growing up in high-income countries, 

and thus our results may mainly apply for children growing up under poor conditions 

in LMICs. Consequently, before generalizing our findings linking vitamin B12 and 

folic acid to neurodevelopment, these should be confirmed in upcoming studies in 

various populations. 
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The generalizability of the findings in paper II should also be considered closely. For 

these results, the low to middle-income study setting is of outmost importance in the 

interpretations of the findings. A wide range of risks that are linked to poverty 

settings must be considered. Although we report strong associations between several 

risk factors such as chronic undernutrition, diarrhea and inadequate stimulation and 

learning environment, we have little knowledge on how these associations will act in 

other populations where the socio-economic conditions are different. The 

independent linear association between diarrhea and neurodevelopment that we find 

in the current study have for instance not been found by others in other study settings 

(95). We cannot rule out that there are a range of specific causes for our particular 

findings that are not applicable in other populations. 

ASQ-3 does not have a formal Hindi version, and in paper III we evaluated the ASQ-

3 translated and adjusted specifically for the current North Indian study population. 

Although our evaluation shows that the ASQ-3 is promising for the current study, for 

further use our version has to be critically reviewed since additional adjustments may 

enhance the scale`s psychometric qualities.  

4.2.6  Ethical considerations 

The declaration of Helsinki of ethical principles for medical research involving 

human subjects guides all medical research in human subjects worldwide (166). The 

basic principal for this declaration is the fundamental respect for the human beings, 

as well as the investigators sole duty to promote and safeguard health of the 

individual. While there is always need for new research, respect for the individual`s 

well-being should precede the interest of science and society.  

The interest and study questions for the current thesis is based on the fact that 

biological risks such as vitamin B12 deficiency, undernutrition and illnesses are 

widespread among children growing up in poverty in LMICs. Several previous 

studies indicate that there is a link between these factors and neurodevelopment in 
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young children. Data are collected within the framework of a RCT involving 

supplementation of vitamin B12 and/or folic acid to young North Indian children. 

Although ample evidence, there are today no official recommendations to secure 

sufficient vitamin B12 status in vulnerable children. In our opinion, there is a need 

for more evidence on the effect of vitamin B12 on neurodevelopment, preferable 

through RCTs with sufficient sample sizes and intervention periods. The results from 

our study could bring us closer to such clarification, although replications in other 

populations and follow-up studies on the long-term effects are called for. 

The fifth principle of the Helsinki declaration states that: In medical research on 

human subjects, considerations related to the well-being of the human subject should 

take precedence over the interests of science and society. Following this principal, 

how can we justify not providing supplement of vitamin B12 and folic acid to all 

children in the study, knowing that vitamin B12 and folate deficiency is prevalent and 

that supplement would possible secure their vitamin status and subsequent brain 

development? The arguments so far concern how the knowledge of vitamin B12 and 

neurodevelopment is important for children on a societal level. The well-being of the 

individual subject has not been addressed. In the present study, a field clinic was set 

up with medical doctors and nurses to attend to the participating children. In case of 

illness, the children received care from the field clinic, and were referred to more 

specialized health care units when this was called for. The provision of such health 

care is from the sponsor institution, SAS understood as an ethical obligation to the 

participants who commit their time for the research. After decades of performing 

research in the area, SAS is well known in the neighborhood and trusted for their 

ability to care for their participants. Based on this reputation SAS are capable of 

including children on a large scale for their studies. The organization has an 

international reputation of being a highly competent and serious research institution. 

A consequence of these high standards is of course that studies are costly, and 

demanding both in resources and competence.  
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Principle number 19 in the Helsinki declaration states that: Medical research is only 

justified if there is a reasonable likelihood that the populations in which the research 

is carried out stand to benefit from the results of the research. With currently no 

official recommendations to spread vitamin B12 in the current area, children will not 

be offered vitamin B12 supplement unless more evidence is collected on its 

beneficial effects. Thus, one may argue that the current study is of the interest for the 

individual participating child, as well as for children on a societal level.  

4.3 Implications 

4.3.1 Clinical implications  

Vitamin B12 deficiency is widespread, particularly in poor populations and in 

selected subgroups due to culture, religion and dietary convictions (52). Groups that 

suffer from conditions such as chronic intestinal illnesses or pernicious anemia are 

also at risk of vitamin B12 deficiency. In case of maternal deficiency, infants 

exclusively breastfed are at higher risk for deficiency than children that are on 

complementary feeding (55).  

The results from the first paper of this thesis suggest that daily vitamin B12 and folic 

acid supplements to young North Indian children benefit neurodevelopment. 

Furthermore, our results indicate that children suffering from chronic undernutrition 

(HAZ<-2) and with biochemical evidence of vitamin B12 deficiency (plasma 

tHcy>10) are particularly susceptible to the supplementation. The adjustment of 

official recommendations according to our findings would demand more evidence on 

the beneficial effect of these vitamins on neurodevelopment, the impact of timing, 

dose and concurrent risk factors. Seeing our results in conjunction with previous 

results, there is today not enough evidence to support a general recommendation of 

vitamin B12 or folic acid supplementation irrespective of current plasma levels. 

However, it is possible to assume that supplementation is of significance for the 
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developing brain in susceptible subgroups suffering from suboptimal levels of these 

vitamins. Consequently, a raised awareness of the importance of securing sufficient 

levels of these vitamins in periods of massive brain growth would be an important 

measure to optimize developmental potential in children at risk of deficiency.  

As with vitamin deficiencies, stunting and childhood diarrhea are conditions that are 

widespread among children growing up in poverty (10, 83). Approximately 26% of 

children in LMICs are stunted, and diarrhea and pneumonia are the most prevalent 

causes of mortality and morbidity for children in poor populations (83). The negative 

association between stunting and the burden of childhood illnesses and 

neurodevelopment shown in the present study should be a powerful argument for 

improving growth and for reducing the incidence of these conditions beyond saving 

children`s lives.  

Our results document that there are low levels of knowledge on child development in 

the caregivers in the current study setting, which is supported by others (99). 

Furthermore, our results show associations between the children`s opportunity for 

stimulation and learning and their ASQ-3 scores. Interventions in LMICs demonstrate 

that the promotion of stimulating and responsive caregiving improves caregiving 

skills with beneficial effects on child development (2, 15, 19, 102). For long-term 

benefits on child development, recent evidence suggests that interventions should 

integrate knowledge of modifiable biological risks with the promotion of 

psychosocial factors such as responsive caregiving and stimulation and learning 

opportunities for the child (5, 19, 20, 103).  

4.3.2 Implications for further research 

Our results showing the beneficial effects of the vitamin B12 and folic acid on 

neurodevelopment in these North Indian young children needs to be replicated in 

RCT designs in similar populations with broader and more thorough assessment 

tools. In upcoming studies in the current age range, it would be beneficial to include a 
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more comprehensive global measure such as the Bayley scales. The Bayley scales 

have been used in a previous study in the current study setting, and are a widely used 

tool in similar studies in LMICs (103, 115, 167). The Bayley scales also include a 

socio-emotional scale that may provide important insight to the effects of 

supplementation. The inclusion of specific measures of executive functioning would 

give more insight of specific effects of vitamin B12 on the developing brain as seen 

in similar studies (116). Furthermore, to assess the impact of fatigue and irritability 

on the quality of the mother-child interaction and the level of activity and exploration 

in the child may give important indicators on the effectiveness of supplementation 

(50, 79, 127). Finally, several neuroimaging techniques such as for instance the EEG, 

ERP and the vagal tone would be beneficial to investigate mechanisms in the 

developing brain, as shown in previous studies (168, 169). To optimize the precision 

of all measurements, considerable time and effort should be put into training, piloting 

and adjustments of the assessment tools ahead of study start. Finally, a narrower age-

range and a larger sample size should be secured.  

The findings of an association between diarrheal illness and neurodevelopment in 

these young North Indian children should also be replicated. Preferable in studies 

with close morbidity follow-up, information on a range of possible cofounders 

including growth, and with broad assessments of various developmental domains. 

For the investigation of long-term effects of the biological risks addressed in this 

thesis, follow-ups of the current study sample would be beneficial. Such follow-ups 

would facilitate the investigation of possible trajectories from that of vitamin B12 

and/or folic acid supplementation in early childhood and later neurodevelopment, and 

the long-term consequences of childhood stunting and heavy burdens of diarrhea. In 

later childhood, there are a range of available assessment tools both to assess global 

capacity and to assess specific skills and abilities. In and Indian setting, frequently the 

Kaufmann assessment battery has been used (66), however, a validated version of the 

WISC-IV was recently launched in India (www.pearsson.in) and should be a 
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reasonable alternative for the assessment of general intelligence in older Indian 

children. Furthermore, in order to get a broader understanding of the condition of 

these children, it would be of interest to include specific measures of cognitive 

functioning as seen in previous studies (64, 70, 78), as well as measures on socio-

emotional functioning and mental health, and school functioning and academic 

achievements (170).  

Finally, following recent research evidence and recommendations, interventions that 

integrate modifiable biological factors such as vitamins, stunting and childhood 

illnesses with that of psychosocial factors following both the investment and the 

family stress pathway, would give new insights in the work to improve child 

development in poverty settings in LMICs (2, 5, 15, 19, 20). Such insights could lead 

to a range of positive immediate and long-term consequences for the vulnerable 

children worldwide and maximize their developmental potential. 
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Abstract

Objective and background: For large epidemiological studies in low and middle-income countries, inexpensive
and easily administered developmental assessment tools are called for. This report evaluates the feasibility of the
assessment tool Ages and Stages Questionnaire 3.edition (ASQ-3) “home procedure” in a field trial in 422 North
Indian young children.

Methods: ASQ-3 was translated and adjusted for a North Indian Hindi setting. Three examiners were trained by a
clinical psychologist to perform the assessments. During the main study, ten % of the assessments were done by
two examiners to estimate inter-observer agreement. During all sessions, the examiners recorded whether the
scoring was based on observation of the skill during the session, or on caregiver’s report of the child’s skill. Intra
class correlation coefficient was calculated to estimate the agreement between the raters and between the raters
and a gold standard. Pearson product moment correlation coefficient and standardized alphas were calculated to
measure internal consistency.

Principal findings: Inter-observer agreement was strong both during training exercises and during the main study.
In the Motor subscales and the Problem Solving subscale most items could be observed during the session. The
standardized alphas for the total ASQ-3 scale across all ages were strong, while the alpha values for the different
subscales and age levels varied. The correlations between the total score and the subscale scores were consistently
strong, while the correlations between subscale scores were moderate.

Conclusions/significance: We found that the translated and adjusted ASQ-3 “home procedure” was a feasible
procedure for the collection of reliable data on the developmental status in infants and young children. Examiners
were effectively trained over a short period of time, and the total ASQ scores showed adequate variability. However,
further adjustments are needed to obtain satisfying alpha values in all subscales, and to ensure variability in all
items when transferred to a North Indian cultural context.
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Background
Poverty, poor health, poor nutrition and deficient care
are major risk factors for brain development and cognitive
functioning in infants and young children in low and
middle-income countries. Large epidemiological studies
are needed to identify modifiable risk factors and to
clarify their relative importance for development [1,2].
For this purpose, easily administered and inexpensive
assessment tools ensuring reliable and valid measurements
of developmental status are called for.
There is a range of quality criteria recommended for

the assessment of child development in low and middle-
income countries. In their toolkit prepared for the World
Bank Human Developmental Group, Fernald, Kariger,
Engle and Raikes [3] emphasize the significance of
careful cultural adjustments of tools, and of assessing
the psychometric qualities of the tools within the given
cultural context [3]. Further, they recommend inexpensive
items and materials that are easily obtainable, easy to use
and enjoyable for the child. The assessment tool should
meet the total range of the assessed children in order to
discriminate between groups of children. Assessment tools
that can be used in a wide age range and that are easily
adaptable to a given cultural context are recommended.
There are official recommendations for standards in the

translational and adaptation process when transferring an
instrument to a given cultural setting [4]. Furthermore,
unique cultural beliefs, expectations and norms in
child-rearing practices may give rise to cultural specific
variations in how children develop their skills. Therefore,
when an instrument is transferred to a new cultural setting,
its original standardized norms or population-based cut off
scores are of little value. With no determined norms
or cut offs, the utility of a tool should be limited to the
comparison between groups, and not as a tool to diagnose
or determine developmental delays [3].
Comprehensive tests of development such as the

Bayley Scale of Infant and Toddler Development and
the Mullen Scales of Early Learning are often referred
to as the gold standard in the developmental assessment
of infants and young children [5]. These tests offer com-
prehensive information on a child’s current developmental
status, are administered directly with the child, offer
normative scores for the areas which are assessed, and
psychometric qualities are shown to be highly satisfactory
[6]. The comprehensive development tests require thorough
training of personnel, preferable professionals with clinical
experience within the age group, and administration is
often time-consuming. Normative data are commonly
limited to the country where the comprehensive tests are
created and the process of obtaining normative data for
other populations is time-consuming.
The briefer approaches to developmental assessments

are often developed as screening instruments designed to

identify children with developmental delays who require
further assessment [7]. Common factors of screening
instruments are that they are efficient to administer and
have standardized population-based cut off scores
[8]. Screening instruments will differ however, in
comprehensibility, i.e. the assessment of simple milestones
or of wider aspects of children’s development, in whether
they are based on direct assessment with the child or on
secondary reports from informants close to the child, and
in terms of psychometric qualities [3,8].
The Ages and Stages Questionnaire 3 ed. (ASQ-3) is a

widely used screening tool for infants and young children’s
development assessing development in five domains:
Communication, Gross Motor, Fine Motor, Problem
Solving and Personal Social [9]. The screening tool has
been developed in the US, has a US standardized sample
and its use has been widespread in assessing development
in children aged 1 – 66 months at a low cost with cut off
scores identifying developmental delays. The ASQ-system
is originally a parent-completed questionnaire, but it may
also be completed by a professional interacting with the
child and caregiver referred to as the “home procedure” in
the ASQ-3 manual. Psychometric parameters of the ori-
ginal ASQ-3 have been examined based on completion of a
normative sample of approximately 18 000 respondents [9].
The ASQ-3 is available in English and Spanish versions.

However, earlier versions of the ASQ have been translated
and validated into several languages, including French,
Turkish, Korean, Norwegian and Dutch [8,10-13]. There is
one study evaluating the ASQ-2 for clinical purpose in four
age groups in North India. Reports from the study showed
correlations from 0.76 to 0.80 between scores on ASQ and
DASII, a comprehensive developmental test widely used
in India. In addition, the psychometric properties were
reported to be good although with some variations across
age groups. Based on their results, the report concludes
that the ASQ had satisfactory usability for developmental
screening in a North Indian setting [14]. There are also
reports of the use of ASQ-2 for research purpose. For
example in a multinational study (“Magpie Trial”) in-
volving several countries across different continents
[15], a Norwegian randomized placebo-controlled inter-
vention trial in very low birth weight infants [16], and a
study in vulnerable children in the Andean region,
Ecuador [17].
Reports from studies involving the ASQ-2 commonly

describe that changes to items in the ASQ forms were
necessary to ensure validity in the given cultural context
[10,11,13,17]. In the Indian ASQ study for example,
questions concerning mirrors and forks were mostly
left unanswered, most likely because of its cultural
inappropriateness. Furthermore, many developmental
assessment tools, including ASQ-3, are dependent upon
parent-completion. Hence, a challenge when collecting
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data on the developmental status of children in low and
middle-income countries is the caregiver’s possible
illiteracy and/or inexperience with questionnaires. To get
past this challenge, it is widespread in research to use
comprehensive tests assessing the child directly, although
these tools may be both time and resource consuming.
The ASQ-3 “home procedure” where lay-people can be
trained to perform the assessment on the child directly
may represent an efficient alternative approach in
both time and resources for the collection of data on
child development in larger studies. The ASQ-2
“home procedure” was used in the previously mentioned
study in Ecuador due to caregiver’s inability to complete
the questionnaires [17].
Studies have shown that the ASQ-2 is promising as a

developmental assessment in low and middle-income
countries although cultural adjustments are necessary.
However, to our knowledge, little has been done to
evaluate the ASQ-3 “home procedure” in epidemiological
studies. Hence, how to effectively train multiple examiners
and conduct the assessment in large studies ensuring
reliable data is not known. The overall aim of the current
report is to assess the feasibility of the ASQ-3 “home
procedure” for measuring developmental status in young
children in a field trail in New Delhi, India. The report
addresses necessary alterations and translations in the
forms when transferring the ASQ-3 to a North Indian
setting, as well as cultural adjustments in the administration
of the home procedure. We assessed whether it was
possible to, over a short time period, effectively train
examiners to collect reliable data on infants and young
children’s developmental status by the ASQ-3 “home
procedure”, and we measured the internal consistency
of the ASQ-3 when transferred to a North Indian
Hindi version.

Methods
Ethic statement
The study was approved by the ethics committees of the
Society for Essential Health Action and Training (India),
Society for Applied Studies (India), Christian Medical
College (India), and the Norwegian Regional Committee
for Medical and Health Research Ethics (REK VEST).

Participants
The sample was part of a randomized, doubled blind,
placebo controlled trial to measure the efficacy of routine
administration of folic acid and vitamin B12 to prevent
childhood infections (clinicaltrials.gov: NCT 00717730).
One thousand children were enrolled and we included the
last 440 enrolled children for developmental assessment.
The study site was in the low and middle socioeconomic
settings of Tigri and Dakshinpuri in New Delhi. The areas

are typical urban neighbourhoods with a total population
of about 300,000.
For the main study, a door-to-door survey was conducted

to identify households with children aged six to 30 months.
Children were then screened for eligibility by a physician
and field supervisors and allocated randomly to one
of the intervention groups. Prior to enrolment, an in-
formation sheet was read to the caregiver for signing and
informed consent was obtained. After six months of sup-
plementation and follow up, the children were assessed by
the ASQ-3. There were no additional exclusion criteria for
the ASQ-3 assessment. Written and verbal consent was
gathered from the caregiver separately for the ASQ-3
component of the study. The Data collection period lasted
from May to September 2011.

Instrument
ASQ-3 is a comprehensive checklist of developmental
status, standardized for children 1-66 months with
age-appropriate questionnaires. For earlier ages there
are questionnaires for every two month interval, the
intervals increase with age. The ASQ-3 has five subscales:
Communication, Gross Motor, Fine Motor, Problem-
Solving and Personal-Social. Each form contains 30 items,
six for each subscale, written in a simple language. Some
questions are specific for certain age groups, while other
items are used for a wider age range and are repeated in
the different age-specific questionnaires. The questionnaires
are designed to be completed by caregivers, but can
also be administered by a professional in the “home
procedure” described in the ASQ-3 manual [9]. In the
“home-procedure”, the professional plays an active part in
the assessment of the child providing necessary material
for the direct assessment of skills during the sessions. The
“home procedure” is not necessarily performed in the
home of the family, but in any given arena where the
child, caregiver and professional meet.

Procedure
Training
For 11 days immediately before initiation of the 5 months
ASQ-data collection, three field supervisors (the examiners)
were trained by the main author to perform the
ASQ-3 “home procedure”. The main author is a clinical
psychologist with experience in giving training in the
assessment of infants and young children in similar
projects. The field supervisors had experience in working
in the local community with the study population, two
had degrees at master’s level. None of the supervisors had
formal training in developmental psychology. They were
under the supervision of medical doctors, and responsible
for the work of the field workers in the main study. During
the 11 days training, administration, the understanding
of the inherent ideas of items and scoring, as well as
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approaches and techniques in terms of rapport building
was discussed and practiced. Standardization exercises
were performed in 30 children aged 12-36 months during
the same training.

Translation
Eleven ASQ-3 forms, covering the ages 12-36 months,
were formally translated to Hindi, the spoken language in
the area. The translation process followed recommended
procedures [4]. The field supervisors were responsible for
the forward translations. The translations were thereafter
back-translated to English by an employee of the Society
for Applied Studies, otherwise not involved in the study.
The original forms and the back translations were then
reviewed and discussed by the team. No adjustments were
made to the initial translation following these discussions.
The translations for each age group were typed and
laminated, and then used as a support to the original
ASQ-3 forms during sessions.

Cultural adjustments
The assessment room was decorated with culturally
appropriate decorations. The assessments were performed
on a carpet on the floor as suitable for the children in the
community. Materials for the sessions were purchased at
local markets, and were considered to be correct for
the local community. For some communication items,
pictures were downloaded from the Internet in order to
ensure appropriateness for the culture, (i.e. child that eats
and child that plays with a ball).
Each item in the 11 relevant forms was discussed in

the local research team (physician and field supervisors)
in order to adapt the ASQ-3 to the study population.
The feasibility of each item, possible difficulties in the
translation process and possible challenges in the transition
to the local community were discussed. Some small
necessary adjustments were discussed and made to various
items. These include slight changes of the examples in
items to ensure the cultural appropriateness. I.e. in a
communication item, examples of directions for the
child were slightly adjusted from: “Find my coat” to:
“Find my shoe”, and from: “Get your book” to: “Get your
(other relevant belonging during the session)”.
Four items were identified not to be appropriate for

the study population and were changed. These were an
item involving a fork, an item involving a zipper, an item
involving a mirror and one requiring the child’s knowledge
of both his/hers first and last name. Forks are not regular
utensils in this area, and in the Personal Social subscale,
the concept of fork was replaced with the concept of
chapatti (flat bread), and the item was changed from:
“Does your child eat with a fork?” to: “Does your child
take chapatti with Dal (lenses)? Children’s clothing in
this area does not normally include zippers, and thus

children would be unfamiliar with the concept of
zippers. The ASQ-3 item involving a zipper is an item
in the communication subscale and the aim of the item
is to assess the child’s understanding of the concepts up
and down, not the inherent capacities of a zipper. The
zipper was therefore replaced with a magnet that the
child could move up and down on a magnetic board on
the wall. The concept of zipper was literary changed
with the concept of magnet in the relatively long item
text. Mirrors are not common in the study area, and
many children would be unfamiliar in interacting with
their mirror image and could not be expected to offer a
toy to its image the first time interacting with a mirror.
The item involving a mirror was changed from: While
looking at herself in the mirror, does your child offer a
toy to her own image? to: While looking at herself in the
mirror, does your child smile and interact with the
reflection? And finally, family names are seldom used in
this population, and thus children in the study area are
only expected to be familiar with their first name. In
the discussions, the team found it difficult to find a
replacement that would be reasonable, and the item
was thus only slightly changed to involve only the first
name. The item: “When you ask, “What is your name?”
does your child say both her first and last name?” was
changed to: “When you ask, “What is your name?” does
your child say her first name?

Administration of the ASQ-3
The ASQ-3 assessment was performed immediately
following the end study procedures for the main study
by one of the three examiners in a rotational order.
Appointments with the families were made ahead, and a
field worker would escort the child and caregiver to the
clinic. Due to caregivers’ possible inexperience with
filling out questionnaires and/or illiteracy, a revised
version of the “home procedure” outlined in the ASQ-3
manual was used. In the home procedure, the examiners
try to elicit the relevant skills in the child during
sessions, and necessary materials are natural parts of the
assessments. Caregivers serve as important contributors
in supporting their child as well as in providing help to
elicit behaviours. The approach allowed for the assessment
of skills with materials that the children often would not
possess in their homes, i.e. beads and blocks. During the
assessments the examiners gave the child time to play
and practice (approximately five minutes) with the
relevant material, and scored the items based on the
child’s accomplishment after the brief time of practice.
The materials necessary for the screening were gathered
in a standardized “Material kit”, ensuring that the same
materials were used in every session. Assessment would
last for approximately 20-30 minutes. Each item was
scored according to the ASQ-3 manual, Yes, Sometimes,
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and Not Yet. The sessions started with “ice-breaking”
sessions, where the children played with toys while the
caregiver received relevant information for the ASQ-3
session from the caregiver and additional demographic
information was gathered. Throughout the sessions the
examiner held a friendly and non-threatening atmosphere
in order to make both the child and caregiver comfortable
in the new setting. When necessary, the examiners used
toffees as motivators.
The examiners intention was to observe as much of

the relevant skills and abilities as possible during the
sessions, and not to rely solely on caregivers report
on whether the child had developed the relevant skill.
However, some items were not possible to assess during
sessions, i.e. “Does the child feed him/herself with a spoon”,
and the examiner would then have to rely on the mothers`
information. For every item, the examiners noted whether
the scoring was based on examiners observation or the
caregiver’s report.
Following the completion of the ASQ-3 assessment,

caregivers received a brief feedback of the child’s
performance during the session, including small advice
on relevant developmental topics when this was considered
necessary by the examiner.

Inter-observer agreement
Standardization exercises during the initial training, and
the testing of ten % of sessions by two examiners during
the main study were initiated to measure and ensure
appropriate inter-observer agreement. The standardization
exercises were performed in 30 children within the 11-day
training period. The examiners alternated in performing
the assessment, while the others observed and scored the
session together with the first author who served as the
gold standard. In addition, during the main study, ten % of
the assessments, a total of 42 sessions, were randomly
selected and scored by two examiners.

Statistical analyzes
Double data entry by two data encoders followed by
validation was completed within 48 hours of the assess-
ment sessions. Data was coded according to the ASQ-3
manual, 0 =Not yet, 5 = Sometimes and 10 = Yes. For
missing items, we followed the instructions from the
ASQ-3 manual and an adjusted total score was computed
by dividing the total subscale score by the number of
items answered in that scale, and then adding this
number depending on the amount of items missing
[9]. We calculated the Intra-class correlation coefficient
(ICC), when comparing any of the examiners with the
gold standard (first author) during the exercises, and when
comparing two examiners during the data collection.
Pearson product moment correlation coefficient was
calculated between the five subscales and the total ASQ-3

score. Standardized alpha values, as appropriate when
standard scores are summed to form scale scores [18],
were calculated for the total score and for the five
subscales for the 11 age intervals. Alpha values greater
than 0.80 were considered to indicate high internal
consistency, values from 0.60 to 0.80 were considered
satisfactory, and alpha values from 0.40 to 0.60 were
considered moderately internally consistent. Data was
analyzed in Stata (StataCorp, College Station, TX),
version 12.

Results
Of the 440 children included in the ASQ-3 assessment
study, 18 children were not available at the scheduled
visit; the total number of children assessed with the ASQ-3
was accordingly 422. All 422 available children completed
their session. In the 422 completed questionnaires, 0.21%
of the responses were missing.

Background characteristics
Table 1 shows the demographic information of the
children assessed with the ASQ-3. Two hundred and
fifty-nine were younger than 23 months. There was
an even distribution of girls and boys. At baseline, most of
the children were breastfed (86.3%), ten % of the children
were wasted, 40.1% were stunted, and 31.0% were
underweight. Average years of schooling for the fathers
and mothers were 8.6 and 7.0 years, respectively. Of the
fathers, 99.1% worked, while only 6.1% of the mothers
reported to have work outside of the home. A total of
194 children lived in a joint family and the family size
ranged from 3-25 with an average of 5.8 family members.
The average number of children in the families was three.

Inter-observer agreement
Table 2 shows the ICCs between the gold standard (first
author) and examiner one, two and three in the
standardization exercises during training. All values
show strong correlations between the different examiners
and the gold standard across subscales and on the total
scores. Table 3 shows the ICCs of the quality checks
between examiner one and two during the supplementation
trial, all values are consistently strong.

Source of information for the scoring of items
For different subscales, there were variations on the
number of items observed during sessions and items
scored based on caregivers report, see Figure 1 for details
on the percentage of observed items during sessions. The
Gross Motor, Fine Motor and the Problem Solving
subscale were the subscales where most items were
observed by the examiners. In the Communication and
Personal Social subscales, more items are based on
caregiver’s report of children’s relevant skills. The Personal
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Social is the subscale where the least of the items were
based on the examiners observations during sessions.

Variability
Means and standard deviation for the total score and the
five subscales are summarized in Table 4. For the 422
assessed children, the mean total ASQ-3 score was 231.9
(SD = 50) with scores ranging from a minimum of 30 to

a maximum of 300. For the subscales the mean scores
range from 44.8 to 47.8, all with a range from zero to
60. However, across all age levels, 18 of the total 330
(5.4%) items administered showed no variations in the
scoring (constant items), because all participants had
developed the relevant skill for these items. Ten of these
items were in the Gross motor subscale, five in the
Personal Social subscale and one in each of the
remaining subscales. Five of the constant items in the
Gross motor subscale are assessing the child’s ability to
walk and run on different age levels (i.e. Gross motor
item 3, 18 months: Does your child walk well and seldom
fall? and Gross motor item 4, 24 months: Does your
child run fairly well, stopping herself without bumping
into things or falling?). Two of the constant items in the
Personal Social subscale are the same on different age
categories and are assessing the ability to drink from a
cup or glass (i.e. Personal Social item 4, 22 months: Does
your child drink from a cup or glass, putting it down
again with little spilling?). None of the constant items
were items that were adjusted during the translation
process.

Internal consistency
The Pearson product moment correlation coefficients
across all age levels between the total ASQ-3 score and
the subscales and between the different subscales are
shown in Table 5. The correlations between the total
ASQ-3 scores and the subscales are strong and the
correlations between the five subscales are moderate.
Table 6 shows the standardized alphas for the total

ASQ-3 score and the five subscales by age interval. The
66 alpha values span from negative values (no values in
the table) to .92. In the Communication subscale, three
values are within highly internal consistency and four
values are within satisfactory. In the Gross Motor
subscale, two values are highly internally consistent and
three values are satisfactory. In Fine Motor and Problem
Solving, six values are satisfactory. In Personal Social
three values are satisfactory. In this last subscale the
values for 24 and 36 months are marked as missing due
to negative average covariance. For 24 months two items
(item 4 and 5) were identified causing the negative
average covariance. Item 4 is a question concerning the
child’s pretend play with a stuffed animal or doll and
item 5 is on the child`s ability to steer around objects
and back out of corners when pushing a little wagon,
stroller or other toy on wheels. For 36 months one item
(item 6) was identified to cause negative average covariance,
this item is on the child`s ability to take turns by waiting
while another child or adult takes a turn.
To assess the effect of the four adapted items on the

internal consistency, further analysis were performed in
the relevant subscales and age groups. Removing the

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of children in the
cohort

N Mean/% SD

Child characteristics

Total 422

Age in month

12-23 months 259 61.3%

24-36 months 163 38.7%

Sex

Girls 206 48.8%

Boys 216 51.2%

Breastfeeding status at baseline 364 86.3%

Baseline Z score weight for
length (wasted), < - 2, n (%)

42 10%

Baseline Z score length for
age (stunted), < -2, n (%)

169 40.1%

Baseline Z score weight for
age (underweight), < -2, n (%)

131 31%

Family situation

Economy

Annual income
(median/range in
1000 rupees)

73000 12000-
870000

Families who own
colour TV, scooter or
cooler, n (%)

377 89.3%

Maternal characteristics

Age 25.7 5.5

Years of schooling 7 6.3

Mothers who work,
n (%)

27 6.1%

Paternal characteristics

Years of schooling 8.6 4

Fathers who work,
n (%)

418 99.1%

Household characteristics

Type of family

Nuclear, n (%) 228 54%

Joint, n (%) 194 46%

Number of children in
the family

3 2.3

Family size 5.8 2.6
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adapted item increased the alpha value of Personal Social,
27 month from 0.36 to 0.45, while in the communication
subscale for 33 and 36 months, the values decreased from
0.81 to 0.64 and 0.92 to 0.87 respectively. For Personal
Social 16, 18, 20 and 24 months the values remained
unchanged.

Discussion
The feasibility of the ASQ-3 “home procedure” was
assessed in a field trial in a North Indian urban setting.
Ahead of the five months data collection, there was an
11 days training, including translation, cultural adjustments
and standardization of the examiners. In the translational
process, four items were changed in order to be appropriate
for the study population. The general feedback both
during the training of the examiners and during the
clinical trial, indicated that children, caregivers and
examiners commonly found the ASQ-3 “home procedure”
enjoyable to attend. The examiners experienced the ASQ-3
“home procedure” as a reasonable and feasible instrument
to administer in the current clinical trial. During the
study, all initiated sessions were completed and with
very few missed observations. The ICC-values show a
high degree of inter-observer agreement both during
standardization and the main study, indicating feasibility
of the ASQ-3 in terms of the collection of reliable data.
Furthermore, the total ASQ scores were in the entire

range of possible values, however, some items did not
show any variability. The correlation coefficients showed
satisfactory concurrence between the five subscales and
the total scale, but the standardized alpha values varied
in the different subscales and age levels indicating some
weakness of the internal consistency.

For the cultural adjustments of the ASQ-3 forms, four
items in the 11 relevant forms were identified as im-
proper in a North Indian context, and were changed.
This is in accordance with other studies on the translation
and adjustments of the ASQ to new cultural contexts
reporting similar changes at item level [10,11,17]. It may
seem that some items are more challenging to use in other
cultures. For example, the item concerning a fork was
changed in the present study, likewise a study in Ecuador
reports that items involving using a fork were removed as
they are not commonly used [17]. In the previously
mentioned study from India, the items with forks were
also mostly left unanswered indicating that the items were
irrelevant for the children in the sample [14]. Furthermore,
mirrors were found to be uncommon for the present study
population, also demonstrated in previous adaptions [14].
In the ASQ-3 manual, the mirror-items are highlighted as
possible problematic items for many cultures [9]. This
could suggest that there are some items that are more
cultural specific than others, and which should be
considered with particular care while interpreting the
results from studies, as well as when necessary adjustments
are made in future studies.
In the present study eighteen items showed no variability

since all children in the specific age categories had devel-
oped the relevant skill for the item, for example the skill
of walking in the Gross Motor subscale. This might have
been incidental since groups at each age levels were small
(ranging from 16 to 52 participants in each age category).
However, the number of constant items may also be
an expression of cultural differences in child rearing
practices and expectations to children’s development
between North India and the US. This last assump-
tion gives rise to the idea that the 18 constant items

Table 3 Intra class correlation between examiner 1 and examiner 2 during the main study

Total score Communication Gross motor Fine motor Problem solving Personal social

ICC 0.95 0.91 0.92 0.94 0.91 0.90

(95% CI) (0.93-0.98) (0.86-0.96) (0.88-0.97) (0.91-0.98) (0.86-0.96) (0.84-0.96)

Table 2 Intra class correlations between the gold standard and examiner 1, 2 and 3 during training exercises

N Total score Communication Gross motor Fine motor Problem solving Personal social

ICC ICC ICC ICC ICC ICC

(95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI)

Examiner 1 27 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.90 0.94 0.99

(0.98-1) (0.99-1) (0.95-0.99) (0.83-0.97) (0.90-0.99) (0.98-1)

Examiner 2 30 0.98 0.99 0.97 0.86 0.96 0.97

(0.97-0.99) (0.99-1) (0.94-0.99) (0.77-0.95) (0.93-0.99) (0.95-0.99)

Examiner 3 30 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.89 0.99

(0.98-1) (0.99-1) (0.99-1) (0.92-0.99) (0.82-0.96) (0.98-1)
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are not developmentally appropriate for this North
Indian sample of infants and young children, and
should be adjusted and/or regrouped age appropri-
ately prior to further use.
The internal consistency of the ASQ-3 when trans-

ferred to a North Indian setting was expressed by corre-
lations between the total scores and the subscale scores,
and by standardized alphas. The strong and consistent
correlation coefficients between all of the five subscales
and the total ASQ-3 scale indicate concurrency. The
moderate correlation coefficients between the five sub-
scales are expected, indicating a certain degree of con-
currence between the subscales, but at the same time
underlining that the subscales measure different devel-
opmental skills. These results are in accordance with the
correlations between the different subscales and the total
scores described in the ASQ-3 manual [9]. For the stan-
dardized alphas however, the picture is not as clear. The
66 alpha values range from highly internally consistent
to unsatisfactory and in two instances, negative values.
The standardized alphas for the total scale at the different
age groups generally indicate that the scale is highly in-
ternally consistent and measuring the same thematic
areas. For the subscales however, the values vary. The cal-
culations of the standardized alphas therefore unfold add-
itional problematic items causing unsatisfactory alpha
values, and even, negative item covariance. These items
are inconsistent with the other items in the subscale, and
therefore might not assess the same developmental area in

this setting. Analysis on relevant subscales when removing
adapted items does not consistently lead to improved in-
ternal consistency, and thus indicating that these are not
the primary cause of the poor internal consistencies. The
problematic items should be scrutinized further in order
to get an understanding to why certain items in this cul-
tural setting show inconsistency. With further adjustments
to certain items there might be a possibility to improve
the internal consistency of the scales, and then increase
the level of reliability.
The calculations of the standardized alphas are sensi-

tive to the number of items that are included in the ana-
lysis [18]. In the alpha calculations of the total scale, 30
items are included, while only six items are included in
the calculations of the subscale alphas. Constant items
are excluded from the analysis of standardized alphas,
and therefore, the number of items may be even fewer
than six on certain age levels in this study since a total
of 18 items are constant. This may reduce the alpha
values in the relevant subscales and age levels even fur-
ther. Two alpha values are particular problematic in our
calculations. These are in the Personal Social scale at 24
and 36 months where items cause negative average
covariance, and therefore violate the assumptions of
the calculations, resulting in no alpha values shown in
the results.
In the technical report of the ASQ-3 manual, the stan-

dardized alpha values from their sample of 18 000 chil-
dren are listed. It was concluded that the overall internal

Table 4 Means, standard deviation and range of the total ASQ-scale score and the five subscale scores for all children

N Total scale Communication Gross motor Fine motor Problem solving Personal social

Mean (SD) 422 231.9 (50) 47.8 (15.4) 46.2 (14.1) 46.7 (13.5) 44.8 (13.9) 46.4 (12.4)

Range 422 30-300 0-60 0-60 0-60 0-60 0-60

0 %

20 %

40 %

60 %

80 %

100 %

Comunication Gross Motor Fine Motor Problem Solving Personal Social

Subscale

0 - 25% observed

25 - 50% observed

50 - 75% observed

75 -100% observed

Figure 1 Percentage of items in each subscales observed by examiners during sessions. For different subscales there were variations on
the number of items observed during sessions. The figure shows these differences for each subscale in percentages.
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consistency of the subscales was good to acceptable.
However, the table of the alphas for all the age intervals
has values from 0.51 to 0.87. The Personal Social
subscale is the scale with the poorest values. In a study
on the cross cultural adaption of the ASQ-2 to a Korean
setting, the standardized alpha values of all subscales
ranged from 0.30 to 0.91, again with the poorest values
in the Personal Social subscale [11]. In their discussion
of the study, Heo, Squires and Yovanoff [11] argue that
Personal Social items such as eating and dressing skills
will give rise to differences between the Korean and the
US sample. Gladestone et al. [19] argue similarly in their
report on the modification of Western screening tools to
a Malawian setting that cultural differences often appear
in the area of social development. These assumptions
are in accordance with the present study, where the Per-
sonal Social subscales offers the overall poorest alpha
values. In the process of further adjusting the ASQ-3 to

a North Indian setting, the Personal Social subscale
should be handled with particular care.
We administered the ASQ-3 as “home procedure”.

Feedback and observations during the sessions indicate
that the ASQ-3 “home procedure” in general was an en-
joyable time both for children and caregivers. Examiners
experienced the adjusted ASQ-3 as reasonable in
assessing children from the area. This indicates that the
face validity of the adjusted ASQ-3 was satisfactory. Ses-
sions were brief and all 422 children completed their
session once it was initiated. Children were given time
during sessions to practice with possible unfamiliar ma-
terial and were scored based on their accomplishments
during sessions. Based on the possibility of collecting in-
formation both from observation and caregiver’s report
missing data were scarce. These factors support the
feasibility of the ASQ-3 “home procedure” in large
population-based studies. Furthermore, the developmen-
tal assessment was conducted at a low cost. The exam-
iners were not psychologists, the ASQ-3 kit was
purchased online, and only one kit was required for the
study site. Necessary materials and equipment for the
“home procedure” were purchased at local markets, or
downloaded from the Internet. Accessible tools at low
cost, that are easy to use and which are enjoyable for the
children in a given culture are in accordance with the
recommendations of Fernald, Kariger, Engle and Raikes
[3] in their toolkit for the assessment of child develop-
ment in low and middle-income countries.
However, the “home procedure” approach does require

some training of examiners, in addition to practice
sessions after the initial training. In our study we
conducted an 11 days training, which also included dis-
cussions of cultural adjustments. The ICCs both of the
standardization exercises during training and the quality

Table 6 Standardized alphas by total ASQ-3 scale and subscales

Age
interval

N Total scale Communication Gross motor Fine motor Problem solving Personal social

Std. α Std. α Std. α Std. α Std. α Std. α

12 51 0.77 0.33 0.69 0.62 0.62 0.53

14 43 0.88 0.46 0.82 0.54 0.78 0.57

16 37 0.90 0.67 0.90 0.76 0.69 0.67

18 34 0.75 0.58 0.47 0.62 0.46 0.26

20 42 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.71 0.76

22 34 0.72 0.70 0.16 0.49 0.17 0.43

24 39 0.82 0.76 0.58 0.29 0.49 -*

27 47 0.84 0.73 0.64 0.59 0.45 0.36

30 37 0.84 0.57 0.35 0.63 0.51 0.70

33 42 0.87 0.81 0.48 0.71 0.63 0.50

36 16 0.91 0.92 0.28 0.30 0.70 -*

α >0.80 - highly, α = 0.60-0.80 – satisfactory, and α = 0.40-0.60 – moderate internally consistent.
* negative average covariance.

Table 5 Pearson product moment correlation coefficients
between the five subscales across age levels and the
total ASQ-score

Communication Gross
motor

Fine
motor

Problem
solving

Personal
social

Communication

Gross Motor 0.37

Fine Motor 0.37 0.36

Problem
Solving

0.50 0.35 0.52

Personal
Social

0.31 0.39 0.43 0.41

Total 0.73 0.69 0.73 0.77 0.68

0.5-1 = strong, 0.3-0.5 = moderate and 0-0.3 = weak correlation.
All correlations are significant at p < .000.
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check during the study period show that the examiners
through intensive training and subsequent practice man-
aged to obtain a high degree of concurrence in their
scorings. The satisfactory ICCs serve as further support
that the ASQ-3 “home procedure” may be a beneficial
approach to efficiently obtain reliable data on child de-
velopmental status for research purpose.
A challenge of the ASQ-3 “home procedure” for re-

search purpose is that, although examiners intention was
to observe as much of the children’s skills during ses-
sions as possible, some ASQ items fail to provide this
possibility due to its inherent structure. Analysis shows
that the Motor scales and the Problem Solving scales in-
clude most items that may be observed by examiners
during an assessment session. The two remaining scales,
Communication and Personal Social include more items
that require information from the caregiver to score.
The scales may therefore be perceived to provide data
of different quality, three of the scales provide objective
information scored by trained examiners, and two of
the scales are more reliant of the subjective report
from caregivers.
Parental report do provide a risk of inaccuracy and/or

overstatements in the report of the child’s development
due to factors such as social desirability, caregivers inex-
perience in interpreting their child’s skills and/or their
inability to accurately report the child’s behaviour [3].
However, the ASQ-system is developed and based on
the conviction that caregivers can provide information
for proper assessments of their children. For instance, a
study comparing the ASQ completion of low and
middle-income parents in the US with subsequent as-
sessment by the Bayley Scale of Infant and Toddler De-
velopment, shows no differences in the accuracy of
scoring in the two groups of parents, giving support to
the idea that parents-completion of child development
questionnaires give reliable data also in high risk groups
[20]. For now, when utilizing the ASQ-3 “home proced-
ure” for research purpose in this cultural setting, data
should be carefully interpreted with the difference in the
quality of information in mind.
The total ASQ-3 scores range from zero (no scores) to

300 (full score), in our study the scores ranged from 30
to 300. The five subscales ranged from zero to 60 (full
subscale score). Our results imply that although the data
are not perfectly normally distributed, the ASQ-3 man-
aged to identify children in both ends of the scale. The
total ASQ-scores has a mean of 231.9 and SD of 50,
while for the subscales the mean scores range from 44.8
to 47.8. A study by Kerstjens et al. [13] compares mean
subscale values between Dutch, US, Norwegian and
Korean samples. The mean values from our study are
generally lower on all subscales, except for the Fine
motor subscale were mean values from our studies are

slightly larger than in the Dutch and US sample, but still
lower than in the Norwegian and Korean sample. The
intention of this study has not been to formally validate
the ASQ-3 for a North Indian setting and establishing
cut off scores for developmental delay in the children.
The differences of mean subscale values should therefore
be interpreted with care. Fernald, Kariger, Engle and
Raikes [3] emphasize that when cut off scores are not
established for the given culture were the screening tool
is used, its use should be limited to that of comparing
groups. The differences between mean values in our
study from other studies underline this statement. Until
further validation has been conducted on the ASQ-3 for
this particular population, there are no cut-off scores
feasible for this North Indian sample, and data should
be limited to the comparison of groups.
When evaluating the transference of an assessment tool

to a new cultural context, test-retest reliability is of im-
portance. Within the framework of this study, such evalu-
ation was not possible. This is a definite weakness of the
study. Furthermore, piloting of the translated question-
naire prior to the study would be preferable, and give
room for further adjustments ahead of the study start
based on preliminary calculations of internal consistencies,
variability and constant items. These limitations of the
study, together with other remarks in the Discussion sec-
tion should set the groundwork for further attempts to
transfer the ASQ-3 to new cultural settings.

Conclusion
The present study has evaluated the feasibility of the
ASQ-3 “home procedure” as an easily administered and
inexpensive assessment tool for the collection of data on
developmental status in infants and young children in an
epidemiological study in a North Indian urban setting.
Our results are promising in terms of the possibility to
effectively train examiners to collect reliable data in a
large study. However, for future utility in similar re-
search setting, particular attention must be held to fur-
ther adjustments of items, as well as the possibility of
re-grouping items more age-appropriately, in order to
enhance the internal consistency of the scales. The re-
port underlines the significance of close awareness to
cultural adjustments when transferring an assessment
tool to a new cultural context, both in terms of transla-
tion and adaptation of items and in terms of cultural
appropriate administration.
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Abstract

Objectives

Deficiencies of vitamin B12 and folate are associated with delayed development and neuro-

logical manifestations. The objective of this study was to measure the effect of daily supple-

mentation of vitamin B12 and/or folic acid on development in young North Indian children.

Methods

In a randomized, double blind trial, children aged six to 30 months, received supplement

with placebo or vitamin B12 and/or folic acid for six months. Children were allocated in a

1:1:1:1 ratio in a factorial design and in blocks of 16. We measured development in 422 chil-

dren by the Ages and Stages Questionnaire 3rd ed. at the end of the intervention.

Results

Compared to placebo, children who received both vitamin B12 and folic acid had 0.45 (95%

CI 0.19, 0.73) and 0.28 (95% CI 0.02, 0.54) higher SD-units in the domains of gross motor

and problem solving functioning, respectively. The effect was highest in susceptible sub-

groups consisting of stunted children, those with high plasma homocysteine (> 10 μmol/L)

or in those who were younger than 24 at end study. With the exception of a significant

improvement on gross motor scores by vitamin B12 alone, supplementation of either vita-

min alone had no effect on any of the outcomes.
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Conclusion

Our findings suggest that supplementation of vitamin B12 and folic acid benefit develop-

ment in North Indian Children.

Trial Registration

ClinicalTrials.gov NCT00717730

Introduction
Poor vitamin B12 status is common among young children in many low- to middle-income
countries (LMIC) [1–5]. Deficiency in vitamin B12 has been associated with decreased cogni-
tive performance among elderly [6], and case studies in infants show that severe vitamin B12
deficiency can dramatically affect the developing brain [3, 7]. Observational studies in children
have reported associations between vitamin B12 deficiency and neurodevelopment [8–10]. For
instance, in a cohort study in North Indian children, marginal vitamin B12 status was associ-
ated with lower scores on the mental development index of the Bayley Scales of Infant and
Toddler Development (Bayley) 2nd ed. [9]. Moreover, six weeks old Norwegian infants with
evidence of poor vitamin B12 status had substantially improved motor development one
month after a vitamin B12 injection [11].

Poor folate status may also occur in some populations in LMIC, including India [1, 4]. The
biochemical and metabolic effects of vitamin B12 and folate are closely related. Deficiency of
either vitamin results in elevation of plasma total homocysteine (tHcy) [12, 13], and the conse-
quences for neurodevelopment are similar [10]. In addition to the co-occurrence and possible
synergistic effects of micronutrients on development, several relevant factors such as growth,
infections and early life psychosocial factors are associated with developmental status in chil-
dren [14]. Hence randomized placebo-controlled trials (RCT) are called for to clarify the effect
of vitamin B12 and/or folate deficiency on early child development [10].

The objective of the current study was to measure the effect of two recommended daily
allowances of vitamin B12 and/or folic acid for six months on neurodevelopment. In a RCT in
young North Indian children, we compared scores of the different developmental domains of
the Ages and Stages Questionnaire 3rd. ed. (ASQ-3) (communication, gross motor, fine motor,
problem-solving and personal social) between a placebo group and three intervention groups
receiving vitamin B12 and/or folic acid for six months.

Materials and Methods

Participants and study setting
The children (n = 422) included in this study participated in a RCT (n = 1000) on the effect of
vitamin B12 and/or folic acid supplementation on childhood infections and growth in New
Delhi, India [15]. The trial was first registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov as NCT00717730 in
July, 2008, and at www.ctri.nic.in as CTRI/2010/091/001090 in August, 2010. The authors con-
firm that all ongoing and related trials for this intervention are registered.

The study children aged six to 30 months were recruited from low to middle socioeconomic
class families living in the Tigri and Dakshinpuri area in New Delhi with a total population of
about 300,000, and randomized in blocks of 16. The last 440 enrollments were requested to
participate in this developmental assessment sub study. Enrollment was from November 2010
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to March 2011, and the developmental assessment was conducted fromMay through Septem-
ber 2011. The study was approved by the ethics committees of the Society for Essential Health
Action and Training (India), Society for Applied Studies (India), Christian Medical College,
Vellore (India), and the Norwegian Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Eth-
ics (REK VEST), July 2008.

Enrollment and randomization
A door-to-door survey was conducted to identify eligible children in all households in the area.
A physician and field supervisors screened the children for ongoing illnesses and measured the
hemoglobin levels. Cases of anemia were treated with oral iron as per national guidelines.
Availability of informed consent and no plans to move away over the next six months were
considered for enrollment. We excluded children with severe acute malnutrition (weight-for-
height z-scores< -3), and severe anemia (hemoglobin<7 g/dL), and they were referred for
treatment according to national guidelines. Children already using folic acid and/or vitamin
B12 supplements were not included in the study. We also excluded children that participated
in other trials and children with illnesses requiring hospitalization. With no screening of devel-
opmental delays prior to enrollment, only children with known developmental disabilities were
excluded. Only one child from each household was recruited for the study. Written informed
consent was obtained prior to enrollment from the caregiver on behalf of the children. In case
of non-literates, an impartial witness witnessed the consent. All witnesses were registered in a
list. The ethics committees approved the consent procedure. Demographic information was
collected at enrollment.

Using a factorial design, children were randomized in a 1:1:1:1 ratio in blocks of 16 to one of
four treatment groups: placebo, vitamin B12 only, folic acid only, and vitamin B12 and folic
acid (in the following, referred to as vitamin B12/folic acid). The randomization was stratified
into infants (<12 months) and older children (� 12 months) by assigning blocks to either of
these two strata. The vehicle for the vitamins and the placebo, was a lipid-based paste provided
in jars pre-labeled by the producer with a subject identification number and no indication on
study group. A scientist at the University of Bergen, who was otherwise not involved in the
study, provided the randomization list using Stata Version 10 (StataCorp, College Station, TX,
USA) linking the unique child identification number with the intervention group. The subject
identification number was the only indication that could link the paste to the study group.
Ensuring double blinding, the placebo and the vitamin supplements were identical in appear-
ance and taste and the allocation was masked to the participants as well as the study team
throughout the data collection period.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria, as well as the other study procedures were the same for the
main study and the current sub study.

Interventions
We have previously demonstrated that gastrointestinal illnesses as well as folate and vitamin
B12 deficiency is common in this population [4, 16, 17]. We therefore decided to provide folic
acid and vitamin B12 at doses that were approximately twice the recommended daily allow-
ances. The lipid based paste was chosen because of its acceptability in similar populations and
because it is a feasible way to provide vitamins and minerals to child populations without deg-
radation or contamination. The paste was prepared by NUTRISET, Ltd (Malaunay France).
The interventions were given to the enrolled children daily by field workers. On Sundays and
on public holidays the caregivers administered the supplementation to the children according
to instructions. When families were travelling, field workers provided the supplement for the
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planned travel period in smaller units. All children across study groups were supplemented
with one spoon (5 g) if they were 6 to 11 months, and two spoons (10 g) if they were 12 months
and above. Each 10 g of supplement contained 54.1 kcal total energy, 0.7 g proteins and 3.3 g
fat. For the intervention groups folic acid only, vitamin B12 only or vitamin B12/folic acid, the
10 g supplement also contained 150 μg folic acid or 1.8 μg vitamin B12 (as cyanocobalamin), or
the combination of both. For the younger children, the 5 g supplement contained half of the
vitamin doses of the older children. All children received the intervention for six months.

Developmental assessment
Development was assessed at the end of the study following six months supplementation. The
timing of the assessments was identical for all children in the sub study. Development was
assessed using the ASQ-3, a developmental screening tool constructed in the US [18]. The
ASQ-2nd ed. has been validated against a developmental assessment tool in North India, and
found to have good test characteristics for detecting developmental delay in this setting [19].
The ASQ-2 has also been used as an outcome measure in epidemiological studies worldwide
[20–22], where both continuous and dichotomous outcomes (cut-offs) have been reported.

The ASQ-3 consists of age-appropriate questionnaires, all containing 30 items divided into
five subscales: Communication, Gross motor, Fine motor, Problem-solving and Personal-
social, summing up to five subscale scores (range 0 to 60) and a total score (range 0 to 300).
Eleven forms (for age 12–36 months) were translated to Hindi following official recommenda-
tions [23], and items not suited for the cultural setting were identified and slightly adjusted
[24]. In the translated ASQ-3 version, the standardized alphas for the total ASQ-3 scores were
strong, indicating an overall acceptable internal consistency [24].

Three field supervisors were trained to administer the ASQ-3 directly with the child at the
research clinic in presence of caregivers [25]. The examiners elicited the relevant skills from the
child during sessions using standardized materials. The caregiver served as an important con-
tributor in supporting the child, eliciting behaviors and gave relevant information of the child’s
development when necessary. The three field supervisors were trained by the first author, a
clinical child psychologist with experience in training and the assessment of infants and young
children. During the 11 days of training, the field supervisors were standardized in performing
the procedure, and they reached a high inter-observer agreement both during training and in a
separate quality control where 10% of the observations were done in duplicate throughout the
study [24].

To assess the caregiver`s promotion of child development we carefully selected two ques-
tions from the standardized assessment tool Home Observation for Measurement of the Envi-
ronment (HOME) [26] that were asked the caregivers during the session. One question was on
“Mother`s belief that child`s behavior can be modified” and one was on “Mother`s encourage-
ment of developmental advances”.

Growth and biochemical markers
Trained field supervisors measured weight and length at baseline and after six months of sup-
plementation. Weight was measured to the nearest 50 g using Digitron scales. Length was mea-
sured using locally manufactured infantometers reading to the nearest 0.1 cm.

Venous blood samples were obtained at baseline for all children, and at end study in a sub-
sample of randomly selected blocks (94 children for the subsample). Three mL of blood was
collected into an evacuated tube containing EDTA (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Immedi-
ately following blood sampling, plasma was separated from the blood cells by centrifugation at
room temperature (450 x g x 10 min), transferred into storage vials and stored at -20 0C until
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analysis. Plasma tHcy was analyzed using commercial kits (Abbott Park, IL, USA) [27]. Plasma
concentrations of vitamin B12 and folate were determined by microbiological assays using a
chloramphenicol-resistant strain of Lactobacillus casei and colistin sulfate-resistant strain of
Lactobacillus leichmannii, respectively [28].

Power calculations
We included the last 422 enrollments in this sub-study. The power to detect a standardized
mean difference (based on a t-test) of 0.4 (i.e. 20 points in total ASQ-3 scores) and 0.5 (25
points in total ASQ-3 scores) between the placebo and any of the treatment groups was 83 and
95 per cent, respectively. In these calculations, which were done by the “power” command in
Stata, we used a two-sided alpha error of 0.05.

Statistics and data management
The data was entered twice by two data entry clerks followed by validiation by a computer
manager. A total of 0.21% of the ASQ-3 responses were missing. For missing items an adjusted
total score was computed by dividing the total subscale score by the number of completed
items in the scale [29]. This number was then added depending on the amount of items miss-
ing. Height-for-age, weight-for-age and weight-for-height z scores were calculated using the
most recent WHO growth charts [30]. The ASQ-3 scores for the total sample are presented as
means (SD). We used linear regression to compare the intervention groups: vitamin B12, folic
acid and vitamin B12/folic acid against the placebo on a continuous scale. We also used multi-
ple logistic regression on the total and subscale ASQ-3 scores categorized on the 25th percen-
tile. In these models, we also examined the effects in various predefined subgroups based on
the following baseline characteristics (cut-offs in brackets): age (<12 months), stunting (< -2 z
scores height/length-for-age), wasting (< -2 z scores weight-for-height/length), being under-
weight (< -2 z scores weight-for-age), low plasma vitamin B12 (<200 pmol/L), low plasma
folate (<7.5 nmol/L), and high plasma tHcy (>10 μmol/L). This is the same approach for pre-
senting main and subgroup effects as we used when presenting the effect of the interventions
on the incidence of infections [15]. For the subgroup models, we adjusted for sex, age, breast-
feeding status, height-for-age z-scores and mother´s encouragement of developmental
advances. Post hoc, we examined the effect in an additional subgroup:� 24 months vs.> 24
months at end study (corresponding to�18 months vs.>18 months at enrollment). We also
performed the overall analyses adjusting for important baseline factors such as sex, gender,
breastfeeding status, height-for-age, weight-for-age z-scores and log transformed family
income. We included interaction terms in the models to measure whether the effects between
the subgroups were significantly different. In these models, we also measured the interaction
between folic acid and vitamin B12 supplementation. We calculated standardized mean differ-
ences by dividing the mean differences by the overall SDs of the different outcomes. Statistical
analyses were performed in Stata, version 13 (Stata corporation, College Station, TX). All anal-
yses were done following an intention-to-treat protocol. P< 0.05 (two-tailed) was considered
significant.

Results
Fig 1 shows the flow of the participants through the study. Among the 1000 children random-
ized into the main study, the last 440 enrollments were included for developmental assessment.
Three children were not available for assessment and 15 did not wish to participate, hence the
final number of participants was 422. Baseline characteristics for the children in the four inter-
vention groups are presented in Table 1. As reported from the main study, adherence was
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excellent and 96% of the scheduled doses were ingested [15]. Furthermore, compared to the
placebo group, plasma vitamin B12 concentrations increased substantially in the group of chil-
dren that received vitamin B12 alone or in combination with folic acid. Likewise, plasma folate
levels increased significantly in children who received folic acid alone or in combination with
vitamin B12 (Table 2).

The effect of the intervention on development
Overall, the total ASQ-3 score was 12.6 (95% CI -1.1, 26.3) (P = 0.071) points higher in the
group of children who received six months of vitamin B12/folic acid supplementation com-
pared to those who received placebo (Table 3). Higher scores in the vitamin B12/folic acid sup-
plementation group were also observed for the Gross motor subscale (P = 0.001) and the
Problem-solving subscale (P = 0.048), while no significant effect was observed for the Commu-
nication, Fine motor and Personal social subscales (Table 3). The mean standardized effect
sizes for the Total, Gross Motor and the Problem-solving subscales were 0.25 (95% CI -0.02,
0.53), 0.46 (95% CI 0.19, 0.73) and 0.28 (95% CI 0.02, 0.54) SD units respectively.

In groups that either received folic acid or vitamin B12 alone, we did not find significant dif-
ferences from placebo with the exception of children who received vitamin B12 without folic
acid: The gross motor scale was 4.0 (95% CI 0.3, 7.8) points higher in the vitamin B12 group

Fig 1. Trial profile of a randomized, placebo controlled trial on the effect of vitamin B12 and/or folic acid administration on development in 6–30
months old North Indian children.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129915.g001
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than in the placebo group (Table 3). The corresponding effect size was 0.29 (95% CI 0.02, 0.55)
SD units.

We repeated the analyses using logistic regression after dichotomizing the outcomes at the
25 percentiles. Similar results were observed as for the linear regression reported above
(Table 4). We also undertook these comparisons adjusting for baseline differences; the adjusted
analyses resulted in only modest changes to the estimates and the levels of significance (S1 and
S2 Tables).

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the 422 children age 6–30months.

Placebo (n = 105) Vitamin B12 (n = 109) Folic Acid (n = 107) Vitamin B12 & Folic Acid (n = 101)

Child characteristics

Age, months 16.2 ± 7.41 15.3 ± 6.6 15.8 ± 7.6 15.2 ± 6.6

6 − 11 months, n (%) 36 (36.2) 34 (31.2) 35 (32.7) 34 (33.7)

12 − 30 months, n (%) 69 (63.8) 75 (68.8) 72 (67.3) 67 (66.3)

Boys, n (%) 62 (59.0) 52 (47.7) 51 (47.7) 51(50.5)

Still breastfed, n (%) 92 (87.6) 97 (89.0) 88 (82.2) 87 (87.0)2

Z scores:

Weight-for-height (WHZ) -1.0 ± 0.9 -0.8 ± 0.9 -0.7 ± 1.0 -0.8 ± 0.9

Height-for-age (HAZ) -1.9 ± 1.2 -1.7 ± 1.2 -1.7 ± 1.2 -1.7 ± 1.0

Weight-for-age (WAZ) -1.7 ± 1.0 -1.5 ± 1.0 -1.4 ± 1.1 -1.4 ± 0.9

Wasted (<-2 WHZ), n (%) 15 (14.3) 12 (11.0) 8 (7.5) 7 (6.9)

Stunted (<-2 HAZ), n (%) 47 (44.8) 45 (41.3) 43 (40.2) 34 (33.6)

Underweight (<-2 WAZ), n (%) 42 (40.0) 28 (25.7) 36 (33.6) 25 (24.8)

Family characteristics

Annual family income (INRx1000)3 72 (48, 120) 82 (60, 120) 72 (60, 126) 84 (62, 140)

Has television, scooter or cooler, n (%) 90 (85.7) 98 (89.9) 98 (91.6) 91 (90.1)

Living in joint family, n (%) 45 (42.9) 44 (40.4) 54 (50.5) 51 (50.5)

Family size 5.8 ± 2.4 5.8 ± 2.9 5.8 ± 2.4 5.9 ± 2.4

Age of mother, years 25.8 ± 4.6 26.5 ± 8.2 25.0 ± 3.6 25.3 ± 3.9

Mothers years of schooling n (%)

No schooling (>5) 22 (21) 30 (27.5) 24 (22.4) 22 (21.8)

Primary (5 years complete) 65 (61.9) 50 (45.9) 46 (43) 48 (47.5)

Middle (10 years complete) 6 (5.7) 13 (11.9) 9 (8.4) 11 (10.9)

Higher (>10 years) 12 (11.4) 16 (14.7) 28 (26.2) 20 (19.8)

Fathers years of schooling

No schooling (>5) 16 (15.2) 13 (11.9) 13 (12.2) 11 (10.9)

Primary (5 years complete) 36 (34.3) 36 (33.1) 41 (38.3) 39 (38.6)

Middle (10 years complete) 26 (24.8) 37 (33.9) 23 (21.5) 27 (26.7)

Higher (>10 years) 27 (25.7) 23 (21.1) 30 (28) 24 (23.8)

Mothers who work, n (%) 6 (5.7) 9 (8.3) 8 (7.5) 3 (2.7)

Attending Anganwadi centre4, n (%) 6 (5.8) 13 (11.9) 12 (11.2) 9 (8.9)

Folate and vitamin B12 status at baseline

Vitamin B12 < 200 pmol/L, n (%) 36 (34.3) 36 (33.0) 39 (36.5) 27 (26.7)

Folate < 7.5 nmol/L, n (%) 27 (25.7) 38 (34.8) 30 (28.0) 36 (35.6)

tHcy > 10 μmol/L, n (%) 67 (63.5) 60 (53.21) 62 (57.9) 58 (57.4)

1 Mean±SD all such values.
2 Missing information from 1 child.
3 Indian Rupees in median (Interquartile range).
4Childcare centre.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129915.t001
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Subgroup analyses
In the subgroup analyses we present the results from the logistic regression analyses. Stunted
children that received six months of vitamin B12/folic acid supplementation had substantially
and significantly reduced odds [Odds ratio (OR): 0.26 (95% CI 0.09, 0.78) (P = 0.016)] of being
in the lowest quartile of the ASQ-3 score. This was also the case for children with elevated levels

Table 2. Concentrations of markers of vitamin B12 and folate status and change compared to the placebo.

Placebo (n = 105) B12 (n = 109) Folic acid (n = 107) B12 & Folic acid
(n = 101)

Baseline Median IQR1 Median IQR Median IQR Median IQR

Plasma vitamin B12 (pmol/L) 260 (170–353) 269 (178–
419)

286 (180–473) 307.0 (198–439)

Plasma folate (nmol/L) 10.4 (7.0–18.4) 9.1 (6.1–
18.2)

11.8 (6.7–20.3) 9.7 (6.1–17.8)

Plasma tHcy (μmol/L) 12.7 (9.1–17.2) 10.6 (8.7–
15.0)

11.8 (8.7–15.2) 10.4 (8.2–13.5)

End of study (n = 24) (n = 22) (n = 24) (n = 24)

Plasma vitamin B12 (pmol/L) 285 (199–368) 362 (271–
708)

297 (225–405) 446 (302–565)

Plasma folate (nmol/L) 16.6 (11.9–
22.5)

11.8 (8.0–
19.3)

49.0 (28.6–
64.0)

50.5 (31.2–
78.4)

Plasma tHcy (μmol/L) 12.4 (10.3–
15.5)

8.0 (6.5–9.5) 8.1 (6.7–11.7) 7.6 (5.8–10.0)

Change from baseline to end of study compared
to placebo

Mean
diff.2

95% CI 3 Mean
diff.

95% CI Mean
diff.

95% CI

Vitamin B12 (pnmol/L) 0 118 (17, 219) 6 (-93, 105) 102 (4, 202)

Folate (nmol/L) 0 -3.2 (-15.0,
8.6)

28.5 (17.0,
40.0)

34.3 (22.8,
45.7)

tHcy (μmol/L) 0 -1.7 (-5.0, 1.5) -1.2 (-4.5, 2.1) -5.3 (-8.6, -2.1)

1 Interquartile range.
2 Mean difference change in concentration from baseline.
3 95% Confidence interval.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129915.t002

Table 3. The effect of vitamin B12 and/or Folic acid on ASQ-3 total and subscale scores.

Placebo (n = 105) B12 (n = 109) Folic acid (n = 107) B12 & Folic acid (n = 101)

Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean Diff.1 95%CI2 Mean (SD) Mean Diff. 95%CI Mean (SD) Mean Diff. 95%CI

Total ASQ-3 228.0 ± 47.2 230.6 ± 52.2 2.6 (-10.8, 16.0) 228.6 ± 55.8 0.6 (-12.7, 14.3) 240.6 ± 43.2 12.6 (-1.1, 26.3)

Subscale

Communication 47.4 ± 14.8 47.8 ± 15.9 0.4 (-2.8, 4.6) 48.2 ± 15.7 0.8 (-3.4, 5.0) 47.9 ± 15.4 0.5 (-3.8, 4.7)

Gross motor 42.8 ± 15.2 46.8± 13.6 4.0 (0.3, 7.8)* 45.8 ± 15.3 3.0 (-0.8, 6.8) 49.3 ± 11.4 6.5 (2.7, 10.3)**

Fine motor 47.6 ± 13.2 47.1 ± 13.3 -0.5 (-4.1, 3.1) 44.5 ± 14–9 -3.1 (-6.8, 0.5) 47.6 ± 12.2 0 (-3.7, 3.7)

Problem-solving 44.3 ± 14.1 43.1 ± 15.6 -1.2 (-4.9, 2.5) 43.9 ± 13.3 -0.4 (-4.1, 3.3) 48.1 ± 11.5 3.8 (0.0, 7.6)*

Personal social 45.9 ± 12.4 45.7 ± 12.5 -0.2 (-3.5, 3.2) 46.4 ± 12.9 0.5 (-2.8, 3.9) 47.7 ± 12.0 -1.8 (-1.6, 5.2)

*p<0.05.

**p<0.01.
1 Mean difference in total ASQ scores from Placebo.
2 95% Confidence interval.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129915.t003
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of tHcy at baseline with significantly reduced odds [OR: 0.38 (95% CI 0.16, 0.92) (P = 0.032)]
of being in the lowest quartile. Based on the assumption that the period up to 24 months is a
critical time for brain development, we also measured the effect of the interventions separately
for children who were�24 months at end study vs. the older children. In children�24 months
at the end of the study (� 18 months at enrollment), vitamin B12/folic acid supplementation
led to significantly lower odds of being in the lower quartile of the ASQ-3 score (OR: 0.37, 95%
CI 0.17–0.83, P = 0.015). These effects were not seen in children aged 19 to 30 months at
enrollment (Table 5). None of the subgrouping variables significantly modified the effect of
the interventions on the ASQ-3 scores, and the interaction between folic acid and vitamin B12
supplementation was not significant.

Discussion
In our study, we found a borderline significant positive effect of receiving vitamin B12 and folic
acid for six months on the total ASQ-3 scores. We also found a significant and positive effect of
vitamin B12 and folic acid in the developmental domains of gross motor functioning and prob-
lem-solving skills. The effects of supplementation were most evident in children who were
stunted, and in children who had high plasma tHcy consistent with poor folate and/or vitamin
B12 status, and in children who completed the study before their 2nd birthday [31]. Except for
vitamin B12 in relation to gross motor functioning, there was no significant benefit of giving
vitamin B12 or folic acid alone on early child development.

North Indians, including children, often have poor vitamin B12 status due to dietary prac-
tices (vegetarianism) and poverty [2]. Poor vitamin B12 status was also seen in the present
study. In addition, a large proportion had low plasma folate, and nearly 60% of these young
children had elevated tHcy at baseline. Children who received supplementation of vitamin B12
and folic acid for six months had substantial improvement in vitamin status and a reduction in
plasma tHcy concentrations [15].

Through our assessment across developmental domains, we found that children who
received supplementation of vitamin B12 and folic acid for six months had improved gross
motor outcomes and problem-solving skills, while there were no significant changes in the
domains of communication, fine motor and personal-social skills. The results are in line with
previous observational studies that have documented an association between vitamin B12

Table 4. ORs1 (95%CIs2) for being in the lower quartile of ASQ-3 total and subscale scores compared with placebo.

Placebo (n = 105) B12 (n = 109) Folic acid (n = 107) B12 & Folic acid (n = 101)

OR OR 95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Total ASQ-3 1 0.66 (0.37, 1.19) 0.75 (0.42, 1.34) 0.53 (0.29, 0.99)*

Subscale

Communication 1 0.95 (0.53, 1.68) 0.89 (0.50, 1.59) 0.88 (0.49, 1.59)

Gross motor 1 0.74 (0.43, 1.28) 0.74 (0.43, 1.28) 0.39 (0.22, 0.71)**

Fine motor 1 0.99 (0.56, 1.74) 1.57 (0.90, 2.73) 0.93 (0.52, 1.66)

Problem-solving 1 0.97 (0.57, 1.67) 0.83 (0.48, 1.43) 0.52 (0.29, 0.93)*

Personal social 1 0.98 (0.56, 1.71) 1.05 (0.60, 1.83) 0.72 (0.40, 1.28)

*p<0.05.

**p<0.01.
1 Odds Ratio.
2 95% Confidence interval.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129915.t004
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status and aspects of development [9, 32]. However, the specific developmental domains that
are related to vitamin B12 differ between studies and are not directly comparable due to meth-
odological differences. For example, in the study in North Indian children, marginal vitamin
B12 status was related to lower scores on the mental development index of the Bayley 2nd ed,
but not to the scores on the psychomotor scale [9]. These scales are not directly comparable to
the ASQ domains. The association between gross motor functioning and vitamin B12 has
been documented across several studies, i.e. in a Dutch vegan study group, where vitamin B12
deficient infants suffered from slower gross motor and language development compared to
non-deficient infants [32]. Further, in a recently published RCT, Norwegian infants with poor
vitamin B12 status and who were referred to a pediatrician due to feeding problems had sub-
stantially and significantly improved feeding and gross motor functioning following a vitamin
B12 injection [11]. These findings are consistent with the findings in the present study. How-
ever, in the study of Norwegian children, they did not assess other developmental domains.
Furthermore, while the Norwegian study relates to the rare situation of a child being submitted
to hospital for feeding problems, our data relate to associations of the general Indian popula-
tion of people belonging to middle to poor socioeconomic classes.

Given the nature of the developing brain with periods of regional brain growth spurts and
rapid maturation, it is challenging to compare results on specific developmental areas across
age groups. Functions under development are particularly sensitive to influences, which may

Table 5. ORs1 (95%CIs)2 for being in the lower quartile of ASQ-3 total in the intervention group compared with placebo in subgroups.3

Placebo Vitamin B12 Folic acid B12 & Folic acid

N OR OR 95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Subgroups

Age in months at baseline

6 to11 months 138 1 0.51 (0.17, 1.50) 0.79 (0.26, 2.39) 0.48 (0.16, 1.48)

12 to 30 months 283 1 0.74 (0.33, 1.63) 1.12 (0.50, 2.48) 0.59 (0.25, 1.36)

6 to 18 months 149 1 0.46 (0.22–0.99)* 0.73 (0.34–1.57) 0.37 (0.17–0.83)*

19 to 30 months 273 1 1.65 (0.49–5.60) 1.87 (0.55–6.33) 1.20 (0.33–4.43)

Growth at baseline

Wasted 42 1 0.57 (0.06, 5.25) 4.29 (0.29, 62.61) 1.34 (0.11, 16.38)

Not wasted 379 1 0.67 (0.34, 1.32) 0.92 (0.47, 1.78) 0.53 (0.26, 1.08)

Stunted 169 1 0.48 (0.19, 1.22) 0.77 (0.29, 2.02) 0.26 (0.09, 0.78)*

Not stunted 252 1 0.95 (0.39, 2.34) 1.25 (0.51, 3.08) 1.11 (0.46, 2.71)

Underweight 131 1 0.54 (0.17, 1.64) 0.84 (0.29, 2.45) 0.64 (0.21, 1.97)

Not underweight 290 1 0.78 (0.36, 1.72) 1.05 (0.47, 2.35) 0.49 (0.21, 1.18)

Biochemical markers at baseline

Vitamin B12 <200 pmol/L 137 1 0.48 (0.17, 1.38) 0.68 (0.24, 1.90) 0.61 (0.20, 1.85)

Vitamin B12 �200 pmol/L 284 1 0.87 (0.39, 1.95) 1.15 (0.51, 2.65) 0.59 (0.25, 1.38)

Folate <7.5 nmol/L 131 1 0.95 (0.28, 3.28) 1.44 (0.41, 5.13) 0.58 (0.16, 2.11)

Folate �7.5 nmol/L 290 1 0.65 (0.30, 1.38) 0.84 (0.40, 1.76) 0.60 (0.27, 1.32)

tHcy >10 μmol/L 247 1 0.66 (0.30, 1.46) 0.73 (0.33, 1.61) 0.38 (0.16, 0.92)*

tHcy �10 μmol/L 174 1 1.10 (0.37, 3.29) 1.86 (0.61, 5.67) 1.10 (0.37–3.27)

*p<0.05.
1Odds Ratio.
295% Confidence interval.
3Adjusted for sex, age, breastfeeding status, stunting and Mother`s encouragement of developmental advances (dichotomus).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0129915.t005
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give rise to developmentally dependent outcomes [33, 34]. Consequently, we need to consider
the timing of the exposure as well as the period of assessment [34, 35]. For instance, in the
Dutch study of vegan families, findings indicate long-term consequences of early vitamin B12
deficiency on cognitive performance in adolescence [8]. In early childhood, these adolescents
had significantly lower functioning in the areas of gross motor and language development com-
pared to a control group [32]. In our study, we measured the short-term effects following six
months supplementation. The time required for improvements to be detectable in the develop-
ing brain and possible to assess, may be domain specific [36]. Thus, although we did not find
significant effects on communication skills, fine motor functioning and personal social abilities,
an impact on these domains may require longer exposure time, or improvements may become
apparent later in life. The interruption of myelination has been suggested as a possible mecha-
nism linking vitamin B12 deficiency and adverse neurodevelopment [7]. Myelination facilitates
communication in the brain and interruptions may influence the speed of conductance and
thus the process of learning and acquisition of skills. Our result may indicate that the mecha-
nisms of improved myelination give a more rapid effect in gross motor and problem-solving
skills than for the other domains assessed. On the other hand, it has been argued that myelin
repair is a slow process, and the improvements observed after short-term vitamin B12 supple-
ment may be related to other effects such as increased energy-production in the central nervous
system [37]. Thus, the improvements in the current study may be due to increased energy and
attention, which are important factors for the performance both for gross motor abilities and
problem-solving skills. Further research is required to achieve a deeper understanding of the
specific consequences of vitamin B12 and folate deficiency on the developing brain.

Being a time of rapid growth, the period from gestation to 24 months of age is a sensitive
period for brain development in which the brain is particularly susceptible to various exposures
[33, 35, 38]. In support of this, there was a significant benefit of the vitamin B12 and folic acid
supplementation in children who were� 18 months at the start of supplementation and
received all supplementation before they reach 24 months of age. Thus, our findings support
that the timing of nutritional influence is of significance for the outcome of neurodevelopment.

The effect of vitamin B12 and folic acid supplementation on total ASQ-3 scores was most
apparent in stunted children and in children with elevated tHcy. Childhood stunting is a proxy
for several factors that are associated with poor neurodevelopment [39], consequently there
might be a large potential for improvements among children who are stunted. The hypothesis
of “functional isolation” where a malnourished child fails to elicit appropriate care and stimula-
tion from the caregiver due to behavior symptoms such as irritability and apathy, may, in part,
explain the effect in this subgroup [40]. Stunting could also reflect poor long-term vitamin B12
or folate intake, and the improved scores in children receiving vitamin B12 and folic acid may
suggest that developmental delay in stunted children partly is related to low folate or vitamin
B12 status. This possibility is supported by the finding that children with elevated levels of
tHcy at baseline had a significant beneficial effect of vitamin B12 and folic acid supplementa-
tion on the total ASQ-3 score, while those with normal tHcy concentration did not. Stunting or
elevated tHcy did not significantly modify the effect of the intervention on the total ASQ-3
score, but it should be noted that the trial was not powered to measure such interactions.

Our results give support to the hypothesis of the importance of vitamin B12 and folate for
neurodevelopment and subsequent behavioral outcomes. Similarly, a recent report from the
current study provides evidence for the importance of vitamin B12 for growth showing that
poor vitamin B12 status in the children contributes to poor growth [41]. Clearly, there are sev-
eral modifiable risk factors associated with adverse neurodevelopment other than vitamin B12
and folate deficiency [14]. There is sound evidence that adequate stimulation and responsive
caregiving is crucial for healthy neurodevelopment as recently illustrated in a report from the
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current study [42]. Furthermore, biological risk factors such as childhood infections and
chronic undernutrition may lead to adverse neurodevelopment and unfulfilled developmental
potential [14]. Further research is needed to understand the role of vitamin B12 and folate as
one important factor for neurodevelopment in the complex interrelation between brain devel-
opment and environmental influences.

Strength and weaknesses
To our knowledge, this study is the first RCT that has measured the effects of vitamin B12 and/or
folic acid on child development. This is a well-conducted RCT with few losses to follow-up and
excellent adherence to the supplementation [15]. Despite an optimal randomization procedure
involving more than 400 children, there were some baseline differences in family characteristics
and physical growth between the groups. These represent a limitation to the study that may con-
found our effect estimates. We have repeated the analyses adjusting for these and other relevant
baseline characteristics such as sex, age, breastfeeding status, height-for age and weight-for-height
z-scores and log transformed family income. These adjustments resulted in minor alterations in
the effect estimates and, hence, the level of significance. However, the main finding of a beneficial
effect of vitamin B12/folic acid on gross motor and problem-solving skills remained significant
(S1 and S2 Tables). If we had measured development at baseline in addition to at end study, we
could have estimated the change in ASQ scores throughout the supplementation period and
thereby adjusted for baseline differences in the ASQ scores. This was not possible due to the timing
of the parent project and the time it took to prepare the instruments for the current sub-study.
Despite the fact that each study group consisted of more than 100 children and that we carefully
adjusted for baseline differences and other relevant variables, we cannot rule out residual con-
founding and our findings need to be confirmed before treatment recommendations can be made.

The ASQ-3 is a screening tool for the assessment of developmental delay constructed in the
US with binary cut-offs, but has been used to measure developmental status on a continuous
scale in several studies, as in the present study. It should be noted, that the questionnaires have
not yet been validated for this purpose. We translated 11 ASQ-3 forms to Hindi particularly
for this study, and the translated and adjusted ASQ-3 served as an easily administered and cost
efficient assessment tool [24]. However, alpha values indicated questionable internal consis-
tency in a few subscales and age categories. Poor internal consistency can be due to constant
items (lack of variability of the responses) or random errors. In a randomized trial, random
errors should be similar in the study groups and accordingly not result in biased effect esti-
mates. More comprehensive assessment tools, such as the Bayley scales, or tools for social emo-
tional functioning, could have added a broader picture of the children`s skills and abilities.
Finally, more advanced neuroimaging techniques might have identified unique changes to the
developing brain in early childhood.

Conclusion
In a RCT of supplementation with vitamin B12 and folic acid in six to 30 months old children we
found beneficial effects on neurodevelopment as assessed by a screening tool in the domains of
gross motor functioning and problem solving skills. These results need to be confirmed in other
populations with more comprehensive assessment tools, and further research is recommended
on the long-term effects of marginal vitamin B12 and folate status in the developing brain.
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Abstract

Background and Objective

Infants and young children in low to middle-income countries are at risk for adverse neuro-

development due to multiple risk factors. In this study, we sought to identify stimulation and

learning opportunities, growth, and burden of respiratory infections and diarrhea as predic-

tors for neurodevelopment.

Methods

We visited 422 North Indian children 6 to 30 months old weekly for six months. Childhood ill-

nesses were assessed biweekly. At end study, we assessed neurodevelopment using the

Ages and Stages Questionnaire 3rd ed. (ASQ-3) and gathered information on stimulation

and learning opportunities. We identified predictors for ASQ-3 scores in multiple linear and

logistic regression models.

Results

We were able to explain 30.5% of the variation in the total ASQ-3 score by the identified pre-

dictors. When adjusting for child characteristics and annual family income, stimulation and

learning opportunities explained most of the variation by 25.1%. Height for age (standard-

ized beta: 0.12, p<.05) and weight for height z-scores (std. beta: 0.09, p<.05) were positive-

ly associated with the total ASQ-3 score, while number of days with diarrhea was negatively

associated with these scores (std. beta: -0.13, p<0.01).

Conclusion

Our results support the importance of early child stimulation and general nutrition for child

development. Our study also suggests that diarrhea is an additional risk factor for adverse

neurodevelopment in vulnerable children.
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Introduction
There is sound evidence that deficient care and inadequate stimulation are key risk factors for
adverse neurodevelopment in children [1–3]. Likewise, the evidence for poor growth and
stunting as significant risk factors is convincing [4,5]. Pneumonia and diarrhea are important
causes of morbidity and mortality in children in low to middle-income countries (LMIC) [6].
In some studies, diarrhea prevalence has predicted neurodevelopment [4,7–9], but a recent
meta-analysis including these studies concluded that number of days with diarrhea did not pre-
dict neurodevelopment when taking stunting into account [10]. However, the very few studies
included in this meta-analysis varied substantially in sample size, age of the participants, choice
of cognitive measures and the quality of data on diarrhea.

In poor populations, risk factors co-occur giving rise to cumulative effects on neurodevelop-
ment [2,5,11,12]. Complex relationships among these risk factors make it challenging to deter-
mine their independent contribution. In the present study, we have assessed developmental
status and collected information on various risk and protective factors for adverse development
such as socioeconomic status, child characteristics and stimulation and learning opportunities
in a sample of 422 young North Indian children. The children participated in a six months
study of folic acid and vitamin B12 supplementation on growth, diarrhea and other infections
in New Delhi, India [13], and unique to this study is the thorough biweekly assessment of
childhood illnesses such as acute lower respiratory infections (ALRI), pneumonia and diarrhea.
The main aim of our study is to identify predictors for neurodevelopment in multiple regres-
sion models, and specifically to measure the extent to which diarrheal illness is associated with
early child development.

Materials and Methods

Participants and study setting
The children (n = 422) included in this study were part of a randomized, doubled blind, place-
bo controlled trial (RCT) (n = 1000) on the effect of vitamin B12 and/or folic acid supplemen-
tation on childhood infections and growth in New Delhi, India (clinicaltrials.gov: NCT
00717730) [13]. Children aged 6 to 30 months were enrolled and randomized in blocks of 16,
the last 440 randomized enrollments were requested to participate in the developmental assess-
ment sub study. Of these, three children were not available for assessment and 15 did not wish
to participate, hence the final number of participants was 422. The enrollment for this sample
was from November 2010 through March 2011, and the developmental assessments were per-
formed fromMay through September 2011. The study site was in the low and middle socioeco-
nomic settings of Tigri and Dakshinpuri in New Delhi. These are typical urban neighborhoods
with a total population of about 300,000. The ethics committees of the Society for Essential
Health Action and Training (India), Society for Applied Studies (India), Christian Medical
College (India), and the Norwegian Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Eth-
ics (REK VEST) approved the study.

Procedure
For enrollment, a door-to-door survey was conducted to identify households with eligible chil-
dren. A physician and field supervisors screened the children and written informed consent
was obtained from caregivers prior to enrollment. Availability of informed consent and no
plans to move away over the next 6 months were considered for enrollment. We excluded
children with severe acute malnutrition (weight for height z-scores less than -3), with severe
anemia (hemoglobin<7 g/dL), and those who were using folic acid and/or vitamin B12
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supplements. Information on child characteristics and socioeconomic status was collected at
baseline. A team of field workers visited the children`s household twice weekly for six months
for close morbidity follow up. Weight and height was measured at baseline and at end study at
the study clinic. At the end of six months follow up, developmental assessment was conducted
and information on the child`s stimulation and learning opportunities was collected at the
study clinic. There were no additional exclusion criteria for the developmental assessment.

Measurements
Developmental assessment. Neurodevelopmental status was measured by the Ages and

Stages Questionnaire 3. ed. (ASQ-3), a comprehensive checklist, standardized for children
1–66 months with age-appropriate questionnaires [14]. The questionnaires contain 30 items
that sums up to five subscales: Communication, Gross motor, Fine motor, Problem-solving
and Personal-social (possible score range from 0 to 60), and a total score (possible score range
form 0 to 300). Three field supervisors were trained to administer the ASQ-3 directly with the
child at the research clinic in the presence of caregivers. The examiners elicited the relevant
skills from the child during sessions using standardized materials. The caregiver served as an
important contributor in supporting the child, eliciting behaviors and gave relevant informa-
tion of the child’s development when necessary. The three field supervisors were trained by the
main author, a clinical child psychologist with experience in the assessment of infants and
young children and in training of personnel.

All forms were translated to Hindi following official recommendations [15], and items not
appropriate for the cultural setting were identified and slightly adjusted (for extensive informa-
tion see [16]). During the 11 days of training, the field supervisors were standardized in per-
forming the procedure, and they reached a high inter-observer agreement both during training
and in the 10% quality control throughout the study. In the translated ASQ-3 version, the stan-
dardized alphas for the total ASQ-3 scores were strong, indicating an overall acceptable inter-
nal consistency [16].

Stimulation and learning opportunities. To assess the caregiver`s promotion of child de-
velopment we carefully selected two questions from the standardized assessment tool the
Home Observation for Measurement of the Environment (HOME) [17]. One question was on
“Mother`s belief that child`s behavior can be modified” and one was on “Mother`s encourage-
ment of developmental advances”. These questions and other questions on the child`s stimula-
tion and learning environment, such as number of toys and books in the home, hours of play
with other children and attendance to anganwadi centre (childcare) were asked the caregivers
during the sessions.

Childhood illnesses and growth. At the biweekly field worker visits, mothers were asked
about diarrheal illness, symptoms of respiratory infections and fever on any day since the last
visit, and whether treatment had been sought for any illness. Respiratory rates were counted
twice at each visit, temperature was measured and the child was examined for signs of dehydra-
tion if diarrhea or vomiting were present. Diarrhea was defined as the passage of�3 loose or
watery stools in a 24-h period. ALRI was defined as cough or difficult breathing with elevated
respiratory rate above the age-specific cut-off values (�50 breaths per min in infants and�40
breaths per min in older children) according to WHO-criteria, or cough or difficult breathing
and lower chest indrawings. Clinical pneumonia was defined either by a combination of cough
with crepitations or bronchial breathing by auscultations or as an episode of acute lower respi-
ratory tract infection associated with at least one of the following features; lower chest indraw-
ings, convulsions, not able to drink or feed, extreme lethargy, restlessness or irritability, nasal
flaring or child is abnormally sleepy and difficult to wake up.
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Anthropometry was assessed through weight and length measurements at baseline and end
study at the study clinic. Weight was measured to the nearest 50 g using Digitron scales. Height
was measured using locally manufactured infantometers reading to the nearest 0.1 cm.

Data management and statistical analyses
The data was double entered by two data entry operators followed by validation. A total of
0.21% of the ASQ-3 responses were missing. For missing items an adjusted total score was
computed by dividing the total subscale score by the number of completed items [18]. This
number was then added depending on the amount of items missing. For each child, we
summed up the item scores to five total subscale scores, and a total ASQ-3 score. We measured
the association of relevant independent variables with the total ASQ-3 in multiple linear regres-
sion models. We selected the variables for the regression models as described elsewhere [19].
The variables that were included in the initial crude models were: number of family members,
mother’s age, mother’s year of schooling, father’s year of schooling, if family owns television or
scooter or cooler, annual family income, joint versus nuclear family, attendance in anganwadi,
number of toys in the family, family owns books, number of children in the family, hours of
play with other children during the week, mothers belief that child`s behavior can be modified,
mothers encouragement of developmental advances, height for age z-scores (HAZ), weight for
height z-scores (WHZ), number of days with diarrhea, incidents of clinical pneumonia and in-
cidents of ALRI. Due to collinearity, weight for age z-scores were not included in the adjusted
models. We confirmed this manual model by selecting variables in an automatic stepwise linear
regression procedure. For the regression models the log-transformed values of annual family
income and the log(base2) transformed values of days of diarrhea were used.

For the total ASQ-3 score, we present the selected variables in groups using a hierarchical
(nested) regression approach [20]. The variable groups are: stimulation and learning opportu-
nities (number of toys in the family, family owns books, hours of play with children during the
week, mothers belief that child`s behavior can be modified, mothers encouragement of devel-
opmental advances), growth (HAZ andWHZ) and childhood illnesses (number of days with
diarrhea and incidence of clinical pneumonia). The variable groups were entered in the analysis
in different steps constituting different models. For instance, stimulation and learning opportu-
nities was entered in step 1 constituting model 1. In model 4 growth variables were added, and
in model 7 the childhood illnesses variables were added to a full model. The remaining models
(2, 3, 5 and 6) constitute different constellations of the variable groups alone and together. All
regression models were adjusted for child characteristics (sex, age and breastfeeding status)
and annual family income. The child characteristics variables were included regardless of their
significance or influence on the other variables in the initial crude models.

The scores of the five subscales were highly skewed and categorized on the 25th percentile in
the multiple logisitic regression analysis. The selection of variables followed the same proce-
dure as for main regression analysis. Only variables with P>0.05 are presented in the table.
Data was analyzed in Stata version 12.

Results
Of the 440 children three children were not available for assessment and 15 refused to partici-
pate. The final number of participants was 422.

Demographic Characteristics
Demographic information of the children in the cohort is shown in Table 1. There was an even
distribution of girls and boys. Most of the children were breastfed (86.3% at baseline), 40.1%
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of children in the cohort.

Baseline N Mean/% SD

Child characteristics

Total 422

Age in month

12–23 months 259 61.3%

24–36 months 163 38.7%

Sex

Girls 206 48.8%

Breastfed 364 86.3%

Family situation

Economy

Annual income in INR1 (median/range) 73000 12000–870000

Families who own color TV or scooter or cooler, n (%) 377 89.3%

Maternal characteristics

Age 25.7 5.5

Years of schooling 7 6.3

Mother’s occupation, n (%)2

Governmental employee 1 0.2%

Non-governmental employee 8 1.9%

Self employed 7 1.7%

Daily wager, maid or un-employed 405 96%

Paternal characteristics

Years of schooling 8.6 4

Father’s occupation, n (%)

Governmental employee 9 2.1%

Non-governmental employee 237 56.2%

Self employed 89 21.1%

Daily wager or un-employed 87 20.6%

Household characteristics

Type of family

Nuclear, n (%) 228 54%

Joint, n (%) 194 46%

Number of children in the family 3 2.3

Family size 5.8 2.6

Stimulation and learning opportunities

Hours of weekly play with other children 19 16.6

Number of toys in the family

No toys 16 3.8%

Less than 5 toys 120 28.4%

5–10 toys 147 34.8%

More than 10 toys 139 32.9%

Families who owns books 253 60%

Attending Anganwadi center3, n (%) 40 9.5%

Anthropometry

Z score height for age (stunted), < -2, n (%) 169 40.1%

Z score weight for length (wasted), <- 2, n (%) 42 10%

Z score weight for age (underweight), < -2, n (%) 131 31%

Childhood Illnesses from the biweekly home visits throughout the study period

Number of days with diarrhea 6.6 days 7.1

Incidents of Acute lower respiratory infection 159 37.7%

Incidents of Clinical Pneumonia 115 27.2%

1Indian Rupees,
2 One mother is deceased,
3Childcare center

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0121743.t001
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were stunted (<-2 HAZ), 10% were wasted (<-2 WHZ) and 31% were underweight (<-2
WAZ). The average days of diarrhea during the study period, were 6.6 days (SD: 7.1), 14% of
the children had no episodes of diarrhea, 53.3% had between 1–7 days and 32.7% had between
8–49 days with diarrhea during the 6 months period. At least one episode of ALRI was reported
in 37.7%, and clinical pneumonia in 27.2% throughout the observation period.

Predictors for developmental status
The predictors for the total ASQ-3 scores are shown in Table 2. All models were adjusted for
child characteristics and annual family income. These variables explained 4.7% of the variation
in the total ASQ-3 score alone. In the full model (model 7), all variables together explained
30.5% of the variation.

Table 2. Hierarchical Regression Analysis for variables predicting total ASQ-3 scores in North Indian children 12–36 months1.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7

Adjusted for Child Characteristics and annual family income 2

VARIABLES B3 (SE) B (SE) B (SE) B (SE) B (SE) B (SE) B (SE) β4

Stimulation and learning opportunities

Number of toys

More than 10 toys ref. ref. ref. ref.

6–10 toys in the home -4.4 (5.4) -2.9 (5.3) -2.2 (5.4) -2.4 (5.2)

1–5 toys in the home -5.8 (5.8) -4.0 (5.8) -2.8 (5.9) -3.4 (5.7)

No toys in the home -68.5***(12.0) -59.9*** (12.0) -61.6*** (12.1) -57.9***
(11.9)

-0.21

Family own books (ref. No
books)

4.9 (4.5) 5.7 (4.4) 5.7 (4.5) 7.0 (4.4)

Hours of weekly play with
other children

0.6*** (0.1) 0.6*** (0.1) 0.6*** (0.1) 0.6***
(0.1)

0.20

Mother`s belief that child`s
behavior can be modified (ref.
No modification)

14.2** (5.0) 13.2** (4.9) 12.4*(4.9) 11.7*
(4.9)

-0.11

Mother`s encouragement of
developmental advances (ref.
No encouragement)

18.0** (5.4) 17.7** (5.3) 17.0** (5.4) 17.2**
(5.3)

-0.16

Growth

Height for age z-scores 7.8*** (2.2) 5.6* (2.0) 7.5** (2.1) 5.4*
(2.0)

0.12

Weight for height z-scores 7.4** (2.6) 5.4* (2.4) 6.9** (2.6) 5.0*
(2.4)

0.09

Childhood Illnesses

Number of days with Diarrhea -5.7** (1.8) -5.1** (1.6) -5.2** (1.8) -5.0**
(1.6)

-0.13

Incidents of Clinical
Pneumonia

-12.6* (5.3) -8.9 (4.9) -12.1* (5.2) -9.4 (4.8) -0.08

Observations 421 421 421 421 421 421 421

R-squared 0.251 0.104 0.086 0.279 0.284 0.137 0.305

*** p<.001,

** p<.01,

* p<.05,
1 For the 422 assessed children, the mean total ASQ-3 score was 231.9 (SD = 50) with scores ranging from a minimum of 30 to a maximum of 300.
2 All models are adjusted for child characteristics (age, sex and breastfeeding status), and annual family income,
3 unstandardized Beta coefficient,
4 standardized regression coefficient, Beta values for model 7 only.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0121743.t002
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Stimulation and learning opportunities. Stimulation and learning opportunities adjusted
for child characteristics and annual family income, explained most of the variation in the total
ASQ-3 scores alone by 25.1% (Table 2, model 1). When growth was added (Table 2, model 4),
27.9% of the variation was explained, while 28.4% was explained in the model including stimu-
lation and learning opportunities and childhood illnesses (Table 2, model 5). Four variables of
the stimulation and learning opportunities were significantly associated with the ASQ-3 score.
Compared to those who had more than ten toys, those who had no toys in the home had sub-
stantially lower ASQ-3 scores (p<0.001 in all models). Number of hours of weekly play with
other children (p<0.001 in all models), mother`s belief that child`s behavior can be modified
(p<0.01 and p<0.05) and mother`s encouragement of developmental advances (p<0.01 in all
models) were all positively and significantly associated with the total ASQ-3 score.

Growth. Growth alone explained 10.4% of the variation in the total ASQ-3 score (Table 2,
model 2), and when including childhood illnesses these explained 13.7% together (Table 2,
model 6). HAZ and WHZ were positively and significantly associated with the total ASQ-3
score in all models (p<0.001, p<0.01, p<0.05), however the coefficients were attenuated when
stimulation and learning opportunities was included. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between
HAZ and the total ASQ-3 score in generalized additive models (GAM).

Childhood illnesses. The adjusted analysis of the childhood illnesses variables explained
8.6% of the variation in the total ASQ-3 score alone (Table 2, model 3). Number of days with
diarrhea was negatively and significantly associated with the total ASQ-3 score (p<0.01 in all
models). Fig. 2 shows the relationship between number of days with diarrhea and the total
ASQ-3 score. Clinical pneumonia was significantly associated with the total ASQ-3 score in
models where stimulation and learning opportunities was not present (p<0.05 in both models)
(Table 2, model 3 and 6).

Variables predicting the ASQ-3 subscales. Table 3 shows the predictors for the ASQ-3
subscale scores from logistic regression models. Number of days with diarrhea was significantly
associated with the Fine motor and Problem- solving subscales, and incidents of pneumonia
with Communication and Fine motor subscales. HAZ was significantly associated with the
Gross motor subscale only, while WHZ was significantly associated with the
Communication subscale.

Discussion
We were able to explain 30.6% of the variation in the total ASQ-3 score by the included predic-
tors for neurodevelopment. Stimulation and learning opportunities was the variable group that
explained most of the variation. Growth was also independently associated with developmental
status. Furthermore, the variable days of diarrhea was an independent and consistent predictor
for the ASQ-3 scores.

Factors in children`s home environment, such as responsive caregiving and early learning
opportunities are of indisputable importance for child development [2,21]. In our results this is
clearly demonstrated by the variables on stimulation and learning opportunities explaining
most of the variability of the neurodevelopmental scores alone. Stunting is another well-estab-
lished risk factor for adverse neurodevelopmental outcomes [12]. This is supported in our
study by the linear relationship between the ASQ-3 scores and HAZ-scores below -2, where the
total ASQ-3 scores increase with increasing HAZ scores (Fig. 1). Furthermore, HAZ was asso-
ciated with the total ASQ-3 scores with effect sizes ranging from 5.1 to 6.7 ASQ-3 points in all
models. The effects of growth were seemingly stronger in models where stimulation and learn-
ing opportunities were not included.
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Each doubling of the number of days with diarrhea was associated with an average decre-
ment of approximately five ASQ-3 points. The plots from the GAM revealed that this relation
was linear (Fig. 2). Our results support previous findings, for example from a prospective co-
hort study in Brazil, reporting of associations between early childhood diarrhea and various de-
velopmental domains in later childhood [7–9]. These reports have been criticized, however, for
not adequately adjusting for environmental and health related factors, as well as for their low
sample size. Furthermore, it has been argued that stunting is a relevant cofounder in the associ-
ation between diarrhea and cognitive development and that diarrhea morbidity only has an ef-
fect on the developing brain through stunting [4,6,10]. By demonstrating the significant
association between diarrhea and neurodevelopment independent of growth, the present study
improved upon previous findings. The assessment of illnesses was conducted biweekly for six

Fig 1. Associations between height for age z-scores and changes in ASQ-scores. The graphs were constructed using generalized additive models in R,
the solid line depicts the association of the ASQ-score and HAZ. The Y-axis is centered on the mean total ASQ-score. The shaded area spans the 95%
confidence interval of this association.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0121743.g001
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months and we have information on several potential confounders, the results are thus based
on a more extensive assessment then previous studies.

Analysis on the separate ASQ-3 subscales show that when adjusting for the other variables
in the model, an increase in days of diarrhea was associated with an increased risk of being in
the lower quartile in skills of fine motor and problem-solving abilities. Increasing HAZ was as-
sociated with a reduced risk of being in the lower quartile of the gross motor domain alone,
while being wasted was associated with an increased risk of being in the lower quartile of com-
munication skills. These differences may show that there are different pathways between those
of diarrhea and growth and brain development, underscoring that the effect of diarrhea not
only works through stunting. The independent association of diarrhea revealed in our results
suggests that reducing diarrhea prevalence in children may be an important measure to
enhanced neurodevelopment.

Fig 2. Associations between log (base2) days of diarrhea and changes in ASQ-scores. The graphs were constructed using generalized additive models
in R, the solid line depicts the association of the total ASQ-score and log (base2) days of diarrhea. The Y-axis is centered on the mean total ASQ-score. The
shaded area spans the 95% confidence interval of this association.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0121743.g002
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Various mechanisms may be involved in the impact of diarrhea diseases on brain develop-
ment, such as for instance inflammation and/or reduced nutrient intake [22]. A possible indi-
rect effect of childhood illnesses is the process of “functional isolation” where the child due to
behavioral consequences of its condition face difficulties in eliciting appropriate caregiving be-
havior, and consequently fails to develop according to potential [23,24]. The hypothesis of
“functional isolation”may in part explain why children burdened with pneumonia and/or diar-
rhea in our study have lower scores. Infected children may be weak, apathetic and irritable, and
thus represent a challenge for the caregiver to provide proper responsive care.

Findings from a previous Peruvian study indicate that the various etiology of the diarrhea
illness affect brain development differently, which also could explain why some studies find an
association between diarrhea and neurodevelopment while other do not [4,22,25]. A limitation
of our study is that the enrollment lasted for less than a year, and since it does not encompass
all seasons, does not include all the variations of diarrhea illnesses. Thus, due to the lack of in-
formation on etiology in our study, our ability to demonstrate variations is limited. Develop-
mental assessments were conducted immediately following the six months intensive follow-up,

Table 3. Variables predicting ASQ-3 subscale score in North Indian children 12–36months1.

Communication Gross Motor Fine Motor Problem Solving Personal Social

VARIABLES Odds Ratio (CI) Odds Ratio (CI) Odds Ratio (CI) Odds Ratio (CI) Odds Ratio (CI)

Child Characteristics and Socioeconomics status

Age in months 0.95** (0.92–1.00) 1.04** (1.01–1.08)

Mothers years of schooling 0.92** (0.88–0.97)

Annual family income 0.63* (0.44–0.90) 0.69* (0.50–0.96)

Stimulation and learning opportunities

Number of toys in the home

More than 10 toys in the home ref. ref. ref. ref. ref.

6–10 toys in the home

1–5 toys in the home 1.91* (1.04–3.50)

No toys in the home 11.04** (2.69–45.29) 3.88* (1.08–13.91) 4.31* (1.34–21.79)

Family own books (ref. No books)

Hours of weekly play with other
children

0.98* (0.97–1.00) 0.98*** (0.96–
0.99)

0.97*** (1.90–4.86) 0.98** (0.97–0.99)

Mother`s belief that child`s
behavior can be modified (ref. No
modification)

0.34*** (0.52–
0.22)

Mother’s encouragement of
developmental advances (ref. No
encouragement)

0.58* (0.53–0.21) 0.33*** (0.53–0.21) 0.47** (0.99–0.93)

Growth

Height for age z-scores 0.69 ***(0.56–0.84)

Weight for height z-scores 0.67** (0.51–0.86)

Childhood Illnesses

Number of days with diarrhea 1.26** (1.07–1.49) 1.19* (1.01–1.40)

Incidents of Clinical Pneumonia 1.85* (1.13–3.03) 1.63* (1.00–2.62)

*** p<.001,

** p<.01,

* p<.05, logistic regression P-value,
1 For the 422 assessed children, the mean subscales scores vary from 44.8 to 47.8, all with a range from 0 to 60.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0121743.t003
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and thus a second limitation of our study, is the lack of information on long-term effects of the
risk- and protective factors.

The ASQ-3 has not been formally validated for a North Indian population. To our knowl-
edge, there are currently no up to-date-tests for this age group formally validated for this set-
ting. However, particular for this study, we translated and adjusted the relevant ASQ-3 forms
for our age groups following official recommendations. This process and its evaluation have
been described elsewhere [16]. The ASQ-3 has been used previously in a clinical setting in
North India [26], as well as in research in LMIC [27], and it`s sensitivity and specificity have
proven to be satisfying [28]. In the present study the ASQ-3 served as a feasible tool for the pur-
pose of collecting reliable data on developmental status in our population. Both the total and
subscale scores differentiated between variables, and several variables that predicted the total
ASQ-3 score confirm previous findings in this field of research [2,3]. However, since the ASQ-
3 is constructed as a screening test and not a diagnostic test, it is important to underscore that
diagnosis of developmental delays requires a more sophisticated confirmatory test that was not
performed here.

For vulnerable children in LMIC targeted interventions to improve neurodevelopment are
called for [29]. Studies have demonstrated that interventions should include both factors of re-
sponsive caregiving and learning opportunities, and nutrition for the greatest impact on early
child development [21,30]. Our study provides support for these results, and furthermore, that
the continuing work to reduce the burden of diarrhea illness among vulnerable children may
be an important step towards enabling children to fulfill their potential. In other words, the im-
portance of reducing the burden of illnesses may not only be important for the reduction of
childhood mortality, but also to enhance quality of life through improved brain development.
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